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A signal can be said to be any information bearing 
unit or action carrying a message from a sender 
to a receiver. This defi nition covers a vast number 
of human and non-human actions, ranging from 
fl irtation to satellite communication. This thesis 
deals with increasing the quality of one of the 
most ubiquitous human-to-human signals: Speech. 
Surrounding noise is a severe obstacle to relaxed 
speech communication. Cars, industry and many 
everyday machines emit high noise levels that ren-
der personal communication diffi cult, degrade our 
mental and physical ability and may cause nausea, 
vertigo, fatigue and temporary or permanent hea-
ring loss. Indeed, exposure to noise of a high sound 
pressure level is a major contributor to often ir-
reversible sensorineural hearing impair-ment, i.e. 
Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL).

This doctoral thesis deals with three different ap-
proaches for facilitating human speech commu-
nication. First, methods for adaptively controlling 
acoustic feedback — commonly denoted “how-
ling” — in hearing aids are developed and sub-
sequently evaluated. Howling is a very common 
problem in hearing aids and a stable and robust 

feedback eliminator would serve many hearing 
aid users. The proposed method detects tonal 
components, i.e. howling, in the signal path of the 
hearing aid. If such a component is detected, the 
feedback control system invokes different coun-
termeasures to adaptively cancel the howling. Se-
cond, a method for speech quality and intelligibi-
lity enhancement is described. Instead of focusing 
on noise suppression, the method acts as a speech 
booster: Frequency bands containing a usable 
amount of speech energy are boosted. All other 
frequency bands remain unchanged. This results in 
an increased Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and the 
elimination of background artefacts which may be 
present in some other noise reduction algorithms. 
Furthermore, speech distortion is kept to a neg-
ligible level. Finally, a compact receiver unit, based 
on bone conduction, is designed and evaluated. The 
unit is placed inside the external auditory canal of 
a user and picks up bone conducted speech from 
the user’s speech organ. This solution, in combina-
tion with a pair of active hearing protectors, yields 
several advantages and allows the user to reliably 
communicate in environments where extremely 
high sound pressure levels are present.
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The amount of noise which anyone can bear undisturbed
stands in inverse proportion to his mental capacity.

Arthur Schopenhauer (1788 - 1860)
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Preface

This doctoral thesis summarizes my work in the field of speech enhancement
for personal communication as well as in the field of hearing aid performance
improvement. The work has been carried out at the School of Engineering,
Department of Signal Processing, at Blekinge Institute of Technology.

The thesis consists of seven parts:

Part Title

I Speech Enhancement by Non-Stationary Tonal Disturbance
Cancellation Using Subband Zero Crossing Measures

II Detection and Attenuation of Feedback Induced Howling in
Hearing Aids Using Subband Zero Crossing Measures

III Subband Adaptive Feedback Control in Hearing Aids with
Increased User Comfort

IV Speech Enhancement for Personal Communication
Using an Adaptive Gain Equalizer

V Speech Enhancement Using an Adaptive Gain Equalizer
with Frequency Dependent Parameter Settings

VI Real-Time Implementation of an Adaptive Gain Equalizer
for Speech Enhancement Purposes

VII In-Ear Microphone Techniques for Severe Noise Situations
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1 Thesis Introduction

A signal can be said to be any information bearing unit or action carrying
a message from a sender to a receiver. This definition covers a vast number
of human and non-human actions, ranging from flirtation to satellite commu-
nication. This thesis deals with methods for increasing the quality of one of
the most ubiquitous human-to-human signals: Speech. Speech communica-
tion represents a considerable part of all human activity and is so important
for us, that great effort is made to make even our own machines understand
speech. A person not capable of understanding speech is considered to have
a rather severe handicap. Anyone who has visited a foreign country knows
the complications that arise when one is not able to communicate efficiently
via speech. Other signals, such as gestures and facial expressions, must then
be solely employed. Surrounding noise is another obstacle to relaxed speech
communication that has to be addressed today. Cars, industry and many
everyday machines emit high noise levels that render personal communica-
tion difficult, degrade our mental and physical ability and may cause nausea,
vertigo, fatigue and temporary or permanent hearing loss [1, 2].

This thesis covers three methods for counteracting acoustic disturbances
in human speech communication, viz

1. hearing aid performance improvements,

2. speech enhancement in communication systems, and

3. noise reduction in severely disturbed situations.

The term hearing aid performance improvements covers many research ar-
eas within the field of hearing aid technology. Examples are effective dynamic
compression [3, 4] and noise reduction [5]. The parts of this thesis that cover
hearing aid improvements deal with Adaptive Feedback Control (AFC). In-
deed, uncontrolled acoustic feedback is one of the most frequently reported
problems associated with hearing aids [6].

The term speech enhancement is, in this thesis, defined as any action taken
to improve the quality and/or intelligibility of human speech. The quality of
speech refers to whether the speech is sounds natural and undistorted. On
the other hand, intelligibility refers to whether the speech is understandable,
i.e. “may the speech message be received and understood correctly?” High
quality speech often, but not always, implies good intelligibility [7]. Generally
speaking, humans have the capacity to understand speech in very disturbed
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environments, since words are placed in a context, i.e. a sentence. This
allows us to understand a spoken sentence even though some isolated words
are unintelligible. Also note that, in general, speech enhancement may include
actions like speech separation [8] or speech bandwidth expansion [9]

The term noise reduction in severely disturbed situations implies that the
noise reduction method has to be extremely efficient since it is intended for use
in environments with very high noise levels. Examples of such environments
are inside or outside of a helicopter, or any other aircraft during operation.
Surface rescue personnel are, for example, exposed to extreme noise levels
when performing a rescue operation [10]. Still, reliable speech communication
is imperative for safety reasons. Heavy industry may also produce noise of
high levels that renders standard personal communication setups useless. An
everyday situation involving extreme noise levels, is the riding of a motorcycle:
Riding at high speeds may result in very high sound pressure levels inside the
motorcycle helmet. In all these cases, special measures must be taken to
facilitate reliable communication. In addition, the user’s hearing may have to
be protected by some means.

2 Summary of Included Papers

This thesis consists of seven published papers. Each paper is written indepen-
dently and is self-contained. Since the papers were written over a period of
five years, the notation may have changed slightly. Changes in notation have
resulted from, for example, the merging och two subjects, or from revisions
over time. Nevertheless, efforts have been made to keep notation as consistent
as possible.

The thesis is divided into three logical sections. The first section, consisting
of papers I–III describes methods for suppression of tonal signal components,
mainly aiming at reducing feedback, or howling, in hearing aids. The papers
represent a three-step process where, first, a method for tone detection is de-
veloped and evaluated. Second, this method is applied to a feedback problem
in a hearing aid model. Third, the tone detector is used in collaboration with
a more elaborate system for feedback control.

The second section, consisting of papers IV–VI, describes what the authors
prefer to call the Speech Booster, a speech enhancement method which focuses
on improving the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of an input signal. The method
accomplishes this by boosting subbands proportionally to the subband SNR.
Simulations as well as a real time implementation of the Speech Booster is
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described in these papers.
The final section, consisting of paper VII, describes the construction of

an ear microphone. This is combined with a pair of ear muffs equipped with
active noise control to facilitate personal communication under severe noise
situations. Key results and combination effects are described.

2.1 Part I — Speech Enhancement by Non-Stationary
Tonal Disturbance Cancellation Using Subband Zero
Crossing Measures

Tonal disturbances in speech communication may arise in a variety of situa-
tions. Surrounding sound sources such as sirens or rotating machinery may
emit tonal sounds; the internal circuitry of speech communication equipment
(such as cellular phones) may add tonal components to the transmitted speech
signal [11]. A very common situation in which high amplitude tonal distur-
bances are encountered is when uncontrolled acoustic feedback is induced in
a public address (PA) system or in hearing aids. Another typical example of
a tonal disturbance is the 50 Hz or 60 Hz power line hum.

2.1.1 Tonal Disturbance Cancellation

One approach for the elimination of tonal disturbances involves the use of
adaptive notch filters [12, 13]. One drawback to this approach is that, gener-
ally, a very narrow filter notch is desirable to reduce signal distortion. Such
a narrow notch may be difficult to precisely tune to the desired frequency
of interest. Also, several unwanted tones may be present, leading to high
computational demands.

Adaptive Line Enhancers (ALE) may also be used for tonal attenuation.
The ALE acts as a self-tuning filter whose frequency response exhibits a peak
at the frequency of the incoming tonal component [14]. It relies on decorre-
lation of the input signal, assuming that the background noise will be decor-
related by a delay, while the tonal component will simply be phase shifted.
Traditionally, ALE’s have been realized using Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filters [15], however, solutions using Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters
have also been investigated [16, 17].

Since a sinusoid appears as a narrow frequency signal component, a median
filter in transform domain may be employed in order to reduce this compo-
nent. Median filters are traditionally used in image processing for removal of
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impulsive noise, while preserving finer details. In [18] a so-called conditional
median filter is used to suppress sufficiently large spectral impulses.

The research described in Part I was performed in order to explore the
possibility of using a zero crossing (ZC) based measure in order to detect
and attenuate tonal disturbances in speech signals. The ZC measure is a non-
linear measure that has traditionally been used for analysis, segmentation and
recognition of speech sounds. The ZC measure has proven to be well suited
for digital signal processing [7, 19].

Suppose an input signal x(n) to the tonal detector is present. This signal is
split into K − 1 subbands using bandpass FIR filters. The signal in subband
k is then denoted xk(n). The subband ZC measure Zk(n) is subsequently
calculated as

Zk(n) =
|sgn{xk(n)} − sgn{xk(n − 1)}|

2
(1)

where the sign function sgn{·} is defined as

sgn{xk(n)} =
{

+1 if xk(n) ≥ 0
−1 if xk(n) < 0 (2)

Note that Zk(n) = 1 if a change in sign has occurred between sample n and
n − 1 in xk(n) and that Zk(n) = 0 otherwise.

The proposed method measures the sample distance between zero crossings
in subband signals. The envelopes of these measures are tracked using upper
and lower “spread estimates”. The difference between these upper and lower
spread estimates controls a subband gain function that is used to weigh the
subbands proportionally. If a tonal component is present in the input signal,
the corresponding ZC distance spread will decrease since tonal components
imply a constant distance between zero crossings. A small spread results in
a corresponding low gain function in that particular subband. The spread
estimators are calculated using time averages.

A spectrogram of speech input and output is shown in Fig. 1. Both a
stationary and non-stationary tonal component is present in the input speech.
These tones are detected by the ZC tone detector and consequently attenuated
by the gain function.
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Figure 1: (Upper plot) Spectrogram of input data with speech distorted by
a stationary and a non-stationary sinusoid. (Lower plot) Spectrogram of en-
hanced output data.

2.2 Part II — Detection and Attenuation of Feedback
Induced Howling in Hearing Aids Using Subband
Zero Crossing Measures

Part II describes a further development of Part I. The method described in
Part II aims at improving hearing aid performance regarding maximum gain.
A simplified model of a hearing aid is shown in Fig. 2. Basically, a hearing
aid is an instrument for signal amplification. As with a PA-system, such a
system may become unstable according to the presence of some criteria.

An unstable hearing aid will lead to uncontrolled acoustic feedback re-
sulting in a high amplitude tonal component emitted from the hearing aid
output. This uncontrolled acoustic feedback is commonly denoted “howling”.
The maximum hearing aid gain, in this thesis denoted Real Ear Aided Gain
(REAG), is defined as the maximum input signal amplification without howl-
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Figure 2: A simplified model of an analog hearing aid with external input
signal s(t), a feedback signal g(t), a combined total hearing aid input signal
xa(t), feedback channel HFB(F ), and user gain GHA. User controls typically
control the amount of gain, GHA and whether to use normal input mode or
telecoil mode of operation.

ing. Howling is a very common problem that not only prevents the user from
fully utilizing the affordable hearing aid gain but also is highly annoying, or
even harmful, for the user. One should be aware of the fact that sound qual-
ity may degrade markedly even before the hearing aid starts to howl [20]:
Acoustic feedback in a moderate form may result in signal distortions such as
ringing. This behaviour is, of course, highly undesirable. The fact that the
External Ear Canal (EAC) changes over time due to mandibular movements
such as chewing and yawning complicates the issue of feedback cancellation
further [21]. A non-stationary environment calls for adaptive algorithms.

2.2.1 Hearing Aids — An Overview

Today, four main types of air conducted hearing aids are common:

1. The Behind-The-Ear (BTE) aid, in which the entire processing unit as
well as the microphone is placed behind the ear of the user and the
processed sound is led to the EAC via tubing.

2. The In-The-Ear (ITE) is a smaller and fully integrated device placed in
the concha at the orifice of the EAC.

3. The In-The-Canal (ITC) device is even less conspicuous than the ITE
type and is placed entirely inside the EAC.
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4. Finally, the Completely-In-the-Channel (CIC) hearing aid is placed deep-
ly inside the EAC and is practically invisible from the outside.

An ITE/ITC/CIC unit permits a user to position the hearing device into
the ear where it is not conspicuous, nor in the way of glasses, outer headwear,
or long hair. This design might be the preferred choice over BTE models.

For a conventional BTE hearing aid (with the microphone placed behind
the ear), a feedback attenuation of around 60 dB is common. The minimum
feedback channel attenuation for an ITE and ITC/CIC devices at 2 kHz,
are about 50 dB and 45 dB, respectively [22]. This implies that less gain is
available for the user of these types of devices. Hence ITE, ITC and CIC
hearing aids are more suitable for patients with mild to moderate hearing
loss. In addition, these types of devices occlude the auditory canal of the
user, hence, vents are required to counteract occlusion effects. The vents
further reduce the maximum REAG. If a proper functioning AFC system
could be incorporated into such a hearing aid and the maximum affordable
REAG could be subsequently increased, many of the patients that today are
forced to use BTE hearing aids could switch to a more compact and discrete
ITE/ITC/CIC hearing aid.

As previously stated, due to differences in physical appearance of these
four types of hearing aids, they have rather different properties regarding
maximum gain, dynamic range, sound quality etc. In Part II, the minimum
feedback channel attenuation is of the greatest interest. Feedback channels
are typically affected by [22]

• the vent,

• imperfect sealing of the earmold,

• imperfect sealing of the joints of tubing (BTE devices),

• emission from tubing walls (BTE devices),

• structural transmissions within the hearing aid,

• emissions from the hearing aid shell, and

• electrical feedback.

A more thorough survey of hearing and hearing aids is given in Part III.
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2.2.2 Feedback Control

Different methods for feedback control have been developed over the years.
The obvious approach is to increase the minimum feedback channel attenua-
tion. As described above, this attenuation varies highly depending on what
type of hearing aid that is used. Since feedback is dependent on signal phase, a
phase shift of the signals in the hearing aid has been evaluated as a method for
howling control [23]. This resulted in an additional affordable gain of 1–2 dB.
The methods that have offered the best results have been based on adaptive
feedback channel estimation using some adaptive algorithm. The well-known
and commonly used method of Least Mean Square (LMS) [15] is frequently
employed for channel estimation. Different approaches for adaptively estimat-
ing the feedback channel have been evaluated in [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].
All of these operated on fullband signals and offered about 10–20 dB of addi-
tional user gain. Subband approaches are described in [31, 32, 33, 34]

In part II, AFC is achieved by attenuating subbands in which tonal com-
ponents arise. A hearing aid model with a feedback channel modelled as a
four pole Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter is used for simulation pur-
poses. Instead of using time averages to track the ZC distance spread (as in
Part I), a more direct method is used: The variance of the ZC is calculated
over time frames. This method increases stability and reliability and decreases
the number of adjustable parameters to a single one: The length of the time
frame used to estimate the variance of the ZC distance.

Considering a discrete time random process x(n), the variance σ2
x is the

second central moment of x(n) [35, 36]. That is, the second moment around
the mean value of x(n). The variance of a length N time sequence, x(n), may
be readily estimated by

σ̂2
x =

1
N

N−1∑
n=0

(x(n) − m̂x)2 (3)

where

m̂x =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

x(n) (4)

Note that the estimate in Eq. 3 is only asymptotically unbiased whereas
m̂x is an unbiased estimate. This is the method used to estimate the variance
of the ZC distance in Part II. If the variance in a certain subband k falls below
a certain predefined threshold, a subband gain function Gk(n) is decreased
gradually. This gain attenuates the subband at hand and hence reduces the
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Figure 3: A general adaptive system with input signal x(n), desired signal
d(n), adaptive filter output signal y(n), and error signal e(n).

feedback. When — or if — the variance increases, Gk(n) is gradually reset to
its initial state (Gk(n) = 1) allowing the subband to pass through the hearing
aid unaltered.

The method has demonstrated the capability to increase the provided
maximum hearing aid gain by approximately 15 dB.

2.3 Part III — Subband Adaptive Feedback Control in
Hearing Aids with Increased User Comfort

Part III describes a subband based method for AFC in acoustic hearing aids,
that using short bursts of subband probe noise to fuel an adaptive feedback
channel estimation. The feedback channel is estimated using the well known
and widely used method of Least Mean Square (LMS) but basically any adap-
tive gradient algorithm may be employed, e.g. Normalized LMS (NLMS), or
Leaky LMS (LLMS) [15, 16, 37, 14]. Also in Part III, an extensive account of
the anatomy and physiology of the human ear and hearing system is given.

2.3.1 Adaptive Algorithms

In Fig. 3, a universal adaptive system is shown. Generally speaking, adaptive
algorithms update a time-variant filter vector w(n) according to

w(n + 1) = w(n) + ∆w(n) (5)

In Eq. 5, w(n) denotes the adaptive filter vector at time n and ∆w(n) denotes
a correction term added to w(n) at time n to form a new set of adaptive filter
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Figure 4: An adaptive system for channel identification.

coefficients w(n+1) at time n+1. The LMS filter update equation is written
as

w(n + 1) = w(n) + µe(n)x(n) (6)

where µ is the LMS step size, e(n) is the error signal defined as d(n) − y(n)
and x(n) is the filter tap input vector.

Ensuring the stability of this update is not an easy task. Some guide-
lines have been developed for estimating a maximum step size µmax when
employing the LMS algorithm. One of these can be written as [16]

0 < µmax <
2

ME [x2(n)]
(7)

where M is the adaptive filter length and E[·] denotes the expected value.
Another adaptive algorithm worth mentioning is the Recursive Least Squa-

res (RLS). However, this algorithm makes heavy demands on computational
power [16].

One application (the one used in Part III) is channel identification. A
scheme of such an adaptive system is shown in Fig. 4. This setup identifies
an unknown channel, in the literature also commonly denoted as “plant”.
An input signal exciting the frequencies of interest — usually all frequencies
within the desired bandwidth — is used as input x(n).

2.3.2 The Proposed Method

The method described in Part III, is a non-continuously adapting channel
identification process that operates in subbands using the LMS algorithm.
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Howling is detected by means of the ZC based method described in Part I
and Part II. In comparison with the previously described papers, the method
for feedback control in Part III is more elaborate: If howling is detected, the
adaptive algorithm is enabled and estimates the feedback channel. The iden-
tification process is fuelled by a frequency and time limited probe noise. In
other words, the method strives to minimize the disturbing interruptions of
the signal path, both in time and frequency domain, simultaneously. The
probe noise bursts are short in temporal domain and narrow in frequency do-
main. The advantages of this approach are twofold: It implies that user dis-
comfort during adaptation is reduced, compared to a continuous probe noise
approach, and that the adaptation process is effective and controlled. This
yields a system with reliable feedback channel estimates, rapid convergence
of the adaptive algorithm and low speech distortion/user discomfort. The
signal path is only cut for short periods of time and in a narrow frequency
band; all other frequency bands remain transparent. Another advantage to
this method are the masking effects: These can occur both in temporal and
frequency domain [38]. The emitted band limited noise burst is more likely
to be masked by speech in adjacent frequency bands than a broadband probe
noise. Furthermore, since the noise burst is short, a temporal masking is
also probable. Altogether this improves the total speech quality. The user is
offered full protection against potentially harmful levels of howling, without
sacrificing the fidelity of the hearing aid output.

2.4 Part IV — Speech Enhancement for Personal Com-
munication Using an Adaptive Gain Equalizer

The previous parts have treated methods for reducing tonal disturbances,
mainly aimed at feedback cancellation applications. The following parts,
Part IV–VI deal with another type of disturbance very common in every-
day speech communication: Noise. In a face-to-face interpersonal commu-
nication situation, surrounding noise may, as previously stated, stem from
cars, machinery, crowds etcetera. However, speech can also be transmitted
via some communication channel such as a cellular phone network or Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). In these situations, the speech qual-
ity/intelligibility may be degraded both by transducers (microphones, loud-
speakers) as well as transmission factors (speech coding/decoding, noisy chan-
nels) [7]. Some sort of restoring operation, i.e. noise reduction and/or speech
enhancement may then be employed.
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2.4.1 Wiener Filtering

The Wiener filtering is a classic method for noise reduction that has been
widely used for speech enhancement. It is cited here for the sake of complete-
ness. The method calculates a filter that is optimal in the mean square error
sense, assuming a stationary signal [16].

Suppose we have a situation where a discrete time stationary signal s(n)
is infested by interfering noise υ(n). The speech and noise are added, forming
the total signal x(n), i.e.

x(n) = s(n) + υ(n) (8)

The Wiener filter may now be written as

H0(f) =
Pss(f)

Pss(f) + Pυυ(f)
(9)

where H0(f) is the filter and Pss(f) and Pυυ(f) are the power spectral den-
sities of the speech signal s(n) and noise signal υ(n), respectively. Note that,
if there is a large amount of noise at a certain frequency, the Wiener filter
magnitude will decrease at that particular frequency. If υ(n) = 0 the Wiener
filter H0(f) = 1.

Since speech is a non-stationary signal, the estimates of H0(f) must be
divided into short frames in which the speech can be considered pseudo sta-
tionary. Hence the Wiener filter is only optimal for the corresponding short
time segment.

2.4.2 Spectral Subtraction

Spectral subtraction is one of the earliest speech enhancement algorithms
and perhaps one of the most easily implemented. It is also by far the most
popular speech enhancement algorithm. This method operates in the short-
time spectral domain and seeks to enhance a noisy speech signal by subtracting
an estimated noise spectrum. This frequency domain method is based on
the Fast Fourier Transform and is a non-linear, yet straightforward way of
reducing unwanted broadband noise acoustically added to a signal. The noise
spectrum is estimated in frequency domain during speech pauses, and then
subtracted from the noisy speech spectrum. The quality of the noise spectrum
estimate is crucial for the final result and a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) is
needed to detect speech intermissions.
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Patents describing algorithms similar to the spectral subtraction were filed
in the 1960’s. However, it took another decade for what is now considered
as the basic spectral subtraction algorithm to be published. In 1979 Boll
published an article [39] that described the spectral subtraction as it is used
today.

If we consider the previously stated situation with noise corrupted speech,

x(n) = s(n) + υ(n) (10)

the power spectra are also additive:

Pxx(ω) = Pss(ω) + Pυυ(ω) (11)

In Eq. 11 Pxx(ω), Pss(ω), and Pυυ(ω) are the power spectra of the noisy
speech, clean speech (i.e. noise-free speech) and additive noise, respectively.

Since speech is only pseudo-stationary over short periods of time, it is
more appropriate to use the short-term power spectra [7], i.e. calculate the
power spectrum on a frame-by-frame basis. Let us use i to index the frames.
A simple subtraction of estimated frame power spectra P̂xx(ω, i) and P̂υυ(ω, i)
can give us an estimate of the clean speech power spectrum P̂ss(ω, i),

P̂ss(ω, i) = P̂xx(ω, i) − P̂υυ(ω, i) (12)

This subtraction is the origin of the name “Spectral Subtraction”.
A key question is how to estimate the power spectra of the signals. The

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of an M -length segment of data x(n), n =
0, . . . ,M − 1 may be written as

X(ωl, i) =
M−1∑
m=0

x(iM + m)e−jωlm, ωl =
2π

M
l (13)

where M denotes the frame length and l is the frequency bin index. An upper-
case letter denotes a frequency decomposition of the corresponding lowercase
letter notation. Now, a straightforward way of estimating the power spectra
is the ordinary periodograms [40]

P̂xx(ωl, i) =
1
M

|X(ωl, i)|2, P̂υυ(ωl, i) =
1
M

|Υ(ωl, i)|2 (14)

According to [7] the factor 1/M in Eq. 14 has little effect when working on
a frame-by-frame basis and may be omitted for simplicity. Hence Eq. 12 can
be written as

|S(ωl, i)|2 = |X(ωl, i)|2 − |Υ(ωl, i)|2 (15)
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Since phase distortion in speech does not introduce overall distortion to any
appreciable extent, the noisy speech phase may be used to finally form the
noise reduced output signal:

Ŝ(ωl, i) =
√

|X(ωl, i)|2 − |Υ(ωl, i)|2 · ej � X(ωl,i) (16)

In Eq. 16 � X(ωl, i) denotes the phase of the noisy speech signal X(ωl, i).
By averaging several segments, Pυυ(ωl, i) can be estimated given that no

speech is present [41]. Speech is detected using some sort of VAD.
Often the spectral subtraction is written as a filtering operation as in

Ŝ(ωl, i) = H(ωl, i)X(ωl, i) (17)

where

H(ωl, i) =

√
|X(ωl, i)|2 − |Υ(ωl, i)|2

|X(ωl, i)|2 (18)

This equation is similar to the Wiener filter described in 2.4.1. A further
generalization is to rewrite Eq. 18 as

H(ωl, i) =
( |X(ωl, i)|a − κ|Υ(ωl, i)|a

|X(ωl, i)|a
) 1

a

(19)

where a is a power constant and κ is a subtraction factor that is positive. If
κ < 1, this results in what is called under-subtraction and if κ > 1 we obtain
over-subtraction.

Since the algorithm contains a subtraction, some sort of rectification of the
power spectra is needed. Often half-wave rectification is employed. This may,
however, lead to artifacts that are commonly denoted musical tones. Nev-
ertheless, properly tweaked spectral subtraction is a powerful tool for noise
reduction in acoustic signals. A number of enhancements of the original al-
gorithm have been proposed over the years to reduce delay and musical tones
[42, 43, 44]. Efforts have also been made to reduce or eliminate the need for
VADs [45, 46].

2.4.3 Adaptive Beamforming

Multi-sensor techniques and array processing have gained increasing inter-
est during recent years. A group of sensors can be arranged and the input
signal filtered to emphasize a signal arriving from a certain direction. This
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also applies for transmitting signals and the technique is commonly denoted
“beamforming”. With regard to acoustic signals, this technique reduces the
background noise by placing a spatial null in the direction wherefrom the noise
originates and/or placing a spatial maximum in the direction of the desired
signal. In other words, the beamformer is a spatio-temporal filter: Sources at
different locations will be treated different [47, 48, 49]. Beamformers generally
treat input signals gently and introduce small amounts of distortion. How-
ever, the usage of several transducers leads to increased costs. Multi-sensor
techniques may also be used for Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) estimation [50].

2.4.4 Adaptive Noise Cancelling

After initial publications, the adaptive algorithms have found widespread use.
As early as 1957 adaptive algorithms were used by the General Electric Com-
pany. Only a few years later hundreds of papers were published on this topic
[37]. Adaptive algorithms such as the LMS [15, 16, 14] may be employed for
a great variety of problems, including noise reduction. A more comprehensive
description of this type of algorithm was given in Section 2.3.

2.4.5 The Speech Booster

Part IV suggests a general, stand-alone method for speech enhancement. In
this method, the input signal is presented to a Single-Input-Single-Output
(SISO) system in which the signal is divided into a number of subbands.
These subbands are individually and temporally weighted according to an
estimate of the SNR in each subband at every time instant. The weighting
of the subbands is analogous to adaptively increase the gain of a graphical
audio equalizer in those subbands where speech is dominant. Hence, the
appropriate name would be Adaptive Gain Equalizer (AGE). The AGE acts
as a speech booster, active when speech is present in a subband and idling
when only noise is present. One major advantage is that the background
distortion caused by the method is negligible. If computationally efficient
IIR filters are used to partition the fullband input signal into subbands, the
algorithm may operate at high sampling frequencies or, alternatively, on a
relatively low-performance digital signal processor. However, during the last
two decades, the development of high performance digital signal processors
has made it possible to implement computationally complex signal processing
algorithms in real-time.

A method that has some similarities to the proposed method is described
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in [51] and [52]. However, the method described in these papers is focused on
noise suppression and calculates the gain function in a different way, compared
to the AGE.

The AGE has proven to be robust, flexible, and versatile and results in
speech enhancement with low speech distortion. Furthermore, no VAD is
required.

2.5 Part V — Speech Enhancement Using an Adaptive
Gain Equalizer with Frequency Dependent Parame-
ter Settings

A further development of the AGE described in Part IV is performed in
Part V. Instead of using the same parameter prerequisites in all subbands,
frequency dependent parameters are introduced. This adds versatility to the
algorithm and results in further tweaking possibilities. Hence, the AGE may
be adapted to numerous noise situations with limited additional computa-
tional cost.

2.6 Part VI — Real-Time Implementation of an Adap-
tive Gain Equalizer For Speech Enhancement Pur-
poses

The increasing usage of communication devices in adverse noise conditions
urges for speech enhancement methods. In addition, these methods must be
computationally efficient, since the platforms on which they are intended to
be executed are heavily loaded by other tasks such as speech coding etc. Nev-
ertheless, real time implementations of fairly complex algorithms on Digital
Signal Processors (DSP) are nowadays possible thanks to the rapid develop-
ment in accessible computational power during recent decades. Today, it is
possible to exploit this computational power in order to implement complex
algorithms or, alternatively, widen the bandwidth of the algorithm at hand.

In Part VI the AGE described in Part IV is implemented in realtime on
a 32-bit floating point SHARC DSP from Analog Devices [53]. The data
format of a digital signal processor determines its ability to handle signals of
differing precision, dynamic range, and signal-to-noise ratios. However, ease-
of-use and time-to-market considerations are often equally important. The
number of bits of precision of Analog-to-Digital Converters/Digital-to-Analog
Converters (ADC/DAC) has continued to increase, and the trend is for both
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precision and sampling rates to increase. Floating-point DSPs are, in general,
easier to use and allow a quicker time-to-market than fixed-point processors.

2.7 Part VII — In-Ear Microphone Techniques for Se-
vere Noise Situations

The speech booster described in Part IV, Part V, and Part VI is suitable for
surroundings with moderate noise levels. For example, a phone call performed
while driving a car is (in this thesis) considered to be exposed to moderate
noise levels. There are, however, some situations where standard noise reduc-
tion algorithms succumb. Examples of such situations are rescue personnel
in helicopters or other aircrafts, fire fighting, and workers in heavy industry.
Under such circumstances, an ordinary spectral subtraction or speech booster
would be highly strained and the resulting output speech would probably be
distorted. One approach might be to screen off the communication micro-
phone using some sort of passive absorbers. This is, however, a cumbersome
solution and is more applicable when attenuating the sound at the source,
e.g. sound insulation in the engine compartments of cars. In a person-to-
person communication scenario, where some communication device is used,
one might instead look for alternate microphone placements.

2.7.1 The Ear-mic

It is by no means a new idea that a microphone for communication purposes
may be placed on other locations of the body than in front of the mouth.
Different locations of the body, such as the throat or forehead, have been
used to attach transducers (in these cases tactile microphones) [54, 55]. The
External Auditory Canal (EAC) has also been investigated as an alternative
microphone location [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. The methods described in these
papers strive to prevent the noise from entering the communication system in
the first place.

In Part VII a small microphone is placed inside the EAC of the user. This
ear-mic, see Fig. 5, mainly picks up bone conducted speech originating from
the speech organ of the user. The transmission properties of bone conducted
sound have been investigated in [61, 62]. This ear-mic is combined with a pair
of ear-muffs equipped with Active Noise Control (ANC). Part VII describes
three aspects of using a so-called ear-mic for communication purposes:

1. Possible positive combination effects when combining an ear-
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Figure 5: The custom moulded ear-mic.

mic and ANC ear-muffs. ANC equipped ear-muffs date back to the
1950’s. An efficacious active headset will combine low frequency active
attenuation with high frequency passive attenuation to provide high
attenuation of the exterior noise at a wider frequency range [63]. ANC
can be both feedforward [64], feedback [65] or a combination of both
[66]. The effects of combining an ANC equipped pair of ear-muffs with
an ear-mic have not previously been thoroughly investigated. It turns
out that the user’s hearing is not only protected by both passive and
active noise control. Also, the indirect low-pass filtering that the ANC
system implies functions as an equalizer of the low-pass mouth-to-ear
channel. Hence, the in-ear speech signal is to some extent restored.

2. Improvement of speech recognition. Since the 1950’s, a system for
fool-proof speech recognition has been a distant goal for researchers in
the field. This problem was, in the past, considered to be one which
could be easily solved. However, it has now proven to be a difficult task
since the human communication is a more subtle process than initially
was anticipated. Nevertheless, advances in computer technology and
computational power have, to some degree, compensated for our lack of
knowledge regarding the human speech and hearing system [7, 67].

Speech recognition can be of interest in many situations. For exam-
ple, many functions in a vehicle can be voice controlled. This improves
safety since the user can stay focused on operating the vehicle. Hence,
speech recognition is a growing field in vehicular technology [68, 69].
If the speech intelligibility, and by that the speech recognition robust-
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ness, could be increased in a speech recognition controlled system im-
plemented in a vehicle, the safety would be further improved [70].

One of the major challenges of the speech recognition problem is to make
the system robust to background noise. In Part VII, a Hidden Markov
Model Toolkit (HTK) speech recognition system is used in combination
with an ear-mic/ANC-solution. Since the combination of ANC and ear-
muffs attenuates broadband noise inside the EAC, the speech recognition
accuracy will increase. This increase in speech recognition reliability
can also be viewed as an objective measure of the speech quality and
intelligibility increase.

3. Hybrid noise reduction using a combination of ANC ear-muffs
and spectral subtraction. In a personal communication situation
in noisy surroundings, it is desirable to obtain protection both for the
near-end user, as well as enhanced speech quality for the far-end user.
To achieve this, an approach is described where three noise reduction
methods are combined and applied to the speech signal inside the EAC.
Apart from the previously described passive/active ear-muffs, a spec-
tral subtraction (described in Section 2.4.2) is used. High frequencies
are attenuated by passive absorbers, low frequency components are at-
tenuated by ANC and finally, a broadband noise reduction is achieved
by using spectral subtraction. Note that the two first methods, i.e. pas-
sive and active noise reduction, both protect the user from potentially
hazardous noise levels, as well as improving transmitted speech quality
and intelligibility. The third method — spectral subtraction — func-
tions as a pure noise reducer affecting only the speech signal transmitted
via the communication link.
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Speech Enhancement by Non-Stationary
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Subband Zero Crossing Measures

Nils Westerlund, Mattias Dahl, Nedelko Grbić

Abstract

A time domain based method for rejection of tonal disturbances in
speech signals is presented. Tonal disturbances in personal communi-
cation arise from a variety of erroneous stimuli, such as environmental
sounds from rotating machinery, acoustic feedback from public address
systems, or hearing aids and internal circuitry in some personal com-
munication devices. The method is based on the zero crossings of sub-
band signals. After splitting the disturbed signal into subbands, the
distances between zero crossings in the subband signals are measured.
A low distance spread indicates that a tonal component is dominating
the subband signal. This distance spread is then used to steer a gain
function that adaptively and continuously attenuates subbands in which
tonal components are dominant. The method has proven to be effective
on stationary as well as non-stationary disturbances with a reasonable
amount of speech signal distortion.

1 Introduction

Tonal disturbances in speech communication may arise in a variety of situa-
tions. Surrounding sound sources such as sirens or rotating machinery may
emit tonal sounds; the internal circuitry of speech communication equipment
like cellular phones may add tonal components to the transmitted speech sig-
nal [1]. A very common situation in which high amplitude tonal disturbances
are encountered occurs when acoustic feedback is induced in a PA-system or
in hearing aids. Another typical example of a tonal disturbance is the 50 or 60
Hz power line hum. In addition, detection of tonal sounds may be desirable
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in, for example, analog modem communication or dual-tone multifrequency
(DTMF) telephone systems.

Intuitively, a fixed notch filter tuned to the frequency of interest may
be used to eliminate these kind of disturbances. A very narrow notch is
usually desired in order to filter out the interference without distorting the
signal. Problems arise when the frequency of the interference is not precisely
known or if the frequency is non-stationary. Furthermore, a narrow notch is
sensitive to mismatch. In addition, estimating the frequency of several moving
tones embedded in a signal and possibly broad-band noise may result in high
computational complexity [2, 3].

Other algorithms used to adaptively determine parameters like frequency,
phase or magnitude are generally called Adaptive Line Enhancers (ALE’s).
Traditionally, ALE’s have been realized using FIR filters [4] but IIR filter
solutions have also been investigated [5, 6].

Another method for suppression of non-stationary tonal interferences is
transform median filtering. Since a sinusoid appears as a large and narrow
frequency signal component, a median filter may be employed in order to
reduce this component in frequency domain [7].

The Zero Crossing (ZC) measure is a non-linear measure traditionally used
for analysis, segmentation and recognition of speech sounds. The ZC measure
has proven to be well suited to digital signal processing [8, 9].

The research described in this paper was conducted in order to explore the
possibility of using a ZC based measure in order to detect and attenuate tonal
disturbances in speech signals. In the proposed method, the sample distance
between zero crossings in subband signals is measured. The distance spread
is utilized over time to calculate the upper and lower spread. The distance
between these spread estimates controls a subband gain function which is
subsequently used to weigh the subbands proportionally to the ZC distance
spread.

2 Problem Formulation and Method

Assume a discrete time speech signal s(n) and a tonal signal w(n) which
is considered a disturbance. The corrupted speech signal x(n) can then be
written as x(n) = s(n)+w(n). By filtering the input signal x(n) using a bank
of K bandpass filters, the signal is divided into K subbands, each denoted by
xk(n) where k is the subband index. This filtering operation can be written
in time domain as xk(n) = x(n) ∗ hk(n) where ∗ is the convolution operator.
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In the ideal case, the original signal can then be described as

x(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

xk(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

(sk(n) + wk(n)) (1)

i.e. xk(n) = sk(n) + wk(n) where sk(n) is the speech part in subband k and
wk(n) is the tonal disturbance in the same subband.

The subband ZC measure Zk(n) is then calculated as

Zk(n) =
|sgn{xk(n)} − sgn{xk(n − 1)}|

2
(2)

where the sign function sgn{·} is defined as

sgn{xk(n)} =
{

+1 if xk(n) � 0
−1 if xk(n) < 0 (3)

Note that Zk(n) = 1 if a change in sign has occurred between sample n and
n − 1 in xk(n) and Zk(n) = 0 otherwise.

When a subband zero crossing occurs, the sample index n is stored in
a vector Zk,ix(l), l = [0 . . . Mk − 1], where Zk,ix(0) is the most recent zero
crossing sample index. The vector Zk,ix(l) is continuously updated in a first-
in-first-out manner (FIFO).

The distance in samples between two zero crossings in xk(n) is then given
by

Dk,zc(n) = Zk,ix(0) − Zk,ix(Mk − 1) (4)

where Mk is used to control which zero crossings the distance is calculated
between.

Eq. 4 results in a vector with a certain spread, or envelope. However, a
constant spread of Dk,zc indicates that a tonal component is dominant in the
subband. Hence, means are required to track the spread of Dk,zc. The upper
and lower zero crossing distance spread, Dk,u(n) and Dk,l(n) respectively, are
then calculated as

Dk,u(n) =
{

Dk,zc(n) if A
αk,1Dk,u(n − 1) − αk,2Dk,zc(n) if B (5)

A : Dk,zc(n) � Dk,u(n − 1)
B : Dk,zc(n) < Dk,u(n − 1)
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Table 1: Parameter Selection
Parameter Value

Mk 10k ∀k

αk,1, αk,2 (1 − 10−4), 10−4 ∀k

βk,1, βk,2 (1 + 10−4), 10−4 ∀k

γk, δk 0.99, 1.0005 ∀k

Lk,u, Lk,l 1, 0.01 ∀k

and

Dk,l(n) =
{

Dk,zc(n) if C
βk,1Dk,l(n − 1) + βk,2Dk,zc(n) if D (6)

C : Dk,zc(n) � Dk,l(n − 1)
D : Dk,zc(n) > Dk,l(n − 1)

In Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, αk,1, αk,2, βk,1 and βk,2 are parameters controlling the
upper and lower spread tracking characteristics of the functions Dk,u(n) and
Dk,l(n).

Finally, the zero crossing spread is given by

Sk(n) = |Dk,u(n) − Dk,l(n)| (7)

The subband gain function Gk(n), based on the spread measure Sk(n) is
now calculated as

Gk(n) =
{

γk · Gk(n − 1) if E
δk · Gk(n − 1) if F (8)

E : 0 � Sk(n) � 1, Gk(n − 1) > Lk,l

F : Sk(n) > 1, Gk(n − 1) < Lk,u

In Eq. 8, γk and δk are parameters controlling the positive and negative slope
of the gain function and Lk,u and Lk,l are the upper and lower limits of
Gk(n), respectively. In addition, if Gk(n) exceeds Lk,u or falls below Lk,l it
is truncated to the corresponding value. Note that γk < 1 and δk > 1.
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Figure 1: Results from a data run with speech distorted by a swept sine.
The plots show data from subband k = 8. (Upper plot) Solid line — Zero
crossing distances, Dk,zc(n), Dotted line — Upper spread tracking function
Dk,u(n), Dashed line — Lower spread tracking function Dk,l(n). (Mid plot)
Zero crossing spread Sk(n). (Lower plot) Gain function Gk(n).

3 Evaluation

For evaluation purposes, a 16-band FIR filter bank (128 tap filter length)
with linear spacing was created. A speech signal was recorded, properly ban-
dlimited and sampled at Fs = 8 kHz. Two sine functions were added to this
speech signal: One stationary 2 kHz tone and one non-stationary sinusoidal
sweep. The disturbed signal was divided into subbands and run through the
algorithm on a sample by sample basis. The parameter settings are shown in
Tab. 1.

Fig. 1 displays data from different steps in the algorithm. The upper
plot illustrates the impact of an incoming tone into the subband, in this case
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subband k = 8. When the tone enters the subband the ZC measure stabilizes,
i.e. the zero crossing spread decreases to zero or one sample. This is illustrated
in the mid plot. As long as the spread is greater than unity, the resulting gain
function (shown in Fig. 1, lowermost plot) increases until it reaches the upper
limit given by Lk,u. However, as previously stated, when a tonal disturbance
enters the subband the zero crossing distance spread decreases, resulting in a
rapid decrease of the gain function. This decrease is limited by Lk,l. In effect,
the gain function will attenuate the incoming tone as long as it is present in
the subband at hand. When only speech is present in the subband, the gain
function will increase to unity again.

4 Results

Spectrograms of the algorithm input and output are shown in Fig. 2. As
one can see, both sinusoids are efficiently attenuated throughout the data
sequence.

5 Conclusions

Tonal disturbances are quite common in personal communication. Sirens or
machines may emit tonal sounds; the internal circuitry of speech communica-
tion equipment like cellular phones may add tonal components to the trans-
mitted speech signal and the performance of an ordinary PA-system may be
severely degraded by acoustic feedback. This motivates the development of
efficient speech enhancement algorithms for rejection of non-stationary dis-
turbances.

A modern speech enhancement algorithm must be flexible yet robust, eas-
ily implemented yet computationally efficient and, in addition, it must be
versatile and applicable to many different noise situations. The ZC measure-
based method described by this paper fulfills all of these criteria.

The initial study of the proposed method reveals that both stationary
and non-stationary tonal disturbances are suppressed efficiently with a small
amount of remaining speech distortion. Care must be taken in order to choose
the parameter settings correctly, however, a fair basic default setting was
presented by this paper.
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hanced output data.
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Detection and Attenuation of Feedback
Induced Howling in Hearing Aids Using

Subband Zero Crossing Measures
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Abstract

A modern hearing aid should be aesthetically appealing and should
offer sufficient and adequate signal amplification. Due to the small
physical size of these devices, acoustic feedback (howling) is a major
problem. Aside from general annoyance and the potentially debilitat-
ing effects that howling may have upon hearing, it also reduces the
supplied maximum Real Ear Aided Gain (REAG). This paper proposes
a novel method for subband feedback detection and cancellation, based
on the zero crossing rate measure. After splitting the hearing aid in-
put signal into subbands, the distances between subband zero crossings
are measured. A low distance variance in a particular subband indi-
cates that howling has occurred. The variance measure is then used to
adaptively and continuously steer subband gain functions which atten-
uate tonal-infested subbands. The method has proven to be robust and
simulation indicates that it offers an additional REAG of about 15 dB.

1 Introduction

Acoustic feedback is a very common problem in hearing aids. This phenom-
enon, sometimes denoted as howling or whistling, is harmful to the hearing
aid user and degrades the overall performance of the device. Generally, a high
REAG is desirable. However, the acoustic as well as the structural feedback
of the hearing aid, limits this maximum output gain. In addition, the size of
modern hearing aids is decreasing. Today, inconspicuous In-The-Ear (ITE)
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and In-The-Canal (ITC)∗ hearing aids are becoming more and more common.
These small devices further reduce the maximum REAG, since the input mi-
crophone and output loudspeaker are spatially close to each other. Hence, a
tight-fitting device is required to minimize acoustic feedback. Because of this,
vents are sometimes incorporated in the hearing aids, reducing the occlusion
effects, but unfortunately increasing acoustic feedback.

Another issue that must be addressed is the fact that the feedback path
is non-stationary. It has been demonstrated that feedback path character-
istics with regard both to frequency and phase response may vary greatly
in different acoustic environments. Variations may also occur with different
hearing aid fittings and/or placement and their interaction with glasses, tele-
phone handsets etc.[1]. Therefore, adaptive methods for feedback reduction
are required.

The maximum affordable REAG for different types of hearing aids has been
investigated in [2]. BTE, ITE and ITC hearing aids evaluated in this study
provided a mean maximum REAG of 68, 59 and 51 dB at 2 kHz, respectively.
Differences between hearing aid designs may alter these figures. Nevertheless,
they may indicate at what REAG level a typical hearing aid starts to howl.

In order to increase the provided REAG in hearing aids, different methods
have been employed. One approach has involved the insertion of an adap-
tive notch filter in cascade with the hearing aid amplifier. The notch center
frequency is then adjusted to the largest spectral peak. Experiments have
shown that this method has some limitations, e.g. with regard to tracking
single harmonics in voiced speech. The added maximum stable REAG was 3–
4 dB with a 12-tap adaptive filter [3]. Another method involved changing the
phase relationship between the output and the input. In [1], a time varying
phase shift is applied to the input signal. However, output signal distortion is
increased and the method results in only a 1–2 dB maximum REAG increase.

Another approach is to continuously filter the hearing aid output with an
estimate of the feedback path and subtract this estimated feedback signal from
the hearing aid input. The methods used for feedback path estimation vary,
but some adaptive methods, such as the Least-Mean-Square (LMS) algorithm,
are common [4]. A broadband noise is sometimes used for feedback path
estimation: In [5] an internally generated pseudorandom signal was used to
drive the LMS based adaptive process. With this method the additional
REAG was 10–15 dB.

∗Hearing aids are sometimes classified as In-The-Ear (ITE), In-The-Canal (ITC) and
Behind-The-Ear (BTE).
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Figure 1: A simplified hearing aid with feedback channel HFB(F ).

In this paper, a novel method for hearing aid feedback detection and can-
cellation is presented. After splitting the hearing aid input signal into sub-
bands, the distances between zero crossings in these subbands are measured.
A low distance variance in a particular subband indicates that howling has
occurred. The variance measure is then used to adaptively and continuously
steer subband gain functions which attenuate tonal infested subbands. A
similar method was presented in [6] in which the zero crossing distance was
measured using envelope tracking functions. In this paper, a more stable
variance measure is used to increase algorithm reliability.

2 System Description

A simplified illustration of a hearing aid with REAG GHA and feedback path
HFB(F ) is shown in Fig. 1. Note that HFB(F ) includes all kinds of feedback
paths, e.g. vents, imperfect seal or device fitting as well as structural feedback.
The signal s(t) is the sound source signal and w(t) is feedback signal.

These two signal components are added and subsequently amplified by the
hearing aid gain, before being sent to the hearing aid loudspeaker. The effects
of transducer transfer functions are not considered in this paper.

If the criteria for unstable oscillation (howling) is fulfilled, a tonal com-
ponent with exponentially increasing amplitude will arise, totally dominating
the hearing aid output. The proposed method aims to detect such tonal com-
ponents, using the zero crossing measure in subbands and attenuate those
subbands accordingly. This howling detection/cancellation system is placed
in cascade with the user-adjustable gain GHA (REAG). It should be mentioned
that the characteristics of the hearing aid frequency response for compensating
user-specific hearing curves, are not considered in this paper. Fig. 2 provides
an illustration of the proposed system. In this figure x(n) = GHAxa(nT )
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Figure 2: The complete feedback detection/cancellation system.

where T is the sampling period and n is the sample index.

2.1 Zero Crossing Rate Based Howling Detection and
Attenuation

Consider, in accordance with the previous discussion, a source sound input
signal s(t) entering the hearing aid via its microphone. A feedback signal com-
ponent w(t) is acoustically added, forming the input signal xa(t). The signal
is amplified by the hearing aid REAG, GHA, and then properly bandlimited
and sampled forming the discrete time signal x(n). By filtering the input
signal x(n), using a bank of K bandpass filters, hk(n), the signal is divided
into K subbands, each denoted by xk(n) where k is the subband index. The
subband zero crossing measure Zk(n) is then calculated as

Zk(n) =
|sgn{xk(n)} − sgn{xk(n − 1)}|

2
(1)
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where the sign function sgn{·} is defined as

sgn{xk(n)} =
{

+1 if xk(n) � 0
−1 if xk(n) < 0 (2)

Note that Zk(n) = 1 if a change in sign has occurred between sample n and
n−1 in xk(n) and Zk(n) = 0 otherwise. When a subband zero crossing occurs,
the sample index n is stored in a vector Zk,ix(l), l = [0 . . . Mk − 1], where
Zk,ix(0) is the most recent zero crossing sample index. The vector Zk,ix(l) is
continuously updated in a First-In-First-Out manner (FIFO).

The distance in samples between two zero crossings in xk(n) is then given
by

Dk(n) = Zk,ix(0) − Zk,ix(Mk − 1) (3)

where Mk is used to control between which zero crossings the distance is
calculated. Eq. 3 results in a vector with a certain variance. A “low” variance
of Dk(n) indicates that a tonal component is present in the subband. The
term, “low”, is explored further in Section 4.

If we treat Dk(n) as ergodic random data, an estimate of its variance σ̂2
Dk

over a finite length time interval of P samples may be calculated as

σ̂2
Dk

=
1
P

P−1∑
n=0

(
Dk(n) − 1

P

P−1∑
n=0

Dk(n)

)2

(4)

Note that the estimate in Eq. 4 is only asymptotically unbiased [7].
The subband gain function Gk(n) based on the estimated variance is now

calculated as

Gk(n) =
{

γkGk(n − 1) if A
δkGk(n − 1) if B (5)

A : σ̂2
Dk

� αk, Gk(n − 1) > Lk

B : σ̂2
Dk

> αk, Gk(n − 1) < 1

In Eq. 5, γk and δk are parameters controlling the positive and negative slope
of the gain function in subband k. Note that γk < 1 and δk > 1. Furthermore,
αk is the variance threshold for subband k: When σ̂2

Dk
falls below αk, Gk(n)

should begin decreasing, since this indicates that howling has occurred and
that the corresponding subband k needs to be attenuated. The lower limit of
Gk(n) is denoted Lk.
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Figure 3: Frequency and phase response of the four-pole feedback path IIR
model, ĤFB(f).

Finally, the output signal y(n) is obtained by applying the calculated gain
to each subband signal as in

y(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

Gk(n)xk(n) (6)

3 Evaluation

The input speech used for simulation was phonetically balanced sentences
spoken by both males and females. The sampling frequency of the recorded
sentences was 16 kHz.

For evaluation purposes, a linear-spaced Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filter bank (K=16 subband, 256 tap filter length), with stop band attenuation
of at least 50 dB, was created using the window method.

The continuous time feedback path HFB(F ) in Fig. 1 was modelled as a
four pole discrete time Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter ĤFB(f). The
frequency and phase response of ĤFB(f) is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the behaviour of the zeros crossing distance measure,
the variance estimate and the gain function for two different subbands. (a)
Subband two, k = 2, zero crossing distance D2(n). (b) Subband two, k = 2,
estimated variance σ̂2

D2
. (c) Subband two, k = 2, gain function G2(n). (d)

Subband four, k = 4, zero crossing distance D4(n). (e) Subband four, k = 4,
estimated variance σ̂2

D4
. (f) Subband four, k = 4, gain function G4(n). For

clarity the variance measures in plots (b) and (e) have been plotted in dB
scale and αk is marked with a dashed line. The regions where the σ̂2

Dk
� αk

are marked with asterisks.

This pole setup results in a feedback path frequency response model with
two local maxima, approximately at the center of subband four and subband
eight, in the 16-band filter bank. When using this model, the theoretical
upper REAG limit would be approximately 30 dB if a flat broadband noise
was used as input s(t) and no feedback suppression algorithm was employed.
In reality we excite the system with (non-flat spectrum) speech and hence we
may increase the maximum REAG to about 35 dB before howling occurs.

4 Results

To illustrate the simulations’ results, three of the different measures described
in Section 2.1 are plotted in Fig. 4 for two different subbands.

In this figure plot (a), (b) and (c) shows the zero crossing distance measure
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Figure 5: Spectrogram of output.

Dk(n), the estimated variance σ̂2
Dk

and the gain function Gk(n) for subband
k = 2, respectively. The plots (d), (e) and (f) show the same measures for
subband k = 4. With the feedback path setup described in Section 3, the
feedback should first appear in subband four and eight. This is confirmed in
the spectrogram in Fig. 5. As can be seen in this figure, the gain function
is decreased in these two subbands. All other subbands remain virtually
unaffected by the algorithm.

Even though a partial loss of two subbands may be audible to a hearing
aid user, the overall REAG may be increased without damaging or irritat-
ing hearing aid howling. Informal listening tests indicate that an increased
REAG of around 15 dB is possible when applying the proposed method. The
parameter settings for this data run is listed in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Parameter Selection
Parameter Value

Mk 10K ∀k (K = 16)

P 500 ∀k

[γk, δk] [0.5, 1.0025] ∀k

Lk −30 dB ∀k

αk 0.3 ∀k
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5 Conclusions

A subband howling detector-canceller for hearing aids was presented. A con-
stant sample distance between subband zero crossings indicates that feedback
howling has occurred and that the subband at hand should be attenuated
accordingly. The method has demonstrated the capability to increase the
provided maximum hearing aid gain by approximately 15 dB.
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Subband Adaptive Feedback Control
in Hearing Aids with

Increased User Comfort

Nils Westerlund, Nedelko Grbić, Mattias Dahl

Abstract

This report describes important physiological and anatomical aspects
of human hearing, including instruments for hearing improvements, i.e.
hearing aids. One common problem with hearing aids is acoustic feed-
back (howling). A new subband Adaptive Feedback Control (AFC)
system for hearing aids is proposed. This system detects howling by
calculating distances between zero crossings in the subband input sig-
nal. A stable subband zero crossing distance measure indicates that
howling is present in a particular subband. This triggers an adapta-
tion to estimate and attenuate the feedback channel. The adaptation
is driven by a probe noise sequence constrained in both time and fre-
quency. This constraint implies increased signal quality and that user
discomfort due to emitted probe noise is reduced. Also, an effective and
reliable adaptation is achieved. The method has proven to operate well
in computer simulations, with speech as well as music as signal input.
Initial simulations indicate that an increased hearing aid gain of at least
15 dB is possible.

1 Introduction

Acoustic feedback (which, in uncontrolled states, is often referred to as howl-
ing∗, whistling, screeching or squealing) is a serious problem associated with
sound amplification systems. More specifically, howling may arise wherever an

∗Uncontrolled acoustic feedback will be denoted “howling” for the remainder of this
report.
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acoustical, electrical or structural coupling exists between a loudspeaker and a
microphone within, for example, a Public Address (PA) system, a megaphone
or, as in this report, a hearing aid.

In order for howling to occur, the open-loop gain, i.e. the internal gain
and the feedback gain of the sound amplification system, must be greater than
unity at some frequency. In addition, the phase response of the system at the
same frequency must be an integer multiple of 2π.

In the field of hearing aids, howling is a very common problem. It not only
prevents the user from fully utilizing the affordable hearing aid gain — in this
report denoted Real Ear Aided Gain (REAG) — but is also highly annoying.
Sound quality may degrade markedly even before the hearing aid starts to
howl [1]. Feedback, in a more moderate form, may result in signal distor-
tions such as ringing, a phenomenon which manifests itself as a “smearing”
of the signal in time domain. This behaviour is, of course, highly undesir-
able. Indeed, uncontrolled acoustic feedback in hearing aids is one of the
most frequently problems reported from hearing aid users [2]. Another com-
plication arises from the fact that hearing aids are worn by living humans.
This implies that the properties of the different acoustic channels involved
are non-stationary [3]. Mandibular movements such as chewing or yawning
or placing a telephone handset at the ear are all examples of situations that
inevitably will alter the feedback channel properties.

Different methods for feedback control have been developed over the years.
The obvious approach involves increasing minimum feedback channel atten-
uation. This attenuation varies highly depending on what type of hearing
aid is used (for an overview of different hearing aids, see Section 2.3.1); for a
conventional Behind-The-Ear (BTE) hearing aid with the microphone placed
behind the ear, a feedback attenuation of around 60 dB is common [4]. How-
ever, to reduce occlusion effects (i.e. the sensation of “speaking in a barrel”)
vents are often used. Vents may also be required to offer pressure relief and for
patients with a need for ear drainage. Vents will obviously decrease minimum
feedback channel attenuation, causing the maximum REAG to be decreased.
Nevertheless, a properly fitted hearing aid will offer higher REAG than a
poorly fitted one.

Since feedback is dependent on signal phase, a phase shift of the signals
in the hearing aid has been evaluated as a method for howling control. In
[5] a periodically varying delay was used to disrupt howling. According to
this study, this approach only resulted in a 1–2 dB REAG increase. Also in
[5], one of the evaluated methods involved the use of an adaptive filter with
a frequency response approximately equal to the inverse of the input signal
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spectrum. This adaptive filter was used to control hearing aid howling. The
method resulted in a 3–4 dB REAG increase.

The methods which offered the best results were based on adaptive feed-
back channel estimation using some adaptive algorithm. The well-known and
commonly used method of Least Mean Square (LMS) [6] is frequently em-
ployed for channel estimation. Roughly, the attempts to adaptively estimate
the feedback channel can be divided into four groups: The first group uses
some sort of probe noise sequence and continuously estimates the channel [7].
Inserting probe noise directly into the user’s ear is obviously not desirable.
The probe noise must be of low level so that it does not impose any discomfort
for the user. A low level probe noise renders channel identification difficult
and generally lowers the convergence time of the adaptation algorithm.

A second approach uses a predefined amount of probe noise, i.e. a probe
noise burst, that is injected into the system only if howling is detected [8, 9].
This method has the disadvantage of cutting the entire signal path in the case
of howling. Also, the convergence time must be kept short. This requires a
larger step size when adapting the feedback channel estimate. A large step
size, in turn, implies a large misadjustment of the filter weights. Another non-
continuous approach was described in [10]. This method adapts during quiet
intervals of the input signal, with a “quiet interval” defined as being a 10 ms
interval where the input signal level is below a certain predefined threshold.
Roughly, this resembles a Voice Activity Detector (VAD). However, VADs are
usually somewhat difficult to tune into efficient and reliable operation. Using
an input signal level threshold as speech pause detector is also unreliable in
noisy environments.

A third approach is to skip the probe noise and use the input signal as
“fuel” for the adaptation process [5, 11, 12, 13]. The obvious advantage is that
no noise is injected into the user’s ear. However, due to the possibly high cor-
relation between the input signal (which we of course want to keep unaffected
by the system) and the output signal from the hearing aid loud speaker, the
system may end up cancelling the desired speech. Therefore some decorrela-
tion functionality must be included in such a scheme. Furthermore, the input
speech is a highly unreliable source of energy for an adaptive algorithm due
to its inherent non-stationarity.

A fourth approach is to operate in subband domain [14, 15, 16]. In these
solutions, no probe noise was used. Increasing computational power in hearing
aids has facilitated the usage of subband signal processing in these devices.
Today, subband-based hearing aids use 8–10 bands during operation.

Finally, a semi-subband solution was proposed in [17] where the adaptation
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was focused on a single frequency band in which howling was initially antic-
ipated. The major drawback with this method is that the feedback channel
may vary greatly during normal use [3, 18]. This implies that a new frequency
band of interest must be located repeatedly.

This report describes a subband-based method for AFC that uses short
bursts of subband probe noise for feedback channel estimation. The method
is non-continuously adapting; it indirectly utilizes the subband zero crossing
measure to detect howling. If howling is detected, the subband adaptive algo-
rithm is enabled to estimate the feedback channel. One additional advantage
of this approach is reduced power consumption, since adaptation is only per-
formed if needed. Reduced power consumption is highly desirable in modern
compact hearing aids [19].

The method aims at minimizing the disturbing interruptions of the signal
path, both in time and frequency domain, simultaneously. The probe noise
bursts are short in temporal domain and narrow in frequency domain. This
approach combines the best of two worlds: It implies that the user discomfort
during adaptation is reduced whilst the adaptation process is effective and
controlled. This yields a system with reliable feedback channel estimates and
low speech distortion/user discomfort. The signal path is only disconnected
for short periods of time and in a narrow frequency band; all other frequency
bands remain transparent. Another advantage is masking effects: These can
occur both in temporal and frequency domain [20]. The emitted band limited
noise burst is more likely to be masked by speech in adjacent frequency bands
than a broadband probe noise. Furthermore, since the noise burst is of short
duration, a temporal masking is also achieved. Altogether this improves the
total speech quality.

This report is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the anatomy and
physiology of the human hearing system and also describes important aspects
of hearing loss. The section also describes the properties of the most com-
monly used hearing aids. Section 3 describes the proposed AFC system. This
section also describes the method used for howling detection. In Section 4 a
computer simulation of the entire system is performed and evaluated. Also,
convergence issues are discussed. Finally, Section 5 contains the results and
a concluding discussion.
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2 Human Sound Perception

To fully support the assimilation of this report, an introduction to human
sound perception is given in this section. The main part of this material is
collected from [20, 21, 22].

Acoustic waves may consist of variations in atmospheric pressure. On
the surface of the earth, the weight of the atmosphere is normally about
105 Pa. This is, however, a static pressure. The pressure variations we hu-
mans perceive as sound are of about ten orders of magnitude lower than the
atmospheric pressure: A sound wave at the threshold of human hearing has a
Root-Mean-Square (RMS) pressure of 20 µPa. If we are exposed to a sound
pressure of about 10 Pa, we perceive this sound as painful. The speed of sound
varies greatly depending on what medium it travels in. At room temperature
(20◦C) the speed of sound in air is about ν = 344 m/s which corresponds to
1 238 km/h.

Basically, sound is a transfer of energy which is measured in Joules (J).
The power of the sound is then measured as J/s or Watts (W). If we assume
the sound to be a plane wave — which is feasible if the sound source is far away
from a receiver — the power is distributed over a surface. The appropriate
measure of the strength of the wave, i.e. the sound intensity, is power per
unit area. Hence, sound intensity has units of W/m2 and is calculated as

I = pu (1)

where I is the sound intensity, p is the sound pressure and u is the air molecule
velocity. Compare this equation to the well known Ohm’s law where I corre-
sponds the electrical power, p corresponds to the voltage, and u corresponds
to the electrical current. The factor u is given by

u =
p

z
(2)

where z denotes the acoustical impedance which is calculated as

z = ρν (3)

where ρ denotes the air density (ρ = 1.21 kg/m3).
An alternative way of writing I is

I =
p2

z
(4)
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In this equation, it is evident that the sound intensity is proportional to the
square of the pressure. The intensity of the sound at hearing threshold level is
about 10−12 W/m2 and the threshold of pain corresponds to roughly 1 W/m2.

Since humans may perceive sounds of such greatly varying intensities, it
is convenient to represent them on a decibel (dB) scale. For example, sound
level meters read in dB SPL (Sound Pressure Level) where the reference level
is set to either I0 = 10−12 W/m2 for intensity or p0 = 20 µPa for pressure.
Hence, the SPL L for a signal with intensity I or RMS pressure p may be
written as

L = 10 log(I/I0) (5)

or
L = 20 log(p/p0) (6)

Pre-filters may also be applied when measuring SPLs in order to augment
or attenuate certain frequency bands. Three filters that are standardized are
called A-, B-, and C-weights [23]. An SPL measurement using A-weighting is
hence denoted dB(A) SPL to indicate the corresponding pre-filtering.

2.1 The Anatomy and Physiology of Human Hearing

Human hearing is, as is the case with many of our bodily functions, a complex
process. Human hearing capacity is superior to some animals but inferior to
many others. Nevertheless, our ability to hear probably stems from the fact
that early humans were forced to anticipate potential dangers. In addition,
the fact that we hear binaurally, probably further increased our chance of sur-
viving since we had, and still have, a rather exact directionality in our hearing.
Today, hearing still provides important sensory information to humans, even
though such contemporary innovations as hearing aids and text-based phones
allow the hearing impaired to lead a relatively normal life.

Fig. 1 depicts an illustration of the entire human ear. The three main
parts of the ear — outer, middle and inner ear — are denoted.

2.1.1 The Outer Ear

The process of human hearing may be said to begin with a sound source,
emitting sound waves via a medium. These sound waves enter the outer ear.
The outer ear consists of the visible portion called the auricle, or pinna and
the External Auditory Canal (EAC) which is terminated by the tympanic
membrane, commonly called the ear drum. The purpose of the outer ear is
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Figure 1: Overview of the entire human ear. Illustration courtesy of David
Fisher, MS, CMI, University of Alabama at Birmingham.

to collect sound waves and guide these to the tympanic membrane. From a
signal processing point of view, the pinna has some directional effect, i.e. it
helps determining whether a sound source is located anteriorly or posteriorly.
It is molded with hollows, ridges, and furrows which form an irregular, shallow
funnel with its deepest depression, the concha, leading to the EAC. The EAC
is a more or less curved tube, extending from the bottom of the concha and
culminating at the tympanic membrane. The outer third of the EAC wall
consists of cartilage while the inner two-thirds consist of bone. The length of
the EAC is usually around 24 mm and it is lined with skin. The outer surface
of the tympanic membrane is also covered with skin. Modified sweat glands
which produce earwax, or cerumen, as well as fine hairs directed outwards,
assist in keeping dirt, insects etc. out.

2.1.2 The Middle Ear

The tympanic membrane is basically a transducer, converting sound energy
into a mechanical movement. It is translucent and pearl-gray in colour and is
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well supplied with blood vessels and sensory nerves which make the membrane
sensitive to pain. The tympanic membrane may be viewed as a natural border
between the outer and middle ear. The middle ear cavity is an air-filled space.
In its anterior wall is the opening of the 45 mm long auditory tube that
connects the nasal cavities to the middle ear cavity. This tube is also denoted
the Eustachian tube after the Middle Age anatomist Bartolomeo Eustachi
who discovered it. Its purpose is to ventilate the middle air and to maintain
equal air pressure on both sides of the tympanic membrane. Anyone who has
flown knows that a yawn or swallowing often helps to equalize the pressure
in the middle ear. This is due to the fact that yawning and swallowing often
opens the Eustachian tube.

Inside the middle ear cavity, the so-called ossicular chain, or simply ossi-
cles, connects the tympanic membrane to the inner ear. The chain consists of
three bones: The hammer (malleus) connected to the inner side of the tym-
panic membrane, the anvil (incus) connected to the hammer, and the stirrup
(stapes) connected to the anvil at one end and to the inner wall of the mid-
dle ear cavity at the other end. The names of these bones derive from the
hammer-, anvil- and stirrup-like shape of the bones. The ossicular bones are
very small. In fact, the stirrup is the smallest bone in human body, only
about 3 mm long and weighing just under 3 mg. With ligaments connecting
the ossicles, allowing them to move, the ossicular chain basically works as a
lever system, decreasing the oscillation amplitude, but increasing the force
transmitted to the inner ear. This is required due to the impedance mismatch
between the air and the fluid in the inner ear cochlea, see Section 2.1.3.

The inner wall of the middle ear cavity houses two small openings placed
above each other. The upper opening is denoted the oval window and is
closed by the footplate of the stirrup. The lower opening is denoted the
round window and is covered by a thin membrane. Inside the middle ear
cavity there are also two muscles present. One of these, the tensor tympanic,
is attached to the hammer and when contracted affects the tension of the
tympanic membrane. The other muscle, stapedius, is connected to the neck
of the stirrup. When this muscle is contracted the stirrup is tipped outwards,
tending to be pulled out of the oval window. This muscle contraction is
sometimes referred to as the acoustic reflex and is initiated by high SPLs. It
selectively reduces the intensity of sound transmitted to the inner ear, however
with a short delay of approximately 20 ms. Hence, high level impulse sounds
such as gun shots may be too short for the muscle to react to, resulting in
possibly permanent hearing loss, see Section 2.3.
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Figure 2: Cochlea from a human fetus. The blue arrow marks the
oval window and the yellow arrow marks the round window. Picture by
M. Lavigne-Rebillard from“Promenade around the cochlea”, EDU website,
www.cochlea.org, by Rémy Pujol et al., INSERM and University Montpellier.

2.1.3 The Inner Ear

The oval window is a gate to the inner ear, which consists of three main organs:
The vestibule, three semicircular canals and the coiled cochlea. The first two
organs are involved in balance and their functions will not be covered in this
report. However, the snail-shell-like cochlea† is the sensory organ responsible
for hearing. All parts of the human hearing system play important roles for
our ability to interpret and understand incoming sound. However, when it
comes to frequency selectivity, the proper functioning of the inner ear with its
cochlea is crucial. The cochlea itself is a spiral tube that turns roughly two
and one-half times and has a total length of approximately 30 mm if stretched
out. A healthy cochlea from a human fetus is shown in Fig. 2. The center of
the cochlea spiral contains the twisted trunk of fibres of the cochlear nerve.

The cochlea is divided into three compartments, see Fig. 3: An upper
chamber denoted the vestibular ramp, scala vestibuli, and a lower chamber
denoted the tympanic ramp, scala tympani. These are interconnected at the

†Indeed, the name cochlea stems from the Latin word for snail.
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Figure 3: The cochlea. (1) Scala media. (2) Helicotrema. (3) Scala vestibuli.
(4) Scala tympani. (5) Cochlear nerve. Scheme by S. Blatrix from “Prome-
nade around the cochlea”, EDU website, www.cochlea.org, by Rémy Pujol et
al., INSERM and University Montpellier.

apex (helicotrema) of the cochlea and are filled with a fluid called perilymph
that is similar, but not identical, to cerebrospinal fluid. The tympanic ramp
terminates at the round window. A smaller duct called the cochlear duct or
scala media, is located between the vestibular and tympanic ramps. This duct
is filled with endolymph, a fluid with different electrical properties than the
perilymph.

The top of the cochlear duct is called the Reissner membrane, while the
base of the cochlear duct is called the basilar membrane. This membrane
separates the cochlear duct from the tympanic ramp. The basilar membrane
has, as we shall see, a central role in human frequency selectivity. A photo of
an intersection of the cochlea tube is shown in Fig. 4. A schematic drawing
is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4: The inner tubing of the cochlea. Photo courtesy of Dr Bechara
Kachar.

Figure 5: Cochlea spiral intersection. Picture courtesy of Dr Fabio Mammano
and Prof. Renato Nobili.
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Figure 6: Close-up of organ of Corti. Picture courtesy of Dr Fabio Mammano
and Prof. Renato Nobili.

2.1.4 The Organ of Corti

On the basilar membrane rests the organ of Corti, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. A
schematic view denoting the different parts of the organ of Corti is shown in
Fig. 7. This organ was named after the Italian anatomist Marquis Alfonso
Corti (1822–1876) who first described it in 1851. The organ of Corti is the
very core of human sound perception. Even though the existence of the organ
has been known of for more than a hundred years, its exact functionality is
still not fully understood.

The organ of Corti consists of several types of cells. The Dieter cells rest
directly on the basilar membrane and house the outer hair cells with their
stereocilia penetrating the reticular lamina, a membrane covering the organ
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Figure 7: Side view of organ of Corti. TM — Tectorial Membrane, IHC —
Inner Hair Cells, OHC — Outer Hair Cells, ST — Stereocilia, RL — Reticular
Lamina, PC — Pillow Cells, DC — Dieter Cells, BM — Basilar Membrane.
Picture courtesy of Dr Fabio Mammano and Prof. Renato Nobili.

of Corti. A photo of outer hair cell stereocilia is shown in Fig. 8.
The tallest of the outer hair cell stereocilia are attached to the tectorial

membrane. The pillar cells separate the outer hair cells from the inner hair
cells. These hair cells are attached to the pillar cells and their stereocilia are
close to, but not attached to, the tectorial membrane. The majority — about
95% — of the nerve fibres end on the inner hair cells. The rest continue to
the outer hair cells. A total number of 12 000–15 000 outer hair cells reside in
the human cochlea whereas the number of inner hair cells is about 3 500. At
the basal end of the cochlea the arrangement of hair cells is regular. However,
closer to the apex, the arrangement becomes more irregular.

Recent research has revealed astounding facts regarding the nature of the
organ of Corti [21], indicating that the human hearing system is not simply
a passive receiver of sound. Previously, the hearing system of humans was
considered to be a sort of transducer, in which the basilar membrane of the
organ of Corti was displaced due to waves in the perilymph. This displacement
was thought to move the hair cells towards the tectorial membrane. When
the hair cell stereocilia touched the tectorial membrane, nerve impulses were
assumed to be fired to the central processing segment of the brain. This has
proven only partly correct. Actually, the outer hair cells are considered an
active part of the hearing process. The term “active” within this report is
used to denote a system with built-in energy used to amplify a signal.

When the basilar membrane vibrates due to travelling waves in the peri-
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500 nm

Figure 8: Healthy hair cell stereocilia. Photo courtesy of Dr Fabio Mammano
and Prof. Renato Nobili.

lymph, the outer hair cells react with a contracting/expanding motion. This
motion, in turn, affects the entire organ of corti, moving the organ closer to
and further away from the tectorial membrane. Hence, contact between the
inner hair cells and the tectorial membrane is highly affected by the motility
of the outer hair cells. In fact, the movement of the outer hair cells forms a
feedback system. Due to this movement, the basilar membrane is moved back
and forth, changing the relative distance between the reticular lamina and the
tectorial membrane and this change results in a further movement of the outer
hair cells. With this amplification, the basilar membrane velocity behaves in
a non-linear fashion given a certain input sound pressure level stimulus, see
Fig. 9.

The nerve impulses generated by contact between inner hair cell stereocilia
and the tectorial membrane travel to the segment of the brain responsible for
sound processing, for decoding and interpretation.

Interestingly, an outer hair cell is tremendously strong in proportion to its
weight of about 4 × 10−15 kg. According to [21], the power-to-weight ratio is
about 250 kW/kg if the efficiency is 1. A normal motorcar engine with the
same efficiency develops about 0.4 kW/kg.
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Figure 9: Basilar membrane without outer hair cell amplification (blue line)
and with outer hair cell amplification (red line). Figure reprinted from [21]
with permission from Elsevier.
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2.2 On the Frequency Selectivity of the Human Sound
Perception

The human hearing system, including outer, middle, and inner ear can be
viewed as a chain of cascaded systems. The outer ear, with its pinna and
EAC, has a resonance frequency of around 2.5 kHz [24]. Filtering effects
due to resonances of the middle ear cavity and mechanical parameters of the
ossicular chain produce a peak around 1 kHz [25].

Early theories, first formulated by Hermann Ludwig von Helmholtz (1821–
1894) in the mid 19th century, stated that the cochlea and basilar membrane
act as a bank of band pass filters. All of these filters supposedly received
the same input signal. Later research by Georg von Békésy (1899–1972) in-
corporated the hydrodynamics of the cochlea into theories regarding human
hearing frequency selectivity. This research was responsible for the discovery
of cochlear travelling waves.

In humans, the basilar membrane is about 30 mm to 35 mm in length and
broadens from less than 0.001 mm in breadth near its basal end to 0.005 mm
near the apex. The fibres of the membrane decrease in calibre and increase
in length from the basal end of the cochlea to the apex, so that the basilar
membrane as a whole decreases remarkably in stiffness from base to apex.
This results in a basilar membrane that is more attuned to higher frequencies
at its basal end, near the oval window, and more attuned to lower frequencies
near the cochlea apex. These factors, in combination with the overall shape of
the cochlea, results in a selectivity of frequency due to the fact that different
inner hair cells in the cochlea will be affected by different stimuli. It should
be noted that the frequency selectivity of human hearing is still not fully
understood [21].

2.3 Hearing Impairments

Hearing impairments may be divided into two major groups: Conductive
hearing loss and sensorineural hearing loss. Conductive hearing loss may for
example be caused by obstruction of the EAC (e.g. by excessive earwax), by a
damaged tympanic membrane, or deformation/immobilization of the middle
ear ossicles. Sensorineural hearing loss is related to the propagation of neural
impulses [26].

The causes of hearing loss are manifold, however, exposure to noise with
high SPL is a major contributor which results in an irreversible sensorineural
hearing impairment, i.e. Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) [27]. Today,
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Figure 10: Damaged hair cell stereocilia. Photo courtesy of Dr Fabio Mam-
mano and Prof. Renato Nobili.

noise is nearly ubiquitous. High SPLs are emitted from cars, factories, me-
chanical machines and many other devices. Laws regarding Swedish workplace
health and safety, state that employees should not be exposed to a higher level
of noise than 85 dB(A) SPL, per eight hour period, i.e. one working day. How-
ever, at 80 dB(A) SPL, measures should be taken to reduce the noise level.
Indeed, international research indicate that the occupational exposure to noise
is a strong predictor of permanent hearing threshold shifts [28].

However, regulations regarding noise exposure do not apply during an
individual’s time off. Modern lifestyle implies exposure to high sound levels
even during our spare time at, for example, the gym, the pub, concerts, or at
restaurants. In addition, children are exposed to high sound levels and may
develop hearing impairments early in life [29]. In Sweden, 54.1% of preschool
teachers state that they experience occupational noise that renders normal
speech communication difficult [30]. In contrast to heavy industry, where ear
protectors may be used, children (and teachers) are exposed to these noise
levels unprotected.

Another, often overlooked, species of noise involves impulse sounds such as
gun shots, fire crackers, etc. This type of sound poses additional hazards due
to the fact that, first, the acoustic reflex described in Section 2.1.2 is too slow
to respond to such a sound and, second, the short duration of the impulse
sound may mean its intensity will be underestimated. In Sweden the impulse
peak limit is set to 135 dB(C) SPL [31].

When a hair cell degenerates and disappears as a result of noise-induced
injury, its place is quickly covered by “plates”, which expand to form a scar-
like area. Fig. 10 shows a photo of outer hair cell stereocilia damaged by
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exposure to high noise levels. This photo should be compared to the ordered
array of outer hair cell stereocilia in Fig. 8.

NIHL is a growing problem in developed countries. It should also be clear
that hearing loss is not only a problem associated with ageing. According
to one hearing aid manufacturer, 500 million of the world’s population suffer
from some form of hearing loss and 50% of these are under the age of 65 [32].
In all, noise combat is — or should at least be — a highly prioritized issue.

2.3.1 Hearing Aids

A hearing aid is basically an instrument for sound amplification. For hearing
impaired people, amplification is required to compensate for a reduced ability
to detect and decode acoustic signals.

The varying degree and type of hearing losses among hearing impaired
people place greatly varying demands on hearing aids. A complete correction
of hearing loss is not possible today; despite a tremendous development in
hearing aid hardware and software as well as knowledge regarding hearing
losses, only a partial restoration of a persons original hearing may be offered
[1].

The first hearing aid was probably simply a hand cupped behind the pinna.
In fact, such an arrangement may provide a substantial amount of amplifi-
cation (8–12 dB) in certain frequency bands, let alone the fact that some —
mainly higher — frequencies will actually be attenuated and that the method
offers very limited control of the resulting insertion gain. The usage of ear
trumpets started in the early 19th century. With these devices, the gain could
be increased up to approximately 25–30 dB in the frequency band between
500 Hz and 1 500 Hz. The next phase in hearing aid evolution began in the
early 20th century. At this time, electrical hearing aids based on the recently
invented telephone technology, were constructed. Unfortunately, these devices
suffered from high noise levels and high levels of distortion produced by the
primitive microphones. Later, vacuum tubes were used and these, as we all
know, were developed into smaller and smaller transistors. Today, we use in-
tegrated circuits (IC) with several million transistors integrated on one single
chip. It is not only sound amplification technology which has evolved over the
years. During the last decade, signal processing has also shifted from analog
towards digital technology.

A simplified model of a hearing aid is shown in Fig. 11. In this model
the incoming speech signal to be amplified s(t) enters the system via the
microphone. A feedback signal g(t) is also present. These signals form the
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Figure 11: A simplified model of an analog hearing aid.

total input signal xa(t) that is amplified by the gain GHA. The resulting signal
is transmitted (after some amplification not included in this simplified model)
to the loudspeaker. The acoustic signal travels via the EAC to the tympanic
membrane. A feedback signal is, as previously mentioned, transmitted both
acoustically and mechanically back to the microphone.

2.3.2 Different Types of Hearing Aids

As previously mentioned, the many different types of hearing loss have nur-
tured the development of a wide variety of hearing aids. An overview of
different types of hearing aids is shown in Fig. 12. In this figure, hearing aids
are divided into two groups: Implanted hearing aids and external hearing aids.
Implanted hearing aids are in turn divided into two subgroups: Destructive
and non-destructive. Destructive implanted hearing aids are cochlear implants
where electrodes are surgically placed inside the cochlea of the patient. Sig-
nals are transmitted to these electrodes across the skin, bone and cartilage by
an FM radio signal. Cochlea implants are irreversible and are suitable for pa-
tients with severe or profound sensorineural hearing loss [1]. Non-destructive
implanted hearing aids include instruments that rely on conventional bone
conduction and direct bone conduction.
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Figure 12: Overview of hearing aid types.
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Conventional bone conduction means that a bone conductor, i.e. an ex-
citer, is pressed with constant pressure against the mastoid region of the
temporal bone. This is possibly a source of problems such as pain, headache,
skin irritation and eczema [1]. Due to the attenuation of the soft skin, the
fidelity of the transmitted signal is rather poor.

A further development of bone conducted hearing aids is the Bone An-
chored Hearing Aid (BAHA) [33]. The BAHA system relies on a direct bone
conducted signal. Skin-penetrating titanium screws are implanted behind the
patient’s ear and the bone conductor is attached to this screw. The fidelity
is increased with this approach, user comfort is increased and the surgical
procedures are reversible.

The transmission properties of bone conducted sound were investigated
thoroughly in [34]. Another type of non-destructive implanted hearing aid
is the middle ear implant. This type of hearing aid converts sound waves to
mechanical vibrations, just as in the case with bone conducted hearing aids.
However, the middle ear implant excites the ossicular chain directly via a tiny
exciter [35, 1].

Since the implanted hearing aids do not need ear molds, there are no occlu-
sion effects. Furthermore, they are suitable for patients suffering from chronic
otitis media (middle ear infection) or patients with malformation of the mid-
dle or external ear. Implanted hearing aids have no or at least negligible
problems with feedback.

External hearing aids consist of two subgroups: Body worn instruments
and ear worn instruments. Body worn instruments have their microphone and
circuitry in a separate unit carried on the body or in a pocket. The speaker is
connected to this unit via a cord. This type of hearing aid is rarely used [1].

The vast majority of hearing patients use external, so-called air-conducted
(AC), hearing aids. By far the most common hearing aid is the ear worn
instrument. Four types of ear worn AC hearing aids can be identified:

Behind-the-Ear (BTE) This type of hearing aid has its central processing
unit placed behind the pinna of the user. The microphone and control
buttons are placed on this unit and the loudspeaker is connected to the
EAC via a sound tube.

In-the-Ear (ITE) This type of hearing aid is smaller than the BTE hearing
aid and is placed inside the deepest impression of the pinna, the concha.
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In-the-Channel (ITC) The ITC hearing aid is inserted into the EAC of
the user. Due to its small physical size it is a bit more discrete than the
ITE hearing aid.

Completely-in-the-Channel (CIC) The CIC hearing aid is the most in-
conspicuous of all hearing aids since it is inserted deep into the EAC of
the user.

These hearing aids models are depicted in Fig. 13. Obviously, due to the
differences in physical appearance of these four types of hearing aids they have
rather different properties regarding maximum gain (REAG), dynamic range,
sound quality etc. In this report, the minimum feedback channel attenuation
is of the greatest interest. Typical feedback channels in these hearing aids are
caused by [4]

• the vent,

• imperfect sealing of the earmold,

• imperfect sealing of the joints of tubing (BTE devices),

• emission from tubing walls (BTE devices),

• structural transmissions within the hearing aid,

• emissions from the hearing aid shell, and

• electrical feedback.

With regard to the BTE hearing aid, the microphone is in close proxim-
ity to the loudspeaker. However, the loudspeaker output is transferred via
a sound probe into the EAC of the user. The effective distance between the
sound probe orifice and the microphone is rather large, in the order of centime-
ters. This implies that the acoustical coupling between these two transducers
are relatively weak, i.e. the minimum feedback channel attenuation is large.
Typically, the minimum feedback channel attenuation of a BTE is around
60 dB [4]. The ITE, ITC and CIC hearing aids are less conspicuous then
BTE hearing aids but offers reduced REAG. Common complaints from users
of these types of hearing aids relate to the occlusion effect. To reduce this
effect, vents are incorporated in the design. Vents may also function to relieve
pressure and, to some patients, as drainage canals. Whatever function a vent
has, it will inevitably affect the feedback channel profoundly. Research shows
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that the minimum feedback channel attenuation for an ITE and ITC/CIC
device at 2 kHz, is about 50 dB and 45 dB, respectively [4]. Hence ITE, ITC
and CIC hearing aids are more suitable for patients with moderate hearing
loss. If a proper AFC system could be incorporated in such a hearing aid
and the maximum affordable REAG because of this AFC system could be
increased, many of the patients that today are forced to use BTE hearing aids
could switch to a compact ITE/ITC/CIC hearing aid.
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Figure 13: Four types of hearing aids. From top to bottom row the types are:
BTE, ITE, ITC, and CIC. Pictures courtesy of Widex, Sweden.
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3 The Adaptive Feedback Controller

This section describes the proposed AFC system in detail. The method utilizes
a semi-continuous adaptation for feedback channel estimation. It is continu-
ously scanning the subband input for dominant tonal components. If such a
tonal component is detected, a time slot of predefined length is allocated for
the emission of a bandlimited probe noise sequence. This probe noise drives
the adaptation process to estimate the feedback channel.

The object of the method is to efficiently and reliably control the feedback
with a negligible amount of user discomfort. This object is attained by re-
stricting the probe noise in the temporal domain, as well as in the frequency
domain. By doing this, both frequency and temporal masking effects will re-
duce the amount of user discomfort. In addition, since the method operates
in the subband domain, only a narrow frequency band is disconnected during
adaptation. All other subbands remain transparent as long as no howling
occurs in them.

The howling detector is based on the zero crossing measure. It monitors
the variance of the distances between zero crossings in the subband signal.
If this variance falls below a certain predefined threshold value, the howling
detector signals that a howling in that particular subband has occurred.

3.1 The Model

The model that forms the basis for all computer simulations in this report
is basically the hearing aid model depicted in Fig. 11. This model has been
further developed into a discrete time counterpart in which the input signal
x(n) is divided into subbands. The kernel functionality of the model is the
filter bank and the adaptive feedback detection/cancellation system. A block
scheme of the entire system setup is depicted in Fig. 14. The input signal
x(n) consists of two parts: First, the signal to be amplified s(n) and second,
the feedback part g(n). For simplicity, the entire signal flow is drawn in
discrete time domain. The microphone, the loudspeaker, the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and digital-to-analog converter (DAC) are supposed to be
modelled by the feedback channel HFB(f). The signal x(n) is used as input to
K subband filters, H0(f) to HK−1(f). To comply with the de facto standard
notation in adaptive filter theory, we denote the output from the subband
filter k as dk(n). This signal is the desired signal of the adaptive filter.
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Figure 14: The model.
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The purpose of the adaptive filter update algorithm, from now on denoted
“the adaptive algorithm”, is to form a subband estimate Wk(f) of the feedback
channel HFB(f). Note that the adaptive algorithms in all subbands will oper-
ate to estimate the fullband HFB(f). However, since the input signal xW,k(n)
theoretically contains zero energy in all other subbands except subband k,
only the corresponding frequency band of HFB(f) will be estimated.

The adaptation process is initiated when the zero crossing rate based feed-
back detector (in Fig. 14 denoted ZCR FBDk) detects that howling has arisen
in the system, i.e. a prolonged tonal component is present in a certain sub-
band k. The feedback detector is described in detail in Section 3.2. The
system then alters the state from normal mode to adaptation mode. In this
mode, a bandlimited probe noise burst of length J is emitted both to the
hearing aid loudspeaker as well as used as input to the adaptive system. The
noise generator is denoted NG in Fig. 14.

Using vector notation (where boldface denotes vectors), we may express
the impulse response of Wk(f) at time n as wk(n). Adaptive algorithms
generally update the elements of wk(n) as

wk(n + 1) = wk(n) + ∆wk(n) (7)

where ∆wk(n) is a correction that is applied to the filter coefficients wk(n)
at time n to form a new set of coefficients wk(n + 1) at time n + 1. From an
evaluation point of view the choice of adaptive algorithm is important. The
adaptive algorithm is discussed in Section 4.

It would, of course, have been possible to omit the filtering of yk(n) with
Hk(f) prior to adaptation. However, if this omission had occurred, Wk(f)
would have been “forced” to not only estimate HFB(f) but also Hk(f). Since
it is desirable for the filter bank to have steep roll-off subband filters, these
filter lengths need to be rather long, if Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters
are to be used. This implies that a rather long adaptive filter would be
required. Indeed, the adaptive filter would roughly have to be of the same
length as the convolution of the impulse response of HFB(f), hFB(n), and the
impulse response of Hk(f), hk(n). If complexity issues are of importance, a
pure delay of yk(n), i.e. yk(n − ∆) may be used to roughly model Hk(f).

The total hearing aid output signal y(n) can be written as

y(n) = y0(n) + y1(n) + . . . + yK−1(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

yk(n) (8)
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where yk(n) is the subband part k of the entire output signal. For simplicity
we rewrite this in transform domain as

Y (f, i) =
K−1∑
k=0

Yk(f, i) (9)

In this expression Y (f, i) = F {W (n − D · i) · y(n)} where F {·} denotes the
Fourier transform and W (n − D · i) is a rectangular window delayed a total
of D · i samples. D is the frame wise delay and i is the frame index. This
windowing operation is simply to limit y(n) in time and hence ensure that
the fourier transform exists. The variable i should be viewed as a time index.
Now, we express the total system input in transform domain as

X(f, i) = HFB(f)Y (f, i) + S(f, i) (10)

In the same manner we may express the desired signal dk(n) as

Dk(f, i) = Hk(f) [HFB(f)Y (f, i) + S(f, i)] (11)

Note that Hk(f)Y (f, i) = Yk(f, i). Hence Eq. 11 can be reduced to

Dk(f, i) = HFB(f)Yk(f, i) + Hk(f)S(f, i) (12)

The input and output to Wk(f) are

XW,k(f) = Yk(f, i)Hk(f) = Yk(f, i) (13)

and
YW,k(f, i) = Wk(f)Yk(f, i)Hk(f) = Wk(f)Yk(f, i) (14)

respectively. Now the error signal ek(n) in transform domain can be written
as

Ek(f, i) = Dk(f, i) − YW,k(f, i) (15)

or

Ek(f, i) = Hk(f)S(f, i) + HFB(f)Yk(f, i) − Wk(f)Yk(f, i) (16)

Suppose that n → ∞ and that our adaptive filter has converged “perfectly”,
meaning that Wk(f) = HFB(f) within subband k. Then

Ek(f, i) = Hk(f)S(f, i) (17)
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In other words, the result from the subtraction of yW,k(n) from dk(n) is the
subband k part sk(n) of the entire input signal s(n).

When the probe noise sequence has ended, Wk(f) is frozen and the system
returns to its normal mode of operation. The user gain (REAG) GHA is
applied to the error signal ek(n) and the result is added to all other subband
signals before being emitted to the hearing aid loudspeaker.

3.2 Detecting Tonal Signal Components Using
Zero Crossings

Some properties are especially desirable for the assessment of algorithms used
for tonal detection in AFC systems. The algorithms should be reliable and
robust with regard to interfering signals, fast and able to quickly detect a
tonal component and finally, it is advantageous if they are independent of the
amplitude of the tonal component.

The proposed method utilizes the well-known zero crossing measure to
detect tonal signal components. A zero crossing is in this report defined as
a change of sign of the input signal. Since this report focuses on subband
signal processing, it is a change of sign within the subband signal ek(n) that
is detected.

Initially, the subband zero crossing measure Zk(n) is calculated as

Zk(n) =
|sgn{ek(n)} − sgn{ek(n − 1)}|

2
(18)

where the sign function sgn{·} is defined as

sgn{ek(n)} =
{

+1 if ek(n) � 0
−1 if ek(n) < 0 (19)

Note that Zk(n) = 1 if a change in sign has occurred between sample n and
n − 1 in ek(n) and that Zk(n) = 0 otherwise.

When a subband zero crossing occurs, the sample index n is stored in a
vector Zix,k of length Λk:

Zix,k = [Zix,k(0) . . . Zix,k(Λk − 1)] (20)

where Zix,k(0) is the most recent zero crossing sample index. The vector Zix,k

is updated in a First-In-First-Out manner (FIFO).
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The distance in samples between two zero crossings in ek(n) is then given
by

δk(n) = Zix,k(0) − Zix,k(Lk − 1) (21)

where Lk is used to control between which zero crossings the distance is cal-
culated. Note that δk(n) is updated on a sample-by-sample basis and that
Zix,k is only updated when a zero crossing in ek(n) has occurred.

The function δk(n) has a certain variance. A low variance of δk(n) indicates
that a tonal component is present in the subband. A discussion of the term
“low”, in this context, is provided by Section 4.1. Whilst working in subbands,
it should be noted that distances between adjacent zero crossings should not
be calculated. This is due to the fact that, in higher subbands, zero crossings
will occur rather regularly over a short period of time. Therefore, calculations
must instead be made between zero crossings which are not too close together,
i.e. a larger Lk must be used. Again, a classification of the term “larger” is
provided in Section 4.1.

If we treat δk(n) as ergodic random data, an estimate σ̂2
δk

of its true
variance σ2

δk
over a finite length time interval of P samples of δk(n) is given

by

σ̂2
δk

=
1
P

P−1∑
n=0

(
δk(n) − 1

P

P−1∑
n=0

δk(n)

)2

(22)

This estimate is calculated over the sample interval [δk(n) . . . δk(n − P + 1)]
and indexed with m, i.e. σ̂2

δk
(m). Note that the estimate in Eq. 22 is only

asymptotically unbiased [36, 37].
Finally, the presence of a subband tonal component can be detected by

monitoring σ̂2
δk

(m). If σ̂2
δk

(m) falls below a threshold αk, a tonal component
is assumed to be present in subband k.

4 Evaluation by Computer Simulation

In this section an evaluation of the proposed AFC system is performed. First,
the zero-crossing-rate-based feedback detector is investigated for reliability
and accuracy. Second, the convergence of the adaptive filter is investigated
using the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm. Finally, an evaluation of the
entire system, using both speech and music as input, is performed.
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Figure 15: Spectrogram of the evaluation signal consisting of eight tones with
exponentially increasing and decreasing amplitude. The background noise
variance was 10−4.

4.1 Feedback detector

In order to evaluate the behaviour and performance of the zero-crossing-rate-
based feedback detector, an evaluation signal was created. Eight tonal compo-
nents with uniformly distributed frequencies ranging from 500 Hz to 7 500 Hz,
were added to a wideband noise sequence. The variance of this simulated
background noise was 10−4. The tonal components manifested exponentially
varying amplitudes simply because this is the manner in which howling man-
ifests itself in hearing aids. A spectrogram of the evaluation signal is shown
in Fig. 15.

An eight band FIR filter bank was created with 256 taps in each filter. The
filters were designed using the window method (Hamming windows) which
results in filters with a minimum stop band attenuation of 50 dB. The filter
bank was constructed so that, if the evaluation signal is used as input to the
filter bank, each tonal component will be located exactly at the center of each
subband. The frequency and phase response of the filter bank is shown in
Fig. 16.

Three parameters are crucial for the final performance of the feedback
detector:

1. Lk, i.e. the parameter controlling which zero crossings indexes in Zix,k

δk(n) should be calculated from,

2. αk, i.e the variance threshold, and
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Figure 16: Frequency and phase response of the eight filters in the constructed
filter bank.

3. P , i.e. the block size used for estimating the variance σ2
δk

(m) of δk(n).

The first two parameters, Lk and αk, control the reliability of the algorithm,
i.e. with what certainty we may conclude that howling has arisen in a partic-
ular subband. The third parameter, P , is more closely related to the mobility
of the algorithm; a lower P will result in a feedback detector that more rapidly
detects howling. A larger P will of course result in a better variance estimate,
but only in a stationary environment. These parameters are interdependent,
meaning that one cannot be altered without consideration of the effects pro-
duced on the others. Nevertheless, an evaluation has to be made to find
suitable values for all three parameters. The first parameter to be evaluated
is Lk. This is done with a variance block size set to P = 400.

4.1.1 Determining Lk

In order to evaluate a suitable choice of Lk, δk(n) and σ̂2
δk

(m) for k = 8,
calculated from five different values of Lk, are shown in Fig. 17.
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The five values of Lk were Lk = 2, Lk = 10, Lk = 20, Lk = 30 and Lk = 40.
The reason for choosing subband k = 8 is that the subband containing the
highest frequencies is the most critical with regard to zero crossings. In this
subband, the distances between zero crossings are rather constant, even if no
tonal components are present in the subband. Hence, the highest subband
may function as a “role model” for the other subbands. The possibility of
using subband dependent Lk is not investigated in this report, i.e. henceforth
Lk = L ∀k.

In the left column of Fig. 17 one can clearly see that, for Lk � 10, as soon
as the tone-to-noise ratio becomes sufficiently large (after approximately one
second), the zero crossing distance stabilizes. This means that the variance
of δk(n), σ̂2

δk
(m) decreases. This is shown in the right column of Fig. 17.

In order for the algorithm to be reliable, there must be a distinct difference
between regions of high variance (no howling present) and regions of low
variance (howling present). From the figure one can conclude that, to be able
to detect a tonal component with certainty in subband k = 8, Lk should be
around 20. This is a fair tradeoff between algorithm reliability and memory
requirements. In the continued evaluation Lk = 20 ∀k .

4.1.2 Variance Threshold

Our next task is to determine suitable values for the variance threshold αk.
When the variance σ̂2

δk
(m) falls below this threshold, a howling indication

should be triggered. In Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, δk(n) and σ̂2
δk

(m) are plotted,
respectively. The plots show all eight subbands. Fig. 19 allows us to deter-
mine suitable values for the variance threshold αk. From this figure we may
conclude that it is suitable to use a subband dependent threshold ranging
from about 30 dB in subband k = 0 down to about -10 dB in subband k = 7.
In this feedback detector evaluation

αk = [α0 . . . α7] = [30 10 5 0 0 − 10 − 10 − 10] (23)

where αk is expressed in dB.
With αk fixed, a binary howling trigger, τk(n), was incorporated to indi-

cate that the system has detected a tonal component. The trigger τk(n) was
defined as

τk(n) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

{
0 if σ̂2

δk
(m) > αk

1 if σ̂2
δk

(m) � αk
if n = mP

0 if n �= mP

(24)
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Figure 18: Sample distance function δk(n) for all eight subbands.
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and controls the switch from normal mode (τk(n) = 0) to adaptation
mode (τk(n) = 1) in Fig. 14, Section 3.1. If howling is detected at n = mP ,
τk(n) triggers an adaptation block of P samples and then returns to zero.
After adaptation, a new variance estimate σ̂2

δk
(m+1) is calculated and Eq. 24

is re-evaluated. If we combine our acquired knowledge regarding parameter
selections and concentrate on a single subband k = 1, we obtain an overview
of the system behaviour. This is illustrated in Fig. 20.

To investigate the algorithm performance further, a new evaluation sig-
nal was created consisting of a single tonal component with exponentially
increasing/decreasing amplitude. This tone was added to five different noise
levels. The result of this simulation is shown in Fig. 21. These plots illus-
trate the graceful degradation of algorithm performance that occurs when the
tone-to-noise ratio is decreased.

4.1.3 Non-Stationary Behaviour

Finally, an evaluation of the algorithm behaviour in a non-stationary envi-
ronment was performed. A frequency-modulated tonal component was added
to a broadband noise with a variance of 10−4, see Fig. 22. As previously
mentioned, the variance estimate block length P is controlling the mobility
of the algorithm. In Fig. 23 five different settings of P were evaluated, viz.
P = 100, P = 200, P = 300, P = 400 and P = 500. The trigger func-
tions τk(n) for all subbands are plotted for each setting of P . Apparently, a
variance block length P � 300 is needed for a stable variance estimate. How-
ever, a much larger P will inevitably result in poor tracking of non-stationary
environments.

Fig. 24 gives a comprehensive illustration of the tracking capabilities of the
algorithm. Apparently, some time lag exists between adjacent subband howl-
ing triggers. The cause of this is twofold: First, some time delay is necessary
to calculate the variance; hence a built-in time lag is unavoidable. Second, the
subband filters are sub-optimal in that they have extended transition zones,
as well as non-infinite stop band attenuation. This results in a leakage of
energy from one subband to its neighbors and this leakage is most evident at
the boundary line between two subbands. Indeed, when the tonal component
passes through a boundary line between two subbands, both of them trigger.
This is, however, not evident in Fig. 24 due to plotting reasons.
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Figure 21: Illustration of the feedback detector behaviour in subband k = 1
for five different noise levels. In all plots Lk = 20 ∀k, αk = 10 dB and P = 400.
The left column shows the time plot of background noise and tonal component
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4.2 Adaptive Filter Convergence

In this section, the convergence behaviour of Wk(f) is examined by applying it
to a non-stationary feedback channel. In this evaluation of the adaptive filter
convergence, the well known and widely use method of Least Mean Square
(LMS) will be used for updating Wk(f) [6, 38, 39].

4.2.1 On the choice of µk

As previously described by Section 3, the time domain update equation for a
general adaptive algorithm applied to the subband feedback channel estimate
may be written as

wk(n + 1) = wk(n) + ∆wk(n) (25)

where wk(n) denotes the adaptive filter vector at time n and ∆wk(n) denotes
a correction term added to wk(n) at time n to form a new set of adaptive
filter coefficients wk(n+1) at time n+1. The LMS filter update equation for
subband k is written as

wk(n + 1) = wk(n) + µkek(n)xW,k(n) (26)

where µk is the LMS step size in subband k, ek(n) is the error signal defined
as dk(n) − yW,k(n) and xW,k(n) is the filter tap input vector.

Ensuring the stability of this update is not an easy task. Using the ordinary
LMS algorithm means that the input vector largely determines the amount
of filter weight correction. This can be remedied by using the normalized
version of the adaptive algorithm, i.e. NLMS. Nevertheless, careful choice of
the step size µk is crucial for stable and reliable convergence of the adaptive
filter. Some guidelines have been developed for estimating a maximum step
size µmax,k when employing the LMS algorithm. One of these can be written
as [38]

0 < µmax,k <
2

ME
[
x2

W,k(n)
] (27)

where M is the adaptive filter length and E[·] denotes the expected value. In
Eq. 27, E[|xW,k(n)|2] represents the power of xW,k(n) and is easily estimated.
For example, E[|xW,k(n)|2] could be estimated as

Ê
[
x2

W,k(n)
]

=
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

x2
W,k(n) (28)
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where N is the number of samples in xW,k(n). In the implementation of the
AFC system described in this report, the entire sequence xW,k(n) is known in
advance during adaptation: The bandlimited probe noise sequence in subband
k can very well be produced prior to execution. Hence, an upper limit on µk

can also be calculated in advance. It should be mentioned that, in practice,
a step size of about 0.1µmax,k is often used [6].

4.2.2 Convergence Behaviour

To demonstrate the convergence behavior of the adaptive filters, a non-station-
ary feedback channel was created. If, during simulation, the feedback channel
is abruptly changed, the adaptive filter will be forced to readjust itself rapidly.
This makes it possible to evaluate the adaptation time required. To accom-
plish this, two feedback channel models, HFB,1(f) and HFB,2(f), were con-
structed. Both models were constructed as Infinite Impulse Response (IIR)
filters. The poles of HFB,1(f) were placed at an angle of ∓ 2500

8000π radians and
had a magnitude of 0.93. The poles of HFB,2(f) were placed at an angle of
∓ 3500

8000π radians with equal magnitude as the poles of HFB,1(f). The pole setup
of HFB,1(f) results in a minimum feedback channel attenuation at 2 500 Hz,
if a sampling frequency of 16 kHz is used. Given the same prerequisites, the
pole setup of HFB,2(f) results in a minimum attenuation at 3 500 Hz. The
resulting filter magnitudes were finally normalized to have minimum gains at
-30 dB, implying that the maximum (uncontrolled) REAG would be about
30 dB. The frequency and phase responses of HFB,1(f) and HFB,2(f), as well
as the corresponding impulse responses hFB,1(n) and hFB,2(n), are plotted in
Fig. 25. If the eight band filter bank described in Section 4.1 and depicted in
Fig. 16 is used, this pole setup means that the peaks of HFB,1(f) and HFB,2(f)
are centered at subband k = 2 and k = 3, respectively. For convenience, this
section will focus on these two subbands, as this is where howling will first
arise.

It should be noted that the abruptly changing feedback channel is, in this
case, by no means an attempt to imitate a true non-stationary counterpart.
Instead, it is used to assess the convergence behaviour of the system. In real-
ity, the alteration time of the feedback channel characteristics are in the region
of seconds or minutes (mandibular movements), weeks or months (cerumen
production), or years (changing ear canal shape due to ageing) [3]. An eval-
uation utilizing a non-stationary feedback channel, more closely resembling a
true channel, is performed in Section 4.3.
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Figure 25: Feedback channel characteristics. (a) HFB,1(f) and HFB,2(f) fre-
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During this convergence test, the REAG was set to 40 dB, i.e. GHA = 10
40
20 .

This means that our REAG is set to amplify the input an additional 10 dB in
comparison with the maximum uncontrolled REAG. The probe noise sequence
length was set to J = 1 600 samples, or 100 ms, having a variance of 10. The
plot of the two feedback channel impulse responses in Fig. 25 reveals that an
adaptive filter length of approximately M = 60 taps should suffice. Hence,
the length M of the adaptive filters was set to 64 taps for all subbands.

An additional REAG of 10 dB causes the system to be very unstable; only
a few hundred samples are required for the system to diverge under these
circumstances. Hence, the model was equipped with the option of forcing an
initial fullband adaptation phase, in order to prevent the system from fully
diverging before all filter buffers have been filled. This feature forces an initial
adaptation in all subbands which, in many cases, is enough for the adaptive
system to converge and continue in a stable state without howling.

The worst conditions with regard to the adaptation process, occur when
a highly non-stationary input signal s(n) (such as speech) is present. This
would make the adaptation process much more difficult. In this evaluation,
in order to be able to do just comparisons, s(n) is set to be a low variance
(10−4) broadband gaussian noise signal.

The course of events during simulation is shown in Fig. 26. In this figure,
the adaptive filter tap #1, tap #5, and tap #10 in subband k = 2 and k = 3
are plotted as a function of time. After 0.45 s of input data, the feedback
channel changes abruptly from HFB,1(f) to HFB,2(f). At a REAG of 40 dB
this is a critical change that very quickly causes howling. However, approxi-
mately 50 ms or 800 samples after the feedback channel change, the feedback
detector signals that howling has occurred, switches to adaptation state and
starts emitting the probe noise sequence for the corresponding subband. Dur-
ing the probe noise sequence, the filter taps rapidly converge and the new
feedback channel HFB,2(f) is identified by both W2(f) and W3(f). As can be
seen in Fig. 26, the taps converge during the forced initial adaptation phase.
When the initial probe noise sequence ends, the filter taps are stored. They
remain unchanged, and are used as long as no howling is signalled by the
feedback detector.

During simulation, care was taken to ensure that the adaptive filter con-
verged during one single probe noise sequence, i.e. 100 ms. However, this may
not be enough time for the adaptive filter to converge due to, for example,
an insufficient step size µk or low power with regard to the algorithm input
vector xW,k(n). If this is the case, howling may recur in the corresponding
subband, the feedback detector will trigger a new adaptation sequence, and a
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Figure 26: Convergence of the adaptive filter Wk(f) in subband k = 2 (left
column) and k = 3 (right column) during data run with the non-stationary
feedback channel shown in Fig. 25. Three filter taps are plotted for both
subbands: Tap #1, tap #5, and tap #10. After 0.45 s the feedback channel
is changed from HFB,1(f) to HFB,2(f). Approximately 50 ms (800 samples)
after the feedback path change, the feedback detector has gathered enough
statistics to signal howling. The lower plot row shows zoomed versions of the
upper plot row.
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Figure 27: The resulting estimates W2(f) and W3(f) of feedback channels
HFB,1(f) and HFB,2(f). (Left column) The frequency responses of HFB,1(f)
and HFB,2(f), and the corresponding estimates W2(f) after 0.45 s and W3(f)
after 2 s. (Right column) The corresponding phase responses. The lower plot
row shows zoomed versions of the upper plot row.

better feedback channel estimate will be calculated.
The resulting subband estimates of HFB,1(f) and HFB,2(f), Wk(f) for

k = 2 and k = 3, are shown in Fig. 27.
Finally, a spectrogram of the full band output sequence y(n) is shown in

Fig. 28. One can clearly see an initial adaptation sequence throughout all
subbands during the first 0.1 s (J = 1 600 samples). As soon as the feedback
channel changes, after 0.45 s, a tonal components arises but is efficiently and
rapidly detected and attenuated. The wideband regions at the beginning and
end of the probe noise sequence are due to the discontinuous switch from
ordinary hearing aid input to probe noise sequence generation.
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Figure 28: Spectrogram of the output from the hearing aid model. After the
initial adaptation phase, the system remains stable. Howling occurs when
HFB,1(f) is substituted with HFB,2(f) after 0.45 s. This triggers a new adap-
tation of the adaptive filter weights in both subband k = 2 and k = 3. As can
be seen from this spectrogram, the REAG in the affected subbands are set to
0 dB if howling is detected. The REAG is then gradually increased back to
40 dB. This functionality is aimed at introducing additional stability to the
algorithm.

4.3 Speech and Music Input

A hearing aid must be a versatile instrument for sound amplification. Not
only should it be capable of stable operation during periods of speech input,
e.g during conversation, but the hearing aid must also function properly with
regard to other types of input, such as music.

Phonetically balanced sentences randomly picked from the TIMIT data-
base were used to investigate the model behaviour during speech input. The
TIMIT database is a well known and widely used corpus that is suitable when
isolating or quantifying the effects of degradations imposed on pristine data
[40]. The TIMIT sentences are recorded in quiet booths and are of very high
fidelity. Hence, to increase the resemblance to a real conversation situation,
a low variance (5 × 10−7) broadband noise was added to these sentences. An
initial adaptation sequence was forced. Initially, the feedback channel was
equal to HFB,1(f) in Fig. 25. To simulate a non-stationary feedback channel,
the peak of HFB(f) was shifted in frequency after four seconds, from 2 500 Hz
up to 3 500 Hz, over a period of 0.5 s. After that, the feedback channel was
kept constant for the duration of the input data. A spectrogram of the system
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output is shown in Fig. 29.
The simulation indicates that in order to achieve a stable operation of the

model during speech input, three parameters had to be adjusted:

1. The step size µk — If s(n) �= 0, i.e. speech, music or any other signal
is present at the hearing aid microphone, stable adaptation becomes
considerably more difficult. The remedy is to decrease µk. Of course,
this results in a prolonged adaptation time. In this algorithm a decreased
step size results in a few more consecutive adaptation phases.

2. The variance threshold αk — Voiced sections of s(n) may, at some
point, result in a temporary lowering of the variance estimate. This may
in turn cause a triggering of the probe noise sequence. To minimize or
completely eliminate these “false alarms”, αk may be lowered in some
subbands.

3. The variance estimate block size P — There are two reasons to
alter the parameter P . First, the aforementioned voiced sections of
speech may trigger a howling if P is chosen too small. If P is chosen
to be larger than the pseudo stationarity time of speech (about 20 ms
or 320 samples at fs = 16 kHz [41]), the variance estimate will not
decrease and falsely signal howling. Only a steady tonal component with
a duration exceeding 20 ms will trigger an adaptation phase. Second,
after adaptation, a few milliseconds are required for the adaptive filter
to be filled with input data. During this time, the howling decreases
exponentially. However, if this decreased howling proceeds longer than
the variance block length, howling will be detected once again. This
may lead to unstable operation of the algorithm where one howling
alarm triggers the next one.

As can be seen in Fig. 29, a change of HFB(f) results in howling and
subsequent adaptation in subband k = 3, as well as the adjacent subbands.
A few more adaptations are required to fully suppress howling. At about 15 s
no more subband adaptations occur. The REAG was set to 40 dB in this data
run.
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Figure 29: Spectrogram of the output from the hearing aid model with speech
input. After four seconds of input data, HFB(f) is gradually changed so that
its minimum attenuation (peak) is shifted from 2 500 Hz to 3 500 Hz. This
triggers adaptation in the corresponding subbands.
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Figure 30: Spectrogram of the output from the hearing aid model when music
was used as input.

Naturally, music is a difficult input signal to handle, due to its multiple
tonal components. To investigate the algorithm performance when music is
used as input, a 10 s sequence of Muddy Water’s blues tune Champagne and
Reefer was extracted. It consisted of percussions, vocals, an electric guitar
and a harmonica. The REAG was set to 40 dB and HFB(f) was kept constant.
A spectrogram of the algorithm output is shown in Fig. 30. This figure reveals
that the algorithm performs rather well even if music is used as input: No
false howling detections occur during the 10 s of music. One should also
remember that the probe noise bursts are limited in both time and frequency.
This property makes the probe noise less vexatious. This means that a false
howling detection will not result in a severely impaired hearing aid output
signal.

5 Results and Conclusions

A subband-based method for AFC has been proposed. The algorithm detects
tonal components, or howling, by calculating distances between zero crossings
in the input signal. If the distances between consecutive zero crossings are
more or less constant, it is assumed that howling has occurred. This triggers a
subband adaptation using a probe noise sequence that is constrained both in
time and frequency. The adaptation aims at estimating the feedback channel.
The fact that the probe noise is limited in both time and frequency implies
that the user discomfort due to emitted probe noise is decreased. Another
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advantage is that only the subband signal in which howling was detected is
interrupted during adaptation. All other subbands remain transparent. This
increases the fidelity of the resulting output signal. Also, the usage of probe
noise facilitates the adaptation process, making it both more stable and faster
compared to a corresponding adaptation process with no probe noise.

Computer simulations show that the algorithm is capable of efficiently
estimating and suppressing the feedback channel and that the REAG may
be increased by up to at least 15 dB of additional gain. Further fine tuning
of algorithm parameters may improve this figure. However, what is more
important, the adaptation is reliable and efficient since a probe noise sequence
is used in a way that limits the user’s discomfort. Indeed, we may allow
ourselves to use a longer and/or higher amplitude probe noise sequence since
a band limited noise is less disturbing to the user. This in turn means that
it is possible to lower the step size of the adaptive algorithm and achieve a
more stable convergence as well as less excess mean square error.

The method has proven to function well during computer simulations,
both in stationary and non-stationary environments and with speech as well
as music as input signal.
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Abstract

An increasing amount of our daily personal communication takes place
in various noisy environments. Since cellular phones today are preva-
lent, we tend to communicate using these phones in cars, streets and
other noisy places. Noise has a negative effect on both speech intel-
ligibility and quality; a poor Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) may indeed
result in a complete lack of speech intelligibility. This paper presents
a speech enhancement method for personal communication, where the
input signal is divided into a number of subbands. These are individu-
ally and adaptively weighted in time domain according to a short-term
SNR estimate in each subband at every time instant. Hence the name
Adaptive Gain Equalizer (AGE). The signal disassembly into narrow
subbands is performed using computationally effective Infinite Impulse
Response (IIR) filters with low group delay. The method is focused on
speech enhancement, acting as a speech booster, and remains idle when
the SNR in a particular subband is low. Hence, background artifacts
are eliminated. In addition, the method has proven to be advantageous
since it offers low complexity and low delay. It is stand-alone and works
regardless of speech coding schemes and other surrounding adaptive
systems.

1 Introduction

The need for secure, reliable and robust personal communication is increas-
ing every day. A consequence of the usage of mobile personal communication
equipment such as intercoms and cellular phones, is that communication often
takes place in noisy environments, such as cars. Noise corrupted speech not
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only forces the user of the communication equipment to strain both hearing
and voice. Also, low intelligibility or quality degraded speech may in fact
be hazardous. An everyday application where low quality speech is harm-
less — but nevertheless annoying — is the ordinary cellular phone, which
is frequently used in a variety of noisy environments. Altogether, acoustic
noise directly affects human communication, and also dramatically decreases
the performance of speech coding and speech recognition algorithms. This
motivates the development of effective speech enhancement methods.

An early and fundamental method for noise reduction, involved the use
of the optimum Wiener filter [1]. Given a desired signal and an input signal,
the Wiener filter produces the minimum mean square error estimate of the
desired signal. The Wiener filter can also be adapted to a non-stationary noise
environment: Adaptive algorithms such as the Least Mean Square (LMS) and
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) are well known examples and are also widely
used [2, 3].

Today, spectral subtraction is a frequently used digital method for ef-
fective noise reduction during speech communication [4, 5]. This frequency
domain method is based on the Fast Fourier Transform and is a non-linear,
yet straightforward way of reducing unwanted broadband noise acoustically
added to a signal. The noise bias is estimated in frequency domain during
speech pauses, and then subtracted from the noisy speech spectra. The qual-
ity of the noise bias estimate is crucial for the final result and a Voice Activity
Detector (VAD) is needed to detect non-speech activity. Properly tweaked
spectral subtraction is a powerful tool for noise reduction in acoustic signals.
A number of enhancements of the original algorithm have been proposed over
the years to reduce delay and so-called musical tones [6, 7, 8]. Efforts have
also been made to reduce or eliminate the need for VADs [9, 10].

Multi microphone techniques, such as microphone arrays, have also been
investigated in order to suppress a disturbance both spatially and temporally
by means of adaptive beamforming and signal separation [11, 12, 13].

This paper suggests a general, stand-alone, time-domain method for speech
enhancement, in which the input signal is presented to a Single-Input-Single-
Output (SISO) system in where the signal is divided into a number of sub-
bands. These subbands are then individually and temporally weighted, ac-
cording to an estimate of the SNR in each subband at every time instant.
The weighting of the subbands is comparable to adaptively increase the gain
of a graphical audio equalizer in those subbands where speech is dominant.
Hence the name Adaptive Gain Equalizer. The AGE acts as a speech booster,
only active when speech is present. It remains idle when only noise is present.
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Figure 1: (a) Principle of traditional noise suppression. The input signal
consists of a speech part s and a noise part w. The noise reduction is performed
by continuously subtracting a noise bias estimate ŵ. (b) Principle of speech
boosting as described in this paper. The speech enhancement is achieved by
adding a speech estimate ŝ to the input signal when speech is present.

Using computationally efficient IIR filters [14] to partition the fullband input
signal into subbands, the algorithm may operate at high sampling frequen-
cies or, alternatively, on a relatively low-performance digital signal processor.
However, during the last two decades, the development of high performance
digital signal processors has made it possible to implement computationally
complex signal processing algorithms in real-time applications.

A method similar to that which is proposed by this paper, is described
in [15] and [16]. However, as opposed to the AGE, the method described in
these papers is focused on noise suppression and calculates the gain function
in a different way.

The AGE has proven to be robust, flexible, and versatile and results in
speech enhancement with low speech distortion.

2 Principles of the Adaptive Gain Equalizer

Traditionally, speech enhancement and noise suppression are viewed as inter-
changeable terms that describes improvements of speech quality and intelli-
gibility. There is, however, a fundamental difference between them. Fig. 1
shows two signal graphs which illustrate this difference. If a traditional noise
suppression algorithm like spectral subtraction is employed, a noise bias es-
timate, ŵ, is subtracted from the noisy signal, resulting in a noise reduced
output signal, y1, see Fig. 1(a). In a speech enhancement algorithm like the
one described in this paper, an estimate of the speech itself, ŝ, is added,
boosting the speech part s of the input signal. See Fig. 1(b).
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The basic idea behind the proposed method, is that a speech signal cor-
rupted by noise can be divided into a number of subbands, and that each of
these subbands can be individually and adaptively boosted according to an
SNR estimate in that particular subband signal.

A short-term average for speech tracking and a long term average for
background noise floor level tracking are calculated simultaneously. Using
the quotient of these quantities, a gain function is achieved that weights the
subband signal directly according to a subband signal SNR estimate at that
particular time instant. If only noise is present in the signal, the noise floor
level estimate and the short-term average will be approximately the same.
Hence the quotient of these two measures will be unity and no alteration of the
subband signal will be performed. If speech is present, the short-term average
will increase, but the noise floor level estimate will remain approximately
unchanged. Hence, the quotient will become larger than unity, amplifying the
signal in the subband at hand.

Another way of looking at this approach is to view the calculation of the
gain in each band as an attempt to estimate the speech spectra in the noisy
signal. Since only the frequency bands where speech is present and dominant
are considered, the calculated gain in each subband at a certain time may be
viewed as a “spectra” of the speech. This “spectra” is then added to the noisy
signal as can be seen in Fig. 1(b) resulting in a speech boosting effect.

The proposed method acts as a speech booster that is adaptively looking
for subband speech energy to boost. Speech energy manifests itself as highly
non-stationary input amplitude excursions. If there are no such excursions,
no speech boosting will take place; the AGE will remain idle. This in turn
results in distortion free background noise when there is no speech activity
and, thanks to masking effects, inaudible background distortion during speech
activity. Artifacts such as musical tones, a common problem in the use of
spectral subtraction, are more or less eliminated.

Advantageously, the method is based upon a continuous estimate of the
SNR in each subband, rendering superfluous the existence of a VAD. Tradi-
tional VADs are difficult to tune and, if applied to low SNR speech, often
result in artifacts. Hence, it may be desirable to eliminate this step in the
speech enhancement chain. In addition, the AGE may be implemented in
a personal communication system where speech codecs without VADs are
present—in effect a totally VAD free system [17].

Altogether, the advantages are manifold when using this method:

• Increased speech quality — The resulting output signal has a natural
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sound and a minimum of distortion and artifacts.

• Flexible and versatile — Can be implemented either on digital or analog
circuits.

• Robust — Requires a minimum of tweaking for good performance in
various noise environments.

• Stand-Alone — The method works independently of different speech
coding schemes or other adaptive algorithms.

• Low complexity — Few MIPS.

• No VAD is required — The speech enhancement is performed continu-
ously in each subband.

2.1 The Proposed Method

Suppose we have an acoustical discrete time speech signal denoted s(n), and
a discrete time noise signal denoted w(n). The noise corrupted speech signal
x(n) can then be written as

x(n) = s(n) + w(n) (1)

By filtering the input signal x(n) using a bank of K bandpass filters, hk(n),
the signal is divided into K subbands, each denoted by xk(n) where k is the
subband index. This filtering operation can be written in time domain as

xk(n) = x(n) ∗ hk(n) (2)

where ∗ is the convolution operator. In the ideal case, the original signal can
then be described as

x(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

xk(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

(sk(n) + wk(n)) (3)

i.e. xk(n) = sk(n) + wk(n) where sk(n) is the subband k speech part and
wk(n) is the subband k noise part. The output y(n) is formed by

y(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

Gk(n)xk(n) (4)
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where Gk(n) is a weighting function that amplifies the band k during speech
activity. Since Gk(n) introduces a gain to each subband, the function will be
denoted gain function for the remainder of this paper.

It is now desirable to find a gain function that weights the input signal
subbands using the ratio between sk(n) and wk(n), i.e. a short-term SNR
estimate. A block scheme illustrating the subband decomposition, weighting
and final summation is shown in Fig. 2.

The gain function in each subband is found by using a ratio of a short-term
exponential magnitude average, Ax,k(n) based on |xk(n)|, and an estimate of
the noise floor level, Ax,k(n). The short-term average in subband k, Ax,k(n),
is calculated as

Ax,k(n) = (1 − αk)Ax,k(n − 1) + αk |xk(n)| (5)

where αk is a small positive constant that controls how sensitive the algorithm
should be to rapid changes in input signal amplitude in subband k, i.e. a
smoothing factor. Human speech can be considered approximately short time
stationary [5], and the constant αk should be chosen with this in mind.

The slowly varying noise floor level estimate for each subband k, Ax,k(n),
is calculated according to

Ax,k(n) = (6)

=
{

(1 + βk)Ax,k(n − 1) if Ax,k(n) > Ax,k(n − 1)
Ax,k(n) if Ax,k(n) � Ax,k(n − 1)

where βk is a small positive constant controlling how fast the noise floor level
estimate in subband k will adapt to changes in the noise environment. Note
that Ax,k(n) � Ax,k(n) and that βk � αk.

The variables Ax,k(n) and Ax,k(n) are used to form the gain function
Gk(n) according to

Gk(n) =
(

Ax,k(n)
Ax,k(n)

)pk

, pk � 0, Ax,k(n) > 0 (7)

where pk decides the gain raise individually applied to each of the subband
signals. The resulting speech enhanced output signal y(n) is then calculated
as in Eq. 4.

Since the calculation of Gk(n) involves division, it has to be ensured that
the quotient does not become excessively large due to a small Ax,k(n). In
a situation with a fair SNR, Gk(n) will become considerable if no limit is
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imposed on this function, resulting in unacceptable high speech amplification.
A limiter can be imposed on Gk(n) as

Gk(n) =
{

Gk(n) if Gk(n) � Lk

Lk if Gk(n) > Lk
(8)

where Lk is some positive constant expressed e.g in decibels.

2.2 The Equalizer

The filter bank design and individual filter characteristics are crucial to the
final speech enhancement result. In Section 2.1, a bank of bandpass filters was
used to partition the input signal into K subbands. Intentionally, this was a
quite general description. This paper is focused on computationally efficient,
low delay, IIR filters each consisting of only two poles and two zeros. First,
we define the total filter bank system function Htot(z) as

Htot(z) =
K−1∑
k=0

Hk(z) (9)

where Hk(z) is the system function for the k:th subband IIR filter. The zeroes
of Hk(z) are placed at z = 1 and z = −1 to force the subband frequency
response to zero at DC and π. The poles of each subband are placed at the
radius rk.

The ripple of the filter bank sum frequency response Htot(ω) = H(z)|z=ejω

may be controlled by altering the radius, rk, of the poles. It should be men-
tioned that if the poles are not uniformly distributed around the unit circle,
the filter bank sum frequency response will not be perfectly flat, i.e. the rip-
ple peaks will not be of equal magnitude. A flat filter bank sum is highly
desirable when trying to minimize speech distortion caused by partitioning
the input signal into subbands. In order to compensate for the non-flat filter
bank sum, a weight vector, g = [g0, . . . , gK−1], may be calculated to weight
the individual subband filters as in

Htot(z) =
K−1∑
k=0

gk
bk0 + bk1z

−1 + bk2z
−2

1 + ak1z−1 + ak2z−2
(10)

Properly chosen weights will flatten the filter bank sum resulting in equal
magnitude ripple peaks. Note that, since the zeroes of Hk(z) are placed at
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z = 1 and z = −1, the numerators of Htot(z) are common for all subbands,
[bk0, bk1, bk2] = [b0, b1, b2] ∀ k.

Low signal delay is of great importance since modern personal communica-
tion systems involve a vast number of subsystems, each introducing additional
delay to the signal. Hence, it is interesting to calculate the group delay of the
filter bank sum. When performing this calculation, it would be desirable to
view the filter bank as a cascade structure consisting of second-order sections,
rather than a parallel structure, i.e.

Htot(z) =
K−1∑
k=0

Hk(z) = Γ
K−1∏
k=0

H ′
k(z) (11)

where Γ is the second-order section filter gain and H ′
k(z) is the corresponding

second-order section expressed as

H ′
k(z) =

1 + b′k1z
−1 + b′k2z

−2

1 + a′
k1z

−1 + a′
k2z

−2
(12)

If the numerator and denominator polynomials in Eq. 12 are factored out into
separate zeroes and poles, Htot(z) can be compactly described as

Htot(z) = Γ
K−1∏
k=0

(1 − ηkz−1)(1 − η∗
kz−1)

(1 − ρkz−1)(1 − ρ∗kz−1)
(13)

where ηk, η∗
k and ρk, ρ∗k are the zeros and poles of the second-order section

H ′
k(z), respectively. Real input and output signals are assumed, hence the

complex conjugate poles and zeros. Furthermore,

Htot(ω) = Htot(z)|z=ejω = |Htot(ω)|ej∠Htot(ω) (14)

where |Htot(ω)| and ∠Htot(ω) are the magnitude and phase response of the
filter bank sum, respectively. The total group delay, τtot(ω), of the filter bank
sum is then defined as

τtot(ω) = −
[
d∠Htot(ω)

dω

]
(15)

It can be shown that τtot(z) also can be expressed as

τtot(z) = 	
{

K−1∑
k=0

(
b′k1z + 2b′k2

z2 + b′k1z + b′k2

− a′
k1z + 2a′

k2

z2 + a′
k1z + a′

k2

)}
(16)
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where 	{·} denotes the real part of a complex quantity [18].
Indeed, it is possible to convert the filter bank from a parallel structure to

a second-order section cascade structure using the heuristic pole-zero pairing
method described in [19]. A filter bank consisting of K subbands will possi-
bly represent a high-order IIR transfer function and will yield K second-order
sections to be combined. There are many possible cascade realizations ob-
tained by different pole-zero pairings and ordering. In fact, for a cascade of
K second-order sections, there are (K!)2 different possible realizations [20],
each with different characteristics which become evident when, for example,
the filter structure is implemented on a finite word-length system.

Stability is another important issue which must be addressed in the use
of IIR filters. Care must be taken so that, if implemented on a finite word-
length system, the poles do not fall outside the unit circle due to coefficient
round-off errors. It may seem desirable to set the pole magnitudes |ρk| as
large as possible in order to obtain narrow subband filters with steep roll-off.
However, if the poles are placed too close to the unit circle, the filter bank
sum frequency response peak-to-peak ripple will become unacceptably large,
resulting in speech distortion.

2.3 Computational Complexity Analysis

In this paper, computational complexity is defined as the number of arithmetic
operations (additions and/or multiplications) and memory locations required
to compute an output sample y(n) for the system at hand.

2.3.1 Subband Filtering Process

The zero state response of the described IIR filter bank is common for all
subbands, i.e. a zero at z = 1 and z = −1. Hence, this filtering is performed
on the full band input signal x(n) requiring only one addition and one mul-
tiplication. The IIR part differs, both in center frequency and amplitude, for
each subband and this filtering must obviously be performed K times. Since
each second-order section (in parallel) requires two additions and two mul-
tiplications, the total number of additions will be 2K and the total number
of multiplications will also be 2K. Finally, the individual subbands must be
added to form the output signal y(n) requiring K additions. Altogether, con-
sidering the subband filtering process, 1 + 2K + K = 1 + 3K additions and
1 + 2K multiplications are needed for each sample output.
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Since IIR filters are employed, the memory location requirement is modest.
The FIR part uses two memory locations and each subband filter also uses
two memory locations. Altogether 2+2K filter memory locations are needed.

2.3.2 Estimation of Statistics

The estimation of signal statistics is a two-step process. First, the short-term
average Ax,k(n) is calculated, requiring two multiplications and one addition
for each subband k. Then, the noise floor level Ax,k is estimated using Ax,k(n)
as in Eq. 6, requiring one multiplication for each subband k if Ax,k < Ax,k ∀ k.
Altogether, the estimation of signal statistics requires a maximum of 3K mul-
tiplications and K additions.

2.3.3 Temporal Weighting

Calculating Gk(n) requires K multiplications, and the resulting speech boosted
output signal y(n) is calculated according to Eq. 4 as a single multiplication in
each subband, also requiring K multiplications for each output sample. The
parameter pk may be efficiently implemented as a look-up table to avoid the
computational complexity that an exponential may imply. The gain function
limiter also entails one multiplication for each subband if Gk(n) > C ∀ k.
Altogether, the gain calculation and weighting requires a maximum of 3K
multiplications.

The total computational complexity are shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Computational complexity
Multiplications Additions Memory

Filtering 1 + 2K 1 + 3K 2 + 2K

Statistics 3K K —

Weighting 3K 0 —

Total 1 + 8K 1 + 4K 2 + 2K
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3 Evaluation

This section deals with the evaluation prerequisites such as filter bank design
and parameter settings.

For evaluation purposes, real-world signals were recorded in situ in a mov-
ing car using a sampling frequency of 8 000 Hz. A 12-band IIR filter bank
was chosen with poles of radius r = 0.9 (rk = r ∀ k). Initially, the individual
prototype∗ subband filters, HP

k (z), were normalized according to

HN
k (ω) = HN

k (z)|z=ejω =
HP

k (ω)
max{|HP

k (ω)|} (17)

This results in a filter bank in which the maximum magnitude of each nor-
malized filter HN

k (ω) is 0 dB and each intersection of adjacent bands occurs
at approximately -3 dB. The individual filters span from 300 Hz to 3 400 Hz.
In other words, the maximum of the first filter (i.e. the filter at the lowest
frequency) is placed at 300 Hz, while the last filter maximum is placed at
3 400 Hz. To force each subband frequency response to zero at DC and f = 4
kHz, a zero has been placed at z = 1 and z = −1. The filter bank sum
peak-to-peak ripple is below -3 dB. A plot of the filter bank response is shown
in Fig. 3. The last step in the filter bank design process is the weighting
of the individual subbands in order to flatten the filter bank sum frequency
response peak ripple. As described earlier, a weight vector g = [g0, . . . , gK−1]
is calculated and applied as

Hk(ω) = gkHN
k (ω) (18)

In Fig. 4, the weighted flat filter bank sum frequency response Htot(ω) is
shown along with the corresponding unweighted filter bank sum.

The group delay of the weighted, flat, filter bank sum is shown in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 6 a histogram of the group delay at the center of subband five during
a typical data run is shown [21].

The phase of the filter bank sum is obviously not linear. Yet, spectral
amplitude is more important than phase for speech perception. Actually,
phase relationships among components of speech have virtually no effect on
speech perception [5]. Still, this is not to say that the ear cannot perceive

∗Note that the term “prototype filter” is not used as in the traditional subband creation
process, where a prototype filter is a low pass filter that acts as a template to all other
subband filters.
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Figure 3: 12 band IIR filter bank. Fs = 8 kHz. (a) Frequency response of
filter bank. Solid lines — Individual subbands, HN

k (ω). Dashed line — Sum
of subbands,

∑
∀k HN

k (ω). (b) Filter bank phase response. (c) Pole-zero plot
of the twelve subband filters.
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Figure 4: Filter bank sum frequency response of unweighted filter bank
(dashed line) and weighted, flat, filter bank Htot(ω) (solid line).
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data run is within the blackened area of the plot.
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phase differences. Phase differences can indeed be significant to the perception
of sound itself.

A general mathematical description of the method was given in Section 2.1
where a number of subband dependent parameters were introduced. In this
chapter, where a practical evaluation is performed, some of these parameters
are individually set to the same value for all subbands. In other words

αk = α ∀ k
βk = β ∀ k
Lk = L ∀ k
pk = p ∀ k

Nevertheless, subband dependent parameters may prove to be useful when
tweaking the method.

The parameter selection for evaluation purposes, is listed in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Parameter Selection
Parameter Value

α 0.004

β 10−6

C 10 dB

p 1
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Figure 7: (Upper plot) The speech signal x5(n) in subband 5 using a 12 band
IIR-filter bank. (Mid plot) The solid line represents the short-term average
Ax,5(n) with α = 0.004. The dashed line represents the corresponding noise
floor level estimate Ax,5(n) with β = 10−6. (Lower plot) The resulting gain
function G5(n) limited to a maximum amplification of 10 dB.

4 Results

This section deals with the conclusions drawn from experimental results using
the evaluation prerequisites described in Section 3.

In Fig. 7, the subband signal x5(n), k = 5, is shown together with the
corresponding short-term average, Ax,5(n), noise floor level estimate, Ax,5(n),
and gain function, G5(n). The filter bank described in Section 3 and the
parameter setting in Tab. 2 was used.

In Fig. 8, the detailed behavior of Ax,5(n) and Ax,5(n) is shown. Note
that during no speech activity

Ax,5(n) = Ax,5 + εA, εA � 0 (19)

Hence
G5(n) = 1 + εG, εG � 0 (20)
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Figure 8: Detailed behavior of short-term average (solid line) and noise floor
level estimate (dotted line) during both speech and no speech activity.

In Eq. 19 and Eq. 20, εA and εG are small, positive values. In other words,
during no speech activity, the gain function will be close or equal to unity and
no speech boosting will take place, leaving the background noise unaffected
by the algorithm.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the effects on the gain function which result from
different choices regarding the short-term average parameter α, when the
noise floor level parameterβ = 10−6. Increasing α causes the gain function
to react rapidly to incoming speech, at the expense of higher variance gain
function. If α is decreased, a more stable gain function is obtained at the
expense of less sensitivity to incoming speech.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the effects on the gain function which result from
different choices regarding the noise floor level parameter β when α = 0.004.
Increasing β results in a noise floor level estimate that effectively tracks back-
ground noise non-stationarity. If β is increased too much, Ax,k(n) will also
react to incoming speech. Hence, the gain function will fall back to unity too
rapidly as Ax,k → Ax,k(n).
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Figure 9: The gain function for four different values of α. Note that a larger
α results in a high speech amplification limited only by the upper bounding.
On the other hand, the gain function is quite noisy. A smaller α results in a
lower amplification and less noisy gain function, but also a slower reaction to
incoming speech.
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Figure 10: Effects on the gain function when altering the parameter β. Since
the noise floor level estimate reacts to incoming speech if β is chosen to be
large, the gain function will fall back to unity rapidly causing the speech
sustain to be cropped.
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Figure 11: (Upper plot) Time sequence of input and output speech sequence
corrupted by car cabin noise. The AGE is enabled after approximately 3.2
seconds. (Lower plot) short-term power estimate of input and output signal.
Block length 20 ms at Fs = 8 kHz.

In summation, the constants α and β must be chosen with respect to
speech short time stationarity and possible noise non-stationarity or station-
arity, respectively.

The parameter settings in Tab. 2 have proven to be good all-round settings,
suitable for most types of background noise. Nevertheless, as noted earlier,
tweaking the parameter settings may improve algorithm performance in some
noise environments.

In order to demonstrate the effects of the AGE on a noisy input signal, a
short-term power estimate, P (l) may be calculated according to

P (l) =
1
N

l+N−1∑
n=l

x2(n), l = 0, 1, . . . , L − N (21)

where L is the length of the sequence x(n), and N is the block size, both in
units of samples. In Fig. 11, a short-term power estimate is plotted, illustrat-
ing the impact of the AGE. The input signal is a speech signal corrupted by
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Figure 12: short-term power estimate for four different settings of C.

car cabin noise. The algorithm is enabled after approximately 3.2 seconds and
the SNR is then improved by roughly 10 dB. This is not an unexpected result,
since the gain function limiter in this example is set to C = 1010/20, i.e. a
maximum subband amplification of 10 dB. Informal listening tests show that
the method introduces no background distortion since, in effect, the AGE is
idle when only noise is present in the input signal. When speech is present, the
subbands are weighted as previously described resulting in speech boosting.
However, thanks to masking effects of the speech, the resulting background
distortion is negligible.

As mentioned earlier, the AGE can be viewed as a speech booster, boost-
ing speech but leaving the background noise unaffected and undistorted. A
natural way of demonstrating this would be to calculate the short-term power
estimate for some different settings of C, i.e. the gain function limiter con-
stant. In Fig. 12, such a plot is shown. As can be seen in this figure, when C
is set to a certain value, the speech is boosted to the corresponding degree.
When C is increased, in this case up to 25 dB, the gain function will never
reach the limiter value. It might seem desirable to increase C, giving the gain
function free scope. Nevertheless, one should be aware of the effects of doing
this. Indeed, the speech will be effectively boosted but some speech compo-
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nents, such as fricatives [5], may sound unnatural and piercing. Subjective
tests suggest that the gain function limiter should be kept below approxi-
mately 25 dB to avoid such undesired artifacts. In contemporary commercial
products, the state-of-the-art is a noise suppression of about 6-10 dB.

The speech signal quality is highly dependent on parameter settings. With
proper choice of α and β and with a proper number of subbands, speech quality
is high with a minimum of distortion. However, different sorts of background
noise call for different settings. An extremely narrow band disturbance may
be more efficiently attenuated leaving speech unaffected if the number of sub-
bands is large, i.e. if the filter bank frequency resolution is high, or if it is
non-uniformly designed. Nevertheless, the method requires a minimum of
tweaking for most types of everyday noise situations.

5 Subjective Listening Test

Tampering subbands in order to boost speech or reduce noise may introduce
some distortion to the resulting output speech signal. Hence the processed
speech signal should be assessed regarding speech quality and intelligibility.
In addition, the proposed method should be compared to existing methods.
These assessments and comparisons are in this section performed using a
slightly modified version of the widely used direct method of subjective quality
evaluation Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The five-point MOS scale used in this
test is shown in Tab. 3.

Four sentences, two male and two female, were randomly chosen from
the TIMIT database and noise recorded in a moving car was added to these
sentences, creating an SNR of approximately 15 dB. The resulting sequences

Table 3: Five-Point MOS Scale
Rating Definition Description

5 Excellent Perfect speech sig. recorded in a quiet booth.

4 Good Intelligent and natural like.

3 Fair Requires some hearing effort.

2 Poor Low qual. and hard to understand the speech.

1 Bad Unclear speech. Breakdown.
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Table 4: Sequences in MOS Test. SS - Spectral Subtraction. AGE - Adaptive
Gain Equalizer.

Sequence Noisy Method Noise Reduction Setting

1 No N/A N/A

2 Yes N/A N/A

3 Yes SS -10 dB

4 Yes AGE -10 dB

5 Yes SS -20 dB

6 Yes AGE -20 dB

were then processed using both spectral subtraction and the AGE set to two
different noise reduction settings, 10 dB and 20 dB. The spectral subtraction
algorithm used in this MOS test is commercially available in CoolEditProTM.
The FFT size was set to 512. Although the spectral subtraction and the AGE
inherently differs regarding kernel functionality etc., they are fully comparable
since the sole purpose for both algorithms is noise reduction and/or speech
enhancement.

Two reference sequences were also presented to the listeners: A sequence
directly taken from the TIMIT database without any background noise and
one sequence with background noise added but unprocessed. The sequences
presented to the test subjects are listed in Tab. 4.

The test subjects were diversely chosen: Both experienced speech enhance-
ment researchers as well as laymen took part in the study — seven out of a
total of seventeen test subjects were speech enhancement researchers. To
avoid listener fatigue, the number of sequences was kept to a minimum and
the test time was limited to about ten minutes. The test subjects were in-
structed to rank the “pleasantness” of the sequences, regarding overall speech
quality and intelligibility. The sequences were presented to the test subjects
via ear-phones and the test subjects were instructed to listen to the sequences
repeatedly if required.

The result of the MOS test is shown in Fig. 13. As expected, sequence
number one is ranked highest since no noise or speech enhancement algorithm
was applied to this sequence. Also, the second sequence is obviously ranked
lower since this sequence is noisy but unprocessed. There is a slight ranking
improvement due to the application of spectral subtraction and AGE on the
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Figure 13: Results of MOS test. The bars represents the rating sample mean
for the six sequences presented in Tab. 4.

third and fourth sequence, respectively. However, this improvement is not
separated from sequence number two by the confidence interval. In addition,
according to the mean MOS ranking, the spectral subtraction and the AGE
perform almost equally when set to a noise reduction of -10 dB. What is more
interesting is that when the methods are pushed further, reducing noise by as
much as -20 dB, the AGE matches or outperforms the spectral subtraction.
Nevertheless, one should note that this difference is not completely established
by the confidence interval. The noisy but unprocessed sequence (sequence
two) receives a higher ranking than the processed sequences. This is to be
expected since, in this MOS test, the primary focus was on speech quality; an
unprocessed speech signal is most often perceived as the most natural even
though it may possibly have a lower SNR. It should also be mentioned that
the test subjects were asked to optionally comment on the sequences. Not all
test subjects commented, but six out of the nine that did, noted an increased
speech distortion when listening to sequence number five (spectral subtraction
at -20 dB noise reduction) compared to the corresponding AGE-processed
sequence, i.e. sequence six. Together with the formal MOS ranking, this
indicates that, when the two methods are pushed to a high noise suppression
level, the AGE may outperform the spectral subtraction.
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6 Summary

A modern speech enhancement algorithm must be flexible yet robust, easily
implemented yet computationally efficient and, in addition, it must be versa-
tile and applicable to many different noise situations. The AGE fulfills all of
these criteria: Thanks to the straightforward idea, the method is both flexible,
robust and easily implemented, focusing on speech enhancement rather than
noise suppression. In other words, the AGE acts as a speech booster, contin-
uously boosting speech energy but leaving background noise unaffected.

The filter bank structure used in this paper was a computationally effi-
cient flat IIR filter bank to minimize computational overhead and signal delay.
Although the individual subband filter consists of only two poles, the speech
enhancement performance is preserved. In addition, experiments have shown
that the method is easily configured and adapted to different noise situa-
tions with a minimum of tweaking. Nevertheless, care must be taken when
choosing the parameters which are crucial for the final speech enhancement
performance.

Finally, an MOS test was conducted, indicating that the AGE matches
or outperforms the spectral subtraction regarding speech quality, especially if
the methods are set to high noise reduction/speech boosting values.
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Speech Enhancement Using an
Adaptive Gain Equalizer

with Frequency Dependent
Parameter Settings

Nils Westerlund, Mattias Dahl, Ingvar Claesson

Abstract

This paper presents an enhanced noise reduction method for speech
communication where the input signal is divided into a number of sub-
bands that are individually weighted in time domain according to the
short time Signal-to-Noise Ratio estimate (SNR) in each subband at
every time instant. Instead of focusing on suppressing the noise, the
method is focusing on speech enhancement.

The subband based method is extended with frequency dependent
parameter settings, equipping the user with further tweaking possibil-
ities. Hence, making the algorithm even more versatile and applicable
in different noise situations.

The method has proven to be advantageous since it offers low com-
plexity, low delay and low distortion. Also, there is no need for a Voice
Activity Detector (VAD). The method is stand-alone and works regard-
less of speech coding schemes and other surrounding adaptive systems.

1 Introduction

Personal communication of today is impaired by nearly ubiquitous noise.
Speech communication becomes difficult under these conditions; speech sounds
are masked by the noise and speech features such as overall quality and intelli-
gibility may be degraded. Today, a great deal of our personal communication
is performed using some sort of communication equipment, such as cellular
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phones and inter-com devices. With the prosperity of such portable communi-
cation devices, speech enhancement has received an increased attention. Noise
corrupted speech does indeed force the user of the communication equipment
to strain both hearing and voice. Altogether, acoustic noise directly affects
human communication, and also dramatically decreases the performance of
speech coding and speech recognition algorithms. This urges for effective
speech enhancement methods.

Speech enhancement refers to the restoration of clean speech. The main
objective of speech enhancement is to improve one or more perceptual aspects
of speech, such as human or machine speech recognition or degree of listener
fatigue.

An early and fundamental method for noise reduction, was to use the the-
ory of the optimum Wiener filter [1]. Given a desired signal and an input sig-
nal, the Wiener filter produces the minimum mean square error estimate of the
desired signal. The Wiener filter can also be adapted to a non-stationary noise
environment: Adaptive algorithms such as the Least Mean Square (LMS) and
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) are well known examples and also widely used
[2, 3].

Today, a frequently used digital method for effective noise reduction in
speech communication, is spectral subtraction [4, 5]. This frequency do-
main method is based on the Fast Fourier Transform and is a non-linear,
yet straightforward way of reducing unwanted broadband noise acoustically
added to a signal. The noise bias is estimated in frequency domain during
speech pauses and then subtracted from the noisy speech spectra. The quality
of the noise bias estimate is crucial for the final result and a VAD is needed to
detect non-speech activity. Properly tweaked spectral subtraction is a power-
ful tool for noise reduction in acoustic signals and a number of enhancements
of the original algorithm have been proposed during the years to reduce delay
and so-called musical tones [6, 7, 8]. Efforts have also been made to reduce
or eliminate the need for VADs [9, 10].

Multi microphone techniques such as microphone arrays, have also been
investigated in order to suppress a disturbance both spatially and temporally
by means of adaptive beamforming and signal separation [11, 12, 13].

A general, stand-alone, time-domain method for speech enhancement is
described in [14, 15]. In this method, the input signal is presented to a
Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) system in which the signal is divided into
a number of subbands. These subbands are then individually and temporally
weighted according to an estimate of the SNR in each subband at every time
instant. The weighting of the subbands is analogous to adaptively increase
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the gain of a graphical audio equalizer in those subbands where speech is dom-
inant. Hence the name Adaptive Gain Equalizer (AGE). The AGE acts as
a speech booster, only active when speech is present in a particular subband
and it remains idle when only noise is present. The method has proven to
be robust, flexible and versatile and results in speech enhancement with low
speech distortion without the requirement of a VAD.

In this paper an enhanced version of the AGE is presented, in which the
parameters are made fully frequency dependent, equipping the user of the
method with extended tweaking possibilities in order to make the method
even more versatile and applicable to various noise situations.

1.1 Problem Formulation and Method

The basic idea behind the proposed method, is that a speech signal corrupted
by uncorrelated, additive noise can be divided into a number of subbands
and that each of these subbands can be individually and adaptively boosted
according to an SNR estimate in that particular subband signal.

A short-term average for speech tracking and a long term average for
background noise floor level tracking are calculated simultaneously. Using
the quotient of these quantities, a gain function is achieved that weights the
subband signal directly according to a subband signal SNR estimate at that
particular time instant. If only noise is present in the signal, the noise floor
level estimate and the short-term average will be approximately equal. Hence
the quotient of these two measures will be unity and no alteration of the sub-
band signal will be performed. If speech is present, the short-term average
will increase but the noise floor level estimate will remain approximately un-
changed. Hence, the quotient will become larger than unity, amplifying the
signal in the subband at hand.

The proposed method acts as a speech booster that is adaptively looking
for subband speech energy to boost. Speech energy manifests itself as highly
non-stationary excursions in input level. If there are no such excursions,
no speech boosting will take place; the AGE will remain idle. This in turn
results in distortion free background noise when there is no speech activity
and, thanks to masking effects, inaudible background distortion during speech
activity. Artifacts such as musical tones, a common problem when using
spectral subtraction, are more or less eliminated.

Another major advantage is the fact that since the method is based upon a
continuous estimate of the SNR in each subband, a VAD renders superfluous.
Traditional VADs are difficult to tune and, if applied to low SNR speech, often
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result in artifacts. Hence, it is desirable to eliminate this step in the traditional
speech enhancement chain. In the proposed method, on the contrary, it is
possible that a low SNR subband signal may indeed contribute with some
speech information during speech activity.

Altogether, the advantages are many-sided when using this method:

• Increased speech quality — The resulting output signal is natural sound-
ing and with a minimum of distortion and artifacts.

• No VAD is required — The speech enhancement is performed continu-
ously in each subband.

• Flexible and versatile — Can be implemented either on digital or analog
circuits.

• Robust — Requires a minimum of tweaking for good performance in
various noise environments.

• Stand-Alone — The method works independent of different speech cod-
ing schemes or other adaptive algorithms.

• Low complexity — Few MIPS.

1.2 The Proposed Method

Suppose we have an acoustical discrete time speech signal denoted s(n) and
a discrete time noise signal denoted w(n). The noise corrupted speech signal
x(n) can then be written as

x(n) = s(n) + w(n) (1)

By filtering the input signal x(n) using a bank of K bandpass filters, hk(n),
the signal is divided into K subbands, each denoted by xk(n) where k is the
subband index. This filtering operation can be written in time domain as

xk(n) = x(n) ∗ hk(n) (2)

where ∗ is the convolution operator. In the ideal case, the original signal can
then be described as

x(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

xk(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

(sk(n) + wk(n)) (3)
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i.e. xk(n) = sk(n) + wk(n) where sk(n) is the speech part in subband k and
wk(n) is the noise part in subband k. The output y(n) is formed by

y(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

Gk(n)xk(n) (4)

where Gk(n) is a weighting function that amplifies the band k during speech
activity. Since Gk(n) introduces a gain to each subband, the function will be
denoted gain function for the remainder of this paper.

Our desire is now to find a gain function that weights the input signal
subbands using the ratio between sk(n) and wk(n), i.e. a short-term SNR
estimate. A block scheme illustrating the subband decomposition, weighting
and final summation is shown in Fig. 1.

The gain function in each subband is found by using a ratio of a short-term
exponential magnitude average, Ax,k(n) based on |xk(n)|, and an estimate of
the noise floor level, Ax,k(n). The short-term average in subband k, Ax,k(n),
is calculated as

Ax,k(n) = (1 − αk)Ax,k(n − 1) + αk |xk(n)| (5)

where αk is a small positive constant controlling how sensitive the algorithm
should be to rapid changes in input signal amplitude in subband k, i.e. a
smoothing factor. Human speech can be considered approximately short time
stationary [5, 16], and the constant αk should be chosen with this in mind.

A suitable value for αk can be estimated using the following equation:

αk =
1

Ts,kFs
(6)

where Fs is the sampling frequency and Ts,k is a time constant.
The slowly varying noise floor level estimate for each subband k, Ax,k(n),

is calculated according to

Ax,k(n) = (7)

=
{

(1 + βk)Ax,k(n − 1) if Ax,k(n) > Ax,k(n − 1)
Ax,k(n) if Ax,k(n) � Ax,k(n − 1)

where βk is a small positive constant controlling how fast the noise floor level
estimate in subband k will adapt to changes in the noise environment. Note
that Ax,k(n) � Ax,k(n) and that βk � αk.
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The variables Ax,k(n) and Ax,k(n) are used to form the gain function
Gk(n) according to

Gk(n) =
(

Ax,k(n)
Ax,k(n)

)pk

, pk � 0, Ax,k(n) > 0 (8)

where pk decides the gain raise individually applied to each of the subband
signals. The resulting speech enhanced output signal y(n) is then calculated
as in Eq. 4.

Since the calculation of Gk(n) involves division, care must be taken to
ensure that the quotient does not become excessively large due to a small
Ax,k(n). In a situation with a fair SNR, Gk(n) will become considerable if
no limit is imposed on this function, resulting in unacceptable high speech
amplification. A limiter can be imposed on Gk(n) as follows:

Gk(n) =
{

Gk(n) if Gk(n) � Lk

Lk if Gk(n) > Lk
(9)

where Lk is some positive constant, e.g. expressed in decibels.

1.3 Evaluation

A general mathematical description of the method was given in Section 1.2
where a number of subband dependent parameters were introduced. These
parameters are now set to subband-dependent values for evaluation purposes.
Since the algorithm offers four controlling parameters — Ts,k, βk, Lk and pk

— the degrees of freedom regarding parameter combinations rapidly becomes
large. Hence, the approach in this paper was to set all parameters but the
one under investigation to a suitable default value. These default values are
listed in Tab. 1.

All experimental evaluations have been performed on phonetically bal-
anced sentences recorded on site in a moving car at highway speed. The
sampling frequency was set to 8 kHz.

1.3.1 The Filter Bank

In Section 1.2, a bank of bandpass filters was used to divide the input signal
into k subbands. Intentionally, this was a quite general description. The
linearly spaced FIR filters used in this paper are designed with the window
method using Hamming windows. This method results in causal, symmetric
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impulse responses with linear phase. In this paper, a filter bank consisting of
ten such subbands is used.

1.3.2 The Short-Term Average

In order to effectively calculate a short-term average magnitude of the input
signal, a single-pole recursion was used as described in Section 1.2, Eq. 5. The
parameter Ts,k was made subband dependent and three settings of Ts,k were
evaluated. These are listed in Tab. 1.

The parameter Ts,k controls how sensitive the short-term average Ax,k

should be to incoming speech. I.e. the parameter controls the “attack” and
“decay” of the short-term average.

1.3.3 The Noise Floor Level Estimate

The noise floor level estimate described in Section 1.2, Eq. 8, is designed to
adaptively track the background noise level. The value of Ax,k(n) is dependent
on the short-term average, Ax,k(n). The positive constant βk controls how fast
the noise floor level estimate will adapt to changes in the noise environment.
For evaluation purposes, this constant βk was made subband dependent in the
same manner as the short-term average control parameter Ts,k. The settings
are listed in Tab. 1.

Value
Parameter Case I (Default) Case II Case III

[Ts,1 . . . Ts,10] [0.03 . . . 0.03] [0.01 . . . 0.1] [0.1 . . . 0.01]
[β1 . . . β10] [10−6 . . . 10−6] [10−7 . . . 10−5] [10−5 . . . 10−7]
[L1 . . . L10] [10

10
20 . . . 10

10
20 ] [10

5
20 . . . 10

20
20 ] [10

20
20 . . . 10

5
20 ]

[p1 . . . p10] [1 . . . 1] [0.5 . . . 2] [2 . . . 0.5]

Table 1: Subband dependent settings.
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1.3.4 The Gain Function

As described in Section 1.2, Eq. 8, the gain function Gk(n) is the ratio of the
short-term average and the noise floor level estimate. Since we are dealing
with a ratio, care must be taken to avoid singularities. In a communica-
tion environment with very little background noise, the SNR in some (or all)
subbands would become excessively large, resulting in an unacceptable high
speech amplification. The remedy to this problem is to use an upper limit
imposed on the gain function Gk(n) as described in Section 1.2, Eq. 9.

This gain limiter is set to one of the three cases listed in Tab. 1.
An exponential weighting of Gk(n) is performed by raising the ratio

Ax,k(n)/Ax,k(n) (10)

to a power of pk, as in Section 1.2, Eq. 8. The values of the exponential
weighting are chosen in the same manner as the other parameters, and the
settings are listed in Tab. 1.

2 Results

Experimental results including informal listening tests show that the choice of
the constants Ts,k and βk is crucial to the speech enhancement performance
and the resulting speech quality.

Overall, a relatively small Ts,k results in unnatural sounding speech with
remaining artifacts. A very large Ts,k results in a short-term average that
reacts too slowly to incoming signal amplitude variations. Hence, the speech
attacks will be cropped and, in addition, the speech amplification in subbands
with a small amount of noise will be limited. The result of varying Ts,k over
frequency is shown in Fig. 2.

The parameter βk also has a fundamental effect on the final speech en-
hancement result. A small βk results in a noise floor level estimate that
reacts rapidly to changes in the noise environment. The disadvantage is that
the noise floor also reacts to incoming speech. A larger βk results in a more
stable noise floor estimate but also in slower convergence and poor noise level
tracking capabilities in non-stationary environments.

Since there is probably less speech energy in higher subbands, it might be
desirable to set βk to a smaller value in these frequency regions, i.e. using
Case III. This is also verified by experimental results. The result of varying
βk over frequency is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: The effects of varying Ts,k. Subbands 1, 5 and 10 are shown in the
uppermost, mid and lowermost row, respectively. (Solid lines) Case I, uniform
parameters. (Dashed lines) Case II, increasing parameter value. (Dotted
lines) Case III, decreasing parameter value.
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Figure 3: The effects of varying βk. Subbands 1, 5 and 10 are shown in the
uppermost, mid and lowermost row, respectively. (Solid lines) Case I, uniform
parameters. (Dashed lines) Case II, increasing parameter value. (Dotted
lines) Case III, decreasing parameter value.
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Figure 4: The effects of varying pk. Subbands 1, 5 and 10 are shown in the
uppermost, mid and lowermost plot, respectively. (Solid lines) Case I, uniform
parameters. (Dashed lines) Case II, increasing parameter value. (Dotted
lines) Case III, decreasing parameter value.

In addition, high frequency speech sounds like fricatives, might be quite
penetrating if applied to the AGE without frequency dependent parameter
settings. This can be remedied by using a smaller maximum gain Lk in
higher subbands — Case III — or alternatively (or in combination with) an
exponential weighting of the gain function that decreases at higher frequencies,
i.e. choosing pk according to Case III. The result of varying pk over frequency
is shown in Fig. 4.

2.1 Speech Enhancement Performance

As mentioned earlier, the method does not focus on noise suppression but
rather on speech enhancement. It is important to notice the fact that we are
actually not trying to improve the SNR by removing noise. Instead, the SNR
is improved by amplifying the speech on a subband basis.

Experimental results shows that the number of subbands is not crucial for
most types of noise. However, a more complex noise environment, e.g. narrow
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band noise or even periodic disturbances, may be more efficiently suppressed
using a larger number of subbands.

Furthermore, the time constants that controls the short-term average should
be kept in the range of speech pseudo-stationarity time, i.e. about 20–30 ms
[5]. The noise floor level estimate controlling parameter, βk, can be varied
around 10−6 depending on the desired effects. The upper bounding of the
gain function G(n) affects the resulting speech distortion and should be kept
within 5–20 dB. A larger amplification of the signal may result in a piercing
sounding output speech.

3 Conclusions

A speech enhancement algorithm of today must be flexible yet robust, easily
implemented yet computationally efficient and, in addition, it must be versa-
tile and applicable to many different noise situations. The method described
in this paper fulfills all of these criteria: Thanks to the straightforward un-
derlying idea, the method is both robust and easily implemented. The filter
bank structure used in this paper was an FIR filter bank but principally, any
filter bank could be employed to obtain desired features and characteristics.
In addition, this paper has shown that the method is easily configured and
adapted to different noise situations with a minimum of tweaking.

Finally, the fact that the need for a VAD is eliminated, makes the method
highly robust and a strong competitor or complement to existing noise reduc-
tion methods.
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Real-Time Implementation of an
Adaptive Gain Equalizer for

Speech Enhancement Purposes

Nils Westerlund, Mattias Dahl, Ingvar Claesson

Abstract

This paper presents the real time low-complexity implementation of a
noise reduction method for speech communication. The input signal
is divided into a number of subbands that are individually weighted in
time domain according to the short time Signal-to-Noise Ratio estimate
(SNR) in each subband at every time instant. Instead of focusing on
suppression of noise, the method focuses on speech enhancement. The
method has proven to be advantageous when implemented in real time
since it offers low complexity, low delay and low distortion.

1 Introduction

Real time implementations of fairly complex algorithms on Digital Signal
Processors (DSP) are nowadays possible thanks to the rapid development in
accessible computational power during recent decades. Today, it is possible to
exploit this computational power in order to implement complex algorithms
or, alternatively, widen the bandwidth of the algorithm at hand.

Contemporary human communication often occurs via some communica-
tion link. Even in very noisy environments, it should be possible to commu-
nicate reliably. However, surrounding noise will degrade speech quality and
intelligibility, forcing both the far-end and near-end user to strain both their
hearing and their voice. One everyday application where low quality speech is
harmless, but nevertheless annoying, is the ordinary cellular phone, which is
used in varying noisy environments such as in a moving car or in a crowd. Sit-
uations such as these motivate the development of noise reduction methods.
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In addition, these noise reduction methods must be computationally efficient
since the platforms on which they are intended to be executed, are rather
heavily loaded by other tasks such as speech coding etc.

One contemporary digital method for noise reduction in speech commu-
nication, is spectral subtraction [1, 2]. The method is based on the Fourier
Transform and is a non-linear, yet straightforward method of reducing un-
wanted broadband noise acoustically added to a signal. The noise bias is esti-
mated during non-speech activity and then subtracted from the noisy speech
spectra. Since the method estimates the noise bias during non-speech activity,
a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) is required. One problem with spectral sub-
traction is musical tones. However, a number of enhancements of the original
algorithm have been proposed during the years to counteract this problem
[3, 4, 5].

Multi-microphone techniques such as microphone arrays, have also been
investigated in order to spatially suppress a disturbance by adaptive beam-
forming [6].

In this paper a general, stand-alone, time-domain method for speech en-
hancement is implemented on a DSP. The input signal is presented to a Single-
Input-Single-Output (SISO) system in which the signal is divided into a num-
ber of subbands. These subbands are then individually weighted in time do-
main according to the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in each subband at every
time instant. The method has proven to be robust, flexible and versatile and
results in speech enhancement with low speech distortion without requiring of
a Voice Activity Detector (VAD). The algorithm is implemented on a floating
point 32-bit processor upon which all computations are performed.

2 Problem Formulation and Method

In a typical situation where a speech signal is distorted by noise, the noise,
w(n), is acoustically added to the speech, s(n), by a microphone. The goal is
to suppress the noise using some speech enhancement method resulting in an
output signal, y(n), with a higher SNR.

The basic idea behind the method described in this paper, is that a speech
signal corrupted by bandlimited noise can be divided into a number of sub-
bands. These can subsequently be individually and adaptively weighted ac-
cording to an SNR estimate in that particular subband signal. A high subband
SNR estimate indicates that the subband signal content is less corrupted by
noise. Hence this subband should be boosted. A low subband SNR estimate
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indicates that the surrounding noise is dominant in the subband at hand.
Hence, no boosting of the subband speech should be performed.

To achieve this speech boosting effect, a slowly varying noise floor level
estimate is calculated in each subband. A short-term average is calculated
simultaneously. Using the quotient of these quantities, a gain function can
be achieved that weights the subband signal directly according to the sub-
band signal SNR at that particular time instant. For example, if only noise
is present in the signal, the noise floor level estimate and the short time aver-
age will be in the same order of magnitude, hence the quotient of these two
measures will be unity. However, if speech is present, the short-term aver-
age will increase but the noise floor level estimate will remain approximately
unchanged. Hence, the quotient will become larger than unity, amplifying
the signal in the subband at hand. It is also possible that a subband with a
quite low SNR estimate, may contribute with some speech information dur-
ing speech activity. Note that the method is focusing on speech enhancement
rather than noise suppression.

Altogether, there are multiple advantages to the use of this method, in-
cluding increased speech quality. Also there is no need for a VAD. In addition,
the method is flexible, versatile, robust, and stand-alone.

2.1 Mathematical Description

Suppose we have an acoustical noise signal denoted w(n) and a speech signal
denoted s(n). The noise corrupted speech signal x(n) can then be written
as x(n) = s(n) + w(n). By filtering the input signal x(n) using a bank of K
bandpass filters, hk(n), the signal is divided into K subbands, each denoted
by xk(n) where k is the subband index. This filtering operation can be written
in time domain as xk(n) = x(n) ∗ hk(n) where ∗ is the convolution operator.
In the ideal case, the original signal can then be described as

x(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

xk(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

(sk(n) + wk(n)) (1)

i.e. xk(n) = sk(n) + wk(n) where sk(n) is the speech part in subband k and
wk(n) is the noise part in subband k. The output y(n) is formed by

y(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

Gk(n)xk(n) (2)
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where Gk(n) is a weighting function that amplifies the band k during speech
activity. Since Gk(n) introduces a gain to each subband, the function will be
denoted gain function for the remainder of this paper.

Our desire now is to find a gain function that weights the input signal
subbands using the ratio between sk(n) and wk(n), i.e. a short time SNR
estimate. A block scheme illustrating the subband decomposition, weighting
and final summation is shown in Fig. 1.

The gain function in each subband, is found by using a ratio of a short-term
exponential magnitude average, Ax,k(n) based on |xk(n)|, and an estimate of
the noise floor level, Ax,k(n). The short-term average in subband k, Ax,k(n),
is calculated as

Ax,k(n) = αkAx,k(n − 1) + (1 − αk) |xk(n)| (3)

where αk is a small positive constant, controlling how sensitive the algo-
rithm should be to rapid changes in subband k input signal amplitude, i.e. a
smoothing factor. A suitable value for αk can be estimated using the following
equation:

αk =
1

Ts,kFs
(4)

where Fs is the sampling frequency and Ts,k is a time constant.
The slowly varying noise floor level estimate for each subband k, Ax,k(n),

is calculated according to

Ax,k(n) =
{

(1 + βk)Ax,k(n − 1) if case 1
Ax,k(n) if case 2 (5)

where ‘case 1’ corresponds to

Ax,k(n − 1) � Ax,k(n) (6)

and ‘case 2’ corresponds to

Ax,k(n − 1) > Ax,k(n) (7)

In Eq. 5, βk is a small positive constant controlling how fast the noise floor
level estimate in subband k will adapt to changes in the noise environment.
Note that Ax,k(n) � Ax,k(n).

The variables Ax,k(n) and Ax,k(n) are used to form the gain function
Gk(n) according to

Gk(n) =
(

Ax,k(n)
Ax,k(n)

)pk

, pk � 0, Ax,k(n) > 0 (8)
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where pk decides the amount of gain individually applied to each of the sub-
band signals.

The resulting speech enhanced output signal y(n) is then calculated as

y(n) =
K−1∑
k=0

Gk(n)xk(n) (9)

Since the calculation of Gk(n) involves a division, care must be taken
to ensure that the quotient does not become excessively large due to a small
Ax,k(n). For example, in a situation with a very high SNR, Gk(n) will become
very large if no limit is imposed on this function, resulting in an unacceptable
high speech amplification. A limiter can be imposed on Gk(n) as follows:

Gk(n) =
{

Gk(n) if Gk(n) � Ck

Ck if Gk(n) > Ck
(10)

where Ck is some positive constant.

3 Hardware

The DSP used for real time implementation was a ADSP-21061 Sharc proces-
sor from Analog Devices [7].

The ADSP-21061 is a 32-bit floating point processor. A digital signal
processor’s data format determines its ability to handle signals of differing
precision, dynamic range, and signal-to-noise ratios. However, ease-of-use
and time-to-market considerations are often equally important.

The number of bits of precision of A/D converters has continued to in-
crease, and the trend suggests that both precision and sampling rates will
increase. Another advantage is the dynamic range and Signal-to-Noise Ra-
tio. Radar, sonar and even commercial applications like speech recognition
require wide dynamic range in order to discern selected signals from noisy
environments. In addition, 32-bit floating-point DSPs are in general easier to
use and allow a quicker time-to-market than 16-bit fixed-point processors.

A picture of the board is shown in Fig. 2 and a block diagram of the
development kit used is shown in Fig. 3.

The algorithm is implemented in C-code and the filter bank coefficients are
initially, once and for all, calculated using Matlab and transferred to variables
in the C-code. A flowchart of the algorithm implementation is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 2: Analog Devices offer a development kit including a DSP and con-
venient peripheral circuits like a 16-bit stereo ADC/DAC. This facilitates a
compact, stand-alone real-time implementation of the described algorithm
necessary for real-world evaluations in, for example, a moving car.

Figure 3: Sharc Ez-Kit Lite system block diagram.
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Figure 4: Structure of algorithm implementation.
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3.1 Computational Capacity

The ADSP-21061 has a 25 ns instruction cycle time operating at 40 MIPS.
With its on-chip instruction cache, the processor can execute every instruction
in a single cycle. Tab. 1 shows specified performance benchmarks for the
ADSP-21061.

FIR Filter (per tap) 25 ns 1 cycle
Divide 150 ns 6 cycles
Inverse Square Root 225 ns 9 cycle

Table 1: Specified performance of the ADSP-21061 microprocessor

4 Evaluation

A general mathematical description of the method was given in Section 2.1
where a number of subband dependent parameters were introduced. In this
section, where a practical evaluation is performed, some of these parameters
are individually set to the same value for all subbands.

All experimental evaluations have been performed on signals recorded on
site in a moving car at a sampling frequency of 8 kHz. The method has been
verified in Matlab∗ before being implemented in real-time.

4.1 The Filter Bank

In Section 2.1, a bank of bandpass filters was used to divide the input signal
into k subbands. Intentionally, this was a quite general description.

The FIR filters used in this paper are designed with the window method
using Hamming windows. This method results in causal, symmetric impulse
responses with linear phase. The filter coefficients are finally calculated using
Matlab and then stored in the DSP memory for further usage.

4.2 The Short-Term Average

In order to effectively calculate a short-term average magnitude of the input
signal, a recursive structure was used (as described in Section 2.1, Eq. 3 and

∗Matlab is a trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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Eq. 4). A very small value of Ts results in unnatural sounding speech and
background noise. If Ts is chosen to be much larger, the short-term average
reacts too slowly to incoming speech, resulting in poor speech enhancement
performance. An extremely large Ts will result in a function approximately
equal to the noise floor level estimate described in Section 2.1, Eq. 5. Hence,
Gk(n) will be equal to unity in each subband and no speech amplification will
be carried out.

4.3 The Noise Floor Level Estimate

The noise floor level estimate described in Section 2.1, Eq. 5, is designed to
adaptively track the background noise level. The value of Ax,k(n) is dependent
on the short-term average, Ax,k(n). The positive constant β controls how fast
the noise floor level estimate will adapt to changes in the noise environment.
A very small value of β results in a noise floor level estimate approximately
equal to the short-term average while a very large β results in slow convergence
and poor noise level tracking capabilities in non-stationary environments.

4.4 The Gain Function

As described in Section 2.1, Eq. 8, the gain function Gk(n) is the ratio of the
short-term average and the noise floor level estimate. Since we are dealing with
a ratio, care must be taken to avoid singularities causing numerical overflow in
the DSP. In a communication environment with very little background noise,
the SNR in some (or all) subbands may become excessively large, resulting
in an unacceptably high speech amplification. The remedy to this problem
involves the use of an upper limit imposed on the gain function Gk(n) as
described in Section 2.1, Eq. 10. Still, samples may be amplified by the
gain function to a level outside the range of the DSP. Some sort of signal
compression or clipping must then finally be employed to scale samples into
DSP range. In this implementation, any sample that was outside DSP range
was clipped to the maximum (or minimum) sample value possible.

An exponential weighting of Gk(n) is performed by raising the ratio

Ax,k(n)/Ax,k(n) (11)

to a power of p, as in Section 2.1, Eq. 8. However, an exponential weighting
will heavily load the DSP. Hence an approximation of such a weighting by
using some sort of lookup table is a much more efficient solution and will not
introduce any audible distortion to the resulting output signal.
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Figure 5: The short-term average (solid lines) and noise floor level estimate
(dotted lines) calculated with four different values of Ts.

5 Results

Experiments have shown that using subband-dependent variables has no cru-
cial effect on the final result. Nevertheless, subband-dependent variables can
prove to be useful when tweaking the method. The choice of the constants α
and β is, however, of vital importance to the speech enhancement performance
and the resulting speech quality.

As mentioned previously, a small α results in unnatural sounding speech
with remaining artifacts. A very large α results in a short-term average that
reacts too slowly to incoming signal amplitude variations. Hence, the speech
attacks will be cropped. In addition, the speech amplification in subbands
with a small amount of noise will be limited. These conclusions are illustrated
in Fig. 5.

The parameter β also has a fundamental effect on the final result. A small
β results in a noise floor level estimate that reacts rapidly to changes in the
noise environment. The disadvantage is that the minimum noise floor also
reacts to incoming speech. A larger β results in a more stable minimum noise
floor estimate but also in slower convergence and poor noise level tracking
capabilities in non-stationary environments. The different effects on the noise
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Figure 6: Effects on the noise floor level estimate when altering the parameter
β.

floor level estimate when altering the parameter β are illustrated in Fig. 6.

5.1 Speech Enhancement Performance

As mentioned earlier, the method does not focus on noise suppression but
rather on speech enhancement. It is important to note the fact that we are not
trying to improve the SNR by removing noise. Instead, the SNR is improved
by amplifying the speech on a subband basis.

Experimental results show that the number of subbands is not crucial
for most types of noise. Nevertheless, a more complex noise environment,
e.g. narrow band noise or even periodic disturbances, may be more efficiently
suppressed using a larger number of subbands. Efficient suppression of car
noise has been performed with as few as six subbands, whereas a complex
noise source (such as people talking or crockery clatter) requires a higher
resolution in the subband filter bank.

In this paper, the focus has been on FIR based subband filters. The length
of these filters has proven to be of some importance. As an example, using ten
subbands, the noise reduction capabilities increased noticeably when increas-
ing the filter length from 32 to 64 taps. However, computational complexity
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limits our choice of filter lengths and frequency resolution to approximately
64 filter taps when using 10 subbands.

Furthermore, the time constants which control the short-term average
should be kept in the range of speech pseudo-stationarity time, i.e. about
20–30 ms [2]. The noise floor level estimate controlling parameter, β, can be
varied around 10−6 depending on the desired effects. The upper bounding
of the gain function G(n) affects the resulting speech distortion and should
be kept within 5–20 dB. A larger amplification of the signal may result in a
piercing sounding output speech.

Before implementing the adaptive gain equalizer in real-time, the method
was evaluated using Matlab. Informal listening tests prove that there is neg-
ligible or no audible difference between an off-line Matlab simulation and an
on-line real-time DSP implementation of the algorithm.

6 Conclusions

A contemporary speech enhancement algorithm must be flexible, yet robust,
easily implemented, yet computationally efficient and, in addition, it must
be versatile and applicable to many different noise situations. The method
described in this paper has been implemented on a DSP and evaluated in real-
time. It has been shown that the method fulfills all of these aforementioned
criteria: Thanks to the straightforward basic underlying idea, the method
is both flexible, robust and easily implemented. The filter bank structure
used in this paper was an FIR filter bank but, principally, any filter bank
could be employed to obtain desired features and characteristics. In addition,
experiments have shown that the method is easily configured and adapted
to different noise situations with a minimum of tweaking, well suitable for
real-time implementation on DSPs.
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In-Ear Microphone Techniques for

Severe Noise Situations

Nils Westerlund, Mattias Dahl, Ingvar Claesson

Abstract

Today, noise reduction methods are nearly ubiquitous although they
often go unnoticed by laymen. Cellular phones, some hands-free head-
sets and ear-phones offered by some airlines during long haul flights
all utilize noise reduction algorithms. However, there are some situ-
ations in everyday life where ordinary noise reduction algorithms do
not suffice; situations where the surrounding noise sound pressure level
is too high to be efficiently attenuated by ordinary algorithms. Per-
sonal communication is then partly or totally prohibited by this noise.
Examples of such situations may be motorcycle riding or attending a
concert. In addition, many occupations, foremost industrial work, ex-
pose people to very high sound pressure levels. Still, these people need
to be able to communicate safely. This report describes a technique
where an ear-mic, i.e. a small microphone for communication purposes,
is placed inside the auditory canal where it picks up bone conducted
speech from the user’s speech organ. The report describes three different
approaches and applications: First, a basic approach where combina-
tion effects of an ear-mic and a pair of Active Noise Control (ANC)
equipped ear-muffs are investigated. Second, this approach is used to
improve a speech recognition system. The third approach is to connect
a well-known noise reduction algorithm — the spectral subtraction —
in cascade with the previously described ear-mic/ANC-solution in order
to achieve extreme noise suppression.

1 Introduction

Human noise exposure is a twofold problem. On the one hand, the noise
itself may be harmful to humans and our hearing system. Noise at high
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sound pressure level is annoying and during periods of long exposure, it could
cause fatigue, vertigo, nausea and loss of concentration. On the other hand,
noise prohibits reliable personal communication. During personal communica-
tion, the masking effect caused by surrounding noise can significantly decrease
speech intelligibility and quality.

Considering personal hearing protection, ANC is an attractive alternative
and/or complement to passive reduction of unwanted noise since the latter
implies heavy and bulky sound absorbers. ANC is an effective way of can-
celling noise at frequencies below approximately 1 000 Hz [1]. Today, ear-muffs
equipped with ANC are commercially available off-the-shelf.

Still, problems occur when trying to communicate in a noisy environ-
ment. If the communication takes place via some communication channel
using acoustical microphones as transducers, these will pick up the surround-
ing noise, and add it to the desired speech signal. The noisy speech signal
will be transmitted to the far-end side and, due to masking effects, the far-
end speaker will possibly have difficulties understanding the speech. Indeed,
this may force the far-end user to increase the volume in the communication
system to levels that are damaging to the human ear [1].

It is by no means a new idea that a microphone for communication pur-
poses may be placed on other locations of the body than in front of the
mouth. Different locations of the body, such as the throat or forehead, have
been used to attach transducers (in these cases tactile microphones) [2, 3].
The External Auditory Canal (EAC) has also been investigated as an alter-
native microphone location [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. This research aims to prevent noise
from entering the communication system in the first place.

This report describes a technique whereby a small microphone for com-
munication purposes is placed inside the auditory canal, picking up bone
conducted speech from the user’s speech organ. Throughout this report this
custom microphone is denoted “ear-mic”. The report describes three different
approaches

• First, a basic approach where combination effects of an ear-mic and a
pair of ANC equipped ear-muffs are investigated.

• Second, this approach is used to improve a speech recognition system.

• The third approach is to connect a spectral subtraction noise reduc-
tion algorithm in cascade with the previously described ear-mic/ANC-
solution, in order to achieve extreme noise suppression. This hybrid
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solution offers the possibility for the user to communicate via some com-
munication channel in the most extreme noise situations.

1.1 Combining Ear-Mic and ANC

The effects of combining an ANC equipped pair of ear-muffs with an ear-mic
have not previously been thoroughly investigated. An audiometric earphone
system which employs ANC implemented in a foam plug is introduced in [9]
but this solution is not intended for communication purposes. This motivates
Section 3 of this report which evaluates the advantages of combining a pair
of ANC equipped ear-muffs with an ear-mic. Obviously, the user’s hearing is
protected by both passive and active noise control. In addition, the indirect
high-pass filtering that the ANC system implies, functions as an equalizer of
the low-pass in-ear speech signal.

1.2 Improving Speech Recognition
Reliability

Since the 1950’s, a system for fool-proof speech recognition has been a distant
goal for researchers in the field. This problem was previously considered to be
one which could easily be solved. However, it has now proven to be a difficult
task since the human communication is a more subtle process than initially
was anticipated. Nevertheless, advances in computer technology and compu-
tational power have to some degree compensated for our lack of knowledge
regarding the human speech and hearing system [10, 11].

One of the major challenges of the speech recognition problem is to make
the system robust to background noise. The fact that speech recognition
accuracy is highly sensitive to noise is indeed unfortunate since many everyday
tasks that would benefit from a speech recognition system are performed in
noisy environments. For example, flight and car driving safety would probably
improve if some of the functions in the airplane or car could be managed by
speech regardless of the surrounding noise situation.

In Section 4, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) speech recognition system
is used in combination with an ear-mic/ANC-solution. Since the combina-
tion of ANC and ear-muffs attenuates broadband noise inside the EAC, the
speech recognition accuracy should increase. This increase in speech recogni-
tion reliability can also be viewed as objective measures of speech quality and
intelligibility increase.
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1.3 Hybrid Noise Reduction

In a personal communication situation, such as during inter-com, it is desirable
to obtain both protection for the near-end user as well as enhanced speech
quality for the far-end user in noisy environments with high sound pressure
levels. To achieve this, Section 5 presents an approach whereby three noise
reduction methods are combined and applied to the speech signal inside the
EAC:

• Passive absorbers are usually used to attenuate high frequency noise.
A problem is that passive attenuation of low frequencies implies heavy
and bulky absorbtion materials. A typical application, where passive
absorbers are used to attenuate noise, is a pair of ordinary ear-muffs
[12].

• ANC in headsets dates back to the 1950’s, and a good active headset
will effectively combine low frequency active attenuation with high fre-
quency passive attenuation to provide high attenuation of the exterior
noise at a wider frequency range [13]. ANC can be both feedforward
[14], feedback [15] or a combination of both [1].

• Spectral subtraction is a non-linear, yet straightforward method of
reducing unwanted broadband noise acoustically added to a speech sig-
nal [16]. The method estimates the magnitude frequency spectrum of
the underlying clean speech by subtracting an estimate of the noise mag-
nitude spectrum from the noisy speech magnitude spectrum. The noise
estimate is obtained during speech pauses. A number of enhancements
of the original algorithm have previously been proposed [17, 18, 19].

In a noisy environment, the combination of an ear-mic with both passive
ear-muffs and ANC protects the near-end user from high sound pressure levels.
However, the speech signal picked up by the ear-mic inside the ear will be
contaminated by some remaining noise. A post processing spectral subtraction
can enhance the speech quality and intelligibility before communicating it to
the far-end user.

In other words, the two first methods, i.e. passive and active noise reduc-
tion, both protect the user from potentially hazardous noise levels as well as
improve transmitted speech quality and intelligibility. The third method —
spectral subtraction — functions as a pure noise reducer.
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2 Background

This section describes the basic components used throughout this report. A
brief overview of passive and active ear-muffs is given, as well as a description
of the measurement setup that forms the basis of all measurements in the
report. Also, an overview of bone conduction is given.

2.1 Passive/Active Noise Control Ear-Muffs

In a pair of passive ear-muffs, tight fit and good seal around the ear are
crucial for the performance. To achieve this, the ear-muff cushions need to
be soft and flexible. However, these soft cushions allow the ear-muff shell to
vibrate when exposed to external sound, and this vibration is perceived by
the user. In addition, some direct air leakage between ear-muff cushions and
skull will always be present in practice. Basically, to achieve maximum noise
attenuation, the ear-muff mass should be large, the cushion should provide a
high resistance to air leakage, and the ear-muff inner volume should be large
[12]. Obviously, the fulfillment of these demands is constrained by practical
issues. Another factor that limits the maximum ear-muff noise attenuation
performance is noise perception through bone conduction (see Section 2.3).

Regarding frequency characteristics, low frequency attenuation is mainly
affected by imperfect seal, and attenuation of higher frequencies is determined
by the high frequency dynamics of the shell [13].

A pair of active ear-muffs equipped with feedforward ANC, employ an
external reference microphone to detect surrounding noise. This noise is then
filtered by a controller and transmitted to the loudspeaker inside the shell of
the ear-muff. An internal error microphone is used to adapt the controller.
The well known Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm is by far the most widely
used method for adapting the digital filter.

Feedback ANC implemented in a pair of ear-muffs, employs an internal
error microphone placed inside the shell. The input signal from this micro-
phone is phase shifted, weighted, and fed back to a loudspeaker also placed
inside the shell, in order to create a noise cancelling sound field, see Fig. 1a.
In Fig. 1b, the corresponding feedback control system block scheme is shown,
with P (f) representing the channel, i.e. the response from the loudspeaker
input to the microphone output, and C(f) representing the analog controller.
The noise inside the ear-muff shell is denoted by d, whereas e represents the
error signal. The active response, GA(f), of the system to the right in Fig. 1
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Figure 1: (a) Feedback ANC in an ear-muff. (b) The corresponding block
scheme where P (f) represents the channel transfer function, C(f) represents
the control transfer function, d is the primary noise and e is the resulting
noise.

can then be written as [13]

GA(f) =
e

d
=

1
1 − C(f)P (f)

(1)

Also note that signal delay is a critical issue in both feedforward and
feedback active noise control.

2.2 The Ear-Mic

A custom ear-mic had to be manufactured in order to pick up bone conducted
speech from the EAC of the user. A narrow canal was drilled in a custom
molded, acrylic ear-plug and a flexible plastic microphone probe tube was
inserted into this canal. The probe length was adapted to reach as deep as
possible inside the EAC without running the risk of damaging the tympanic
membrane of the test person. This resulted in a probe length of 25 mm. The
probe outer diameter was 3 mm, and inner diameter was 2 mm. The effects
of using microphone probes are thoroughly investigated in [20]. In this study
an optimal placement of the probe tube was found to be 1–3 mm from the
tympanic membrane.

A high-quality small-size acoustic microphone (Sennheiser) was attached
to the exterior end of the probe, see Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Custom-made acrylic ear-plug with acoustic microphone and mi-
crophone probe attached.

2.3 On Bone Conduction

Bone conducted sound in the human skull is a well known, but not fully
understood, phenomena which anyone may evaluate simply by occluding one’s
ears and then speak. Although the acoustic transmission path from the mouth
to the ear is practically eliminated, it is still possible to hear one’s voice. This
is mainly due to bone conduction of the speech signal from the speech organs
to the tympanic membrane and cochlea.

Bone conducted sound for hearing aid purposes is a large research area.
A tactile transducer, i.e. an exciter, may be attached to a patient’s temporal
bone via titanium screws and sound may be converted to mechanical vibra-
tions and picked up by the human hearing organ. This is denoted as a Bone
Anchored Hearing Aid (BAHA) [21].

In this report, the bone conducted sound plays an important role, since
the major part of the sound picked up by the ear-mic inside the EAC, has
been transferred from the speech organ via the skull. The muscles and tissues
covering the skull are assumed to transmit a small or even negligible amount
of sound energy. Also, they are assumed to have a muffling effect, i.e. to
attenuate higher frequencies.

A major difference between BAHAs and the approach adopted by this
report, is as follows: Whilst the development of BAHAs assumes that the skull
is excited from the exterior, this report assumes the skull to be excited from
the interior by the speech organ. Nevertheless, it can probably be assumed
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that the same characteristics of bone conducted sound are present in both
cases.

Transmission of sound through the skull to the cochlea is clearly a complex
phenomenon. However, research performed on patients with skin penetrating
titanium implants in the temporal bone, i.e. skulls in vivo, has shown that
bone conducted sound possesses the desirable property of linearity [22]. This
implies that no distortion such as harmonics etc. is present in the ear speech
signal. Furthermore, the resonances of the skull are relatively highly damped
(2.6–8.9%) [23]. Hence, the ear speech signal should not be significantly al-
tered. Nevertheless, as previously stated, the muscles, tissues and cavities of
the human head are assumed to have a low-pass filtering effect on the bone
conducted speech.

2.4 Basic Measurement Setup

An illustration of the basic measurement setup used throughout this report is
shown in Fig. 3. The speech signal, s(t), originating from the human speech
organ, propagates mainly through the skull. The external acoustic path, i.e.
the air borne speech sound transmission, is assumed to be negligible due to
attenuation by the ear-muffs. The high frequency portion of the surround-
ing noise w(t) is attenuated by the passive absorbers in the ear-muffs, but
the speech signal inside the EAC is still contaminated by the low frequency
components of the noise which passive absorbers are unable to attenuate ef-
ficiently. However, the ANC attenuates those remaining noise components.
The resulting speech signal xE(t) picked up by the ear-mic, is properly ban-
dlimited and sampled forming a digital output signal xE(n). This signal can
now be transferred to, for instance, Matlab for further processing.

3 Ear-Mic and ANC Combination

As described in Section 2.1 a pair of ear-muffs employing ANC for noise re-
duction, substantially reduces the influence of the low frequencies inside the
ear-muff cap. This implies an indirect high-pass filtering of the sound in the
EAC. This section shows that not only is it possible to use the in-ear speech
signal for communication purposes. In addition, the above mentioned high-
pass filtering property is also convenient when combining an ANC headset
with an ear-mic for communication purposes, since the speech signal inside
the EAC is a low-pass filtered version of the speech signal at the mouth.
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Figure 3: Measurement setup and signal paths. (1) Bone conducted speech
signal. (2) Ear-mic inserted in custom-made acrylic earplug. (3) ANC ref-
erence microphone and loudspeaker. (4) Passive ear-muff. (5) Surrounding
noise. (6) Digital output speech signal.

Hence, the in-ear speech signal is (to some extent) restored by the implicit
ANC high-pass filtering, the quality of the speech signal in the auditory canal
is improved and the speech intelligibility is increased. Therefore, combining
an active ear-muff with an ear-mic serves two purposes: Protecting the user
from harmful noise and enabling the user to communicate over some channel
using the bone conducted speech signal in the EAC.

Note also that this indirect high-pass filtering does not introduce any ad-
ditional delay on the speech signal. This is advantageous since one of the
application areas this equipment is intended to be used in is a mobile com-
munication system. Since the channel equalizer is designed to operate in such
a large system, it is desirable to reduce the delay caused by filtering and, in
this way, minimize the total delay introduced by the whole system.
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Figure 4: Measurement setup and signal paths. (1) Ear-mic. (2) Custom
moulded acrylic ear-plug. (3) ANC reference microphone and loudspeaker.
(4) Ear-muff. (5) Surrounding noise. (6) Reference microphone at mouth.

3.1 Data Acquisition and Method

Two different ear-muffs were evaluated: A pair of modified Hellberg ear-muffs
and Bose QC-1 ear-muffs. Both the Hellberg and the Bose ear-muffs were
equipped with a switch to enable/disable the ANC. Three different noise en-
vironments were used: No noise (speech only), noise from the exterior of a
helicopter and noise from a helicopter cockpit. These two types of noise are
normally dominated by tonal components in the lower frequency range (<
500 Hz) [24]. A high-end loudspeaker was used to reproduce the noisy envi-
ronment. All measurements were performed in an ordinary office space with
dimensions 4.15 × 3.45 m (13.6 × 11.3 ft).

The basic measurement setup from Section 2.4 was used with the addition
of a reference signal, xM (t), taken from in front of the mouth. Fig. 4 illustrates
the measurement setup and signal paths. The analog speech signals from the
mouth and the EAC, xM (t) and xE(t) respectively, were recorded to a DAT
recorder at a sampling frequency of Fs = 48 Khz. The resulting digital signals
xM (n) and xE(n) were transferred to a Matlab-file and the bandwidth was
reduced to 4 kHz (Fs = 8 kHz). Welch’s method was used to calculate the
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Figure 5: Power spectral densities of speech signal inside the EAC using
Hellberg ear-muffs. Solid line: ANC disabled. Dashed line: ANC enabled.
(Upper plot) Speech with no surrounding noise. (Mid plot) Speech and noise
from the outside of a helicopter. (Lower plot) Speech and noise from helicopter
cockpit.

power spectral densities (PSD) of the signals, PM (f) and PE(f).
The basic idea is that a spectral weighting function (i.e. a gain function)

G(f) could be calculated using the expression

G(f) =
PM (f)
PE(f)

(2)

The function G(f) could then be used to weigh the PSD of the speech signal
inside the EAC to a PSD more like the one at the mouth and in that way
improve the quality of the speech.

3.2 Results

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the PSDs for the sound inside the EAC. It is clear
that the low frequency components of the signal inside the EAC are partially
attenuated when the ANC is enabled. This low frequency damping resulted
in a marked quality and intelligibility increase during informal listening tests.
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Figure 6: Power spectral densities of speech signal inside the EAC using Bose
ear-muffs. Solid line: ANC disabled. Dashed line: ANC enabled. (Upper
plot) Speech with no surrounding noise. (Mid plot) Speech and noise from
the outside of a helicopter. (Lower plot) Speech and noise from helicopter
cockpit.
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Figure 7: (Upper plot) Gain function for Hellberg ear-muffs. Solid line: ANC
disabled. Dashed line: ANC enabled. (Lower plot) Gain function for Bose
ear-muffs. Solid line: ANC disabled. Dashed line: ANC enabled.

To further improve the speech signal quality and intelligibility, gain func-
tions, G(f), were calculated according to Eq. 2. The gain functions with
ANC enabled and disabled for both Hellberg and Bose ear-muffs, are plotted
in Fig. 7. Application of G(f) on the speech signal resulted in an additional
quality and intelligibility increase.

3.3 Conclusions

Since the bone conducted mouth-to-ear channel represents a fairly simple low-
pass system and the active noise control system attenuates low frequencies,
the speech picked up inside the EAC becomes more intelligible when the active
noise control is enabled. This is because the speech is less dominated by low
frequency components. The use of a gain function calculated from the PSDs
of the input and output signal can also improve the speech quality.

This initial study serves as a basis for the subsequent chapters of this
research report.
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4 Improving Speech Recognition Reliability

This section examines whether it is possible to increase speech recognition
robustness in noisy environments by means of an ear-mic/ANC-combination.

4.1 On Speech Recognition

Speech recognition can be of interest in many situations. For example, many
functions in a vehicle can be voice controlled and voice controlled functionality
obviously improves safety, since the user can stay focused on operating the
vehicle at hand. Hence, speech recognition is a growing field in vehicular
technology [25, 26]. If the speech intelligibility — and by that the speech
recognition robustness — could be increased in a speech recognition controlled
system implemented in a vehicle, the safety would be further improved [27].

Speech recognition is traditionally performed in two separate steps: Ini-
tially, a number of words are chosen (i.e. a training set) and these words are
pronounced and presented to the speech recognition system repeatedly. This
is referred to as the training phase. When the speech recognition system has
been trained, new occurrences of the chosen words are presented to the system
in order to perform speech recognition. This is referred to as the test phase.
The terms “training phase” and “test phase” will be used to describe these
different steps of speech recognition for the remainder of this section.

In this report, the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) is used. HTK is
a toolkit for building Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). These can be used to
model any time series and the core of HTK is similarly general-purpose. How-
ever, HTK is primarily designed for building HMM-based speech processing
tools, in particular recognizers. For an exhaustive survey on speech recogni-
tion, see [28]. For more information on the HTK, see [29].

4.2 Data Acquisition and Method

The basic measurement setup described in Section 2.4 was used: The ear-mic
described in Section 2.2 was inserted into the EAC of the test person and
the ANC equipped ear-muffs were then fitted onto the head. The final digital
output signal xE(n) with a bandwidth equal to 4 kHz was used as input to
the HMM speech recognition system. See Fig.8.

The training phase of the speech recognition system was performed with
no surrounding noise, i.e. w(t) = 0. For evaluation purposes, two training sets
were recorded: One with the ANC disabled and one with the ANC enabled.
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Figure 8: Measurement setup and signal paths. (1) Bone conducted speech
signal. (2) Ear-mic inserted in custom-made acrylic earplug. (3) ANC ref-
erence microphone and loudspeaker. (4) Passive ear-muff. (5) Surrounding
noise. (6) Digital output speech signal from ear-mic.

A total of five different words, repeated 20 times each by a male speaker, were
used in the training phase.

In order to test the speech recognition capabilities in a noisy environment,
recordings were made in a car travelling at a speed of 90 km/h. The five words
used in the training phase were pronounced repeatedly and randomly a total
of 30 times with the ANC disabled as well as enabled. The same male speaker
was used both in the training phase and the test phase. As a demonstration
of the impact of the ANC on the noisy signal recorded inside the EAC, a time
plot and a spectrogram of such a signal are shown in Fig. 9.

It should also be mentioned, that the speech recognition system used in
this paper is highly sensitive to surrounding noise. Recordings made with
the microphone placed in a more orthodox way, e.g. placed as a hands-free
microphone, result in very poor Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and hence a
speech recognition rate that is virtually zero and of no practical use or interest.
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Figure 9: Microphone signal recorded inside the EAC. (Upper plot) Time
plot of sequence where the ANC first was disabled and then enabled after
approximately 5.5 s. (Lower plot) Spectrogram of sequence from upper plot.
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4.3 Results

The results are plotted in Fig. 10 and tabulated in Tab. 1. It is logical to
train and test using the same prerequisites, i.e. if speech recognition will be
performed with ANC enabled, the training should also be performed with
ANC enabled and vice versa. With this in mind, bar A and bar D in Fig. 10
are the most interesting ones. When employing ANC, the recognition rate
increases by more than 50 percentage units. Apparently, the ANC has a con-
siderable effect on the speech recognition capabilities in a noisy environment.
Hence, from the view of the HMM speech recognizer, the speech quality is
substantially improved.

4.4 Conclusions

A speech recognition system based on a Hidden Markov Model is highly sen-
sitive to noisy input signals. The presence of noise will severely degrade the
performance of the system. However, when using an ear-mic combined with
a pair of ANC equipped ear-muffs in a noisy environment, the number of
correctly recognized words increases noticeably. Not only does the method
increase speech recognition reliability but this result can also be interpreted
as an increase in speech quality and intelligibility.
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Figure 10: Speech recognition results. (A) Both training and testing per-
formed with ANC disabled. (B) Training performed with ANC enabled, test-
ing performed with ANC disabled. (C) Training performed with ANC dis-
abled, testing performed with ANC enabled. (D) Both training and testing
performed with ANC enabled. Lower plot legend: Cor — Number of correct
recognized words. Del — Number of words that existed in input but never
was detected. Fal — Number of words falsely recognized.
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5 Ear-Mic Hybrid Noise Reduction

This section presents an approach for performing personal communication
noise reduction in severely disturbed environments. The noise reduction is
achieved by using three different noise reduction methods: High frequencies
are attenuated by passive absorbers, low frequency components are attenuated
by employing active noise control and finally, a broadband noise reduction is
achieved by using spectral subtraction. In addition to this, the user’s hearing
is protected from harmful noise levels by the ANC ear-muffs.

5.1 The Noise Reduction Methods

Passive and active noise reduction in ear-muffs were described in Section 2.
These two noise reduction methods will now be complemented by a broadband
spectral subtraction [16, 11]. This frequency domain method is based on the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and is a non-linear, yet straightforward way
of reducing unwanted broadband noise acoustically added to a signal. The
noise spectrum is estimated in frequency domain during speech pauses, and
then subtracted from the noisy speech spectrum. The quality of the noise
spectrum estimate is crucial for the final result and a Voice Activity Detector
(VAD) is needed to detect non-speech activity. Properly tweaked spectral
subtraction is a powerful tool for noise reduction in acoustic signals, and
a number of enhancements of the original algorithm have been previously
proposed in order to reduce delay and so-called musical tones [17, 18, 19].
Efforts have also been made to reduce or eliminate the dependence on VADs
[30, 31].

Spectral subtraction is based on some assumption regarding signal charac-
teristics: The noise is assumed to be additive and uncorrelated to the speech
signal. A slowly varying noise environment is acceptable, as long as there is
enough time to calculate a new estimate of the noise magnitude spectrum and
to apply this estimate before the noise characteristics have changed. Further-
more, the speech is assumed to be short-time stationary.

Often the conventional spectral subtraction equation is written as

ŜN (f) = HN (f)XN (f) (3)

where ŜN (f) is the N -point estimate of the clean speech magnitude spectrum,
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Figure 11: Measurement setup and signal paths. (1) Bone conducted speech
signal. (2) Ear-mic inserted in custom-made acrylic earplug. (3) ANC ref-
erence microphone and loudspeaker. (4) Passive ear-muff. (5) Surrounding
noise. (6) Digital output speech signal processed by spectral subtraction al-
gorithm.

XN (f) is the N -point noisy speech magnitude spectrum and

HN (f) =
[
1 − k · |WN (f)|a

|XN (f)|a
] 1

a

(4)

where WN (f) is the N -point estimate of the background noise magnitude
spectrum calculated during non-speech activity. The function HN (f) is de-
noted the weighting function. The parameter a decides whether to use a power
spectral subtraction (a = 2) or a magnitude spectral subtraction (a = 1 or
some other preferred value). The parameter k adjusts the noise reduction. A
larger k reduces the noise level more than a smaller k does, but the resulting
speech will be more distorted.

5.2 Data Acquisition and Method

The basic measurement setup described in Section 2.4 was used, see Fig. 11.
Further noise reduction is obtained by applying the spectral subtraction weight-
ing function, HN (f), to the output signal xE(n), forming the final enhanced
signal xE,ss(n).
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The hybrid noise reduction method is aimed at extremely noisy environ-
ments e.g for use during helicopter flights. Hence, in this evaluation two
different noise environment were used: Helicopter rotor blade noise (exte-
rior noise) and noise from a helicopter cockpit (interior noise). The interior
and exterior helicopter noise are dominated by tonal components in the lower
frequency range (< 500 Hz).

The effect of the ANC in the ear-muffs has been evaluated in Section 3.
Still, some background noise is present in the speech signal inside the EAC.
The spectral subtraction algorithm reduces this noise significantly and in ad-
dition, the two systems, i.e. the ANC and the spectral subtraction, overlap
in the frequency domain. The spectral subtraction algorithm described in
Section 5.1 was used with a = 1 and k = 2. The length of the FFTs were
128 and a hanning window was used to reduce the effects caused by framing
of the signal. Furthermore, the weighting function HN (f) was exponentially
averaged to mitigate the effects of spectral subtraction musical tones.

5.3 Results

A time plot of the speech signal inside the EAC with interior helicopter noise is
shown in Fig. 12. The noise suppression effect due to the spectral subtraction
is obvious and an informal subjective listening test reveals that the speech
distortion caused by the noise reduction is acceptable. The SNR increase due
to the usage of ANC ear-muffs is illustrated in Fig. 13.
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Figure 12: (Upper plot) In-ear speech signal before spectral subtraction.
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5.4 Conclusions

In a severely disturbed environment, with high surrounding noise sound pres-
sure levels, an ear-mic combined with a pair of ear-muffs equipped with ANC
is superior to a conventionally placed microphone in front of the mouth. Not
only is the microphone protected from the surrounding noise both by passive
absorbers and by the ANC, but also protected against mechanical damage.

Furthermore, a spectral subtraction algorithm, even in its simplest form,
significantly reduces the remaining background noise level.

Altogether, the hybrid noise reduction system that combines an ear-mic,
passive and active noise reduction and a spectral subtraction algorithm, offers
several advantages in an environment severely disturbed by noise and the
method is widely applicable in numerous situations.
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